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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

URRILL NATIONAL BAN
ELLSWORTH, ME.

The Whole

K

Family

*>•» an interest in the bank book. It
is, in
tact, an insurance policy that saves tbe
family from want. You insure your prop*
erty against Are. Wby not insure your
loved ones against poverty*
Open an account at THIS BANK.
Drop a little into it every week and you
will be surprised how rapidly the amount
will accumulate.

ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

NEW

In bankruptcy—Herbert P Hopkins.
Celia Alexander—Notice of foreclosure.
Guy W McAlister, Edw L Beazley—Commissioners’ notice.
Situation as housekeeper wanted.
G A Parcher—Pure olive oil.
Quaker oats.
Sealed proposals.
Ellsworth Hardwood Co—Hardwood boards
wanted.
Stan wood—Photographer.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Bangob, Me:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
AcoutTA, Mb:
Notice to contractors.

Liberal

interest

on

on

check

ac-

counts.

/a

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

Fbom West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
Fbom East—11.07 a m; 12.06, 5.55 and 10.22 p
MAIL CLOSBS AT

m.

POSTOPPICB.

Going West—10.45, 11.30, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postofflce open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

You Lost Your Job!

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

seriously hamper your financial affairs.
Write SOW for our Facts and Figures folder, and particulars how
bank safely by mail.

employment

cannot

Eastern Trust &
BANOOR, rtAlNE.

Giving Away
Elegant China
Is

this week

with Miss Bernice Giles.

Goods donated for the Salvation army
fair should be ready for collection Mon-

blend of

we

premiums given

give

you your

A week of special services will begin at
the Baptist church next Bunday.
Miss
Margaret Koch, field-worker of the Maine
Christian Endeavor society, will be the
speaker for the week. All are cordially
invited to attond the services.

her as a packet.
ing qualities of the
use

HAS NOW MORE THAN

5,000
DEPOSITORS. YOU ARE INVITED TO OPEN
AN
AOOOUNT

The model and

or

Isle to enter upon his duties as cashier of
the Merchants Trust & Banking Co., of
that town, to which position he has been
elected.

UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

Hail-

Misses Elizabeth A., and Alma F. Silsby,
who have been occupying the Richards
homestead since last summer, returned to
last

Saturday.

Miss Alma

re-

position as teacher of Uerman
in the East Boston high school this week.
sumes

her

hall at 8

Ellsworth. The remains were taken to
Southwest Harbor for interment. A more
extended notice appears under Southwest
Harbor news.
The first of the series of four dancing
assemblies, under the direction of Mrs.
Estelle C. Schafer, will be given this evening at Society hall, instead of Friday
evening, as first intended. The others of
the series will take place on Friday of the
three succeeding weeks—Feb. 11, 18 and
25.

P. O. Square.

SINGING SKULK”

atrfjmtpmniv

Wm. W. Brooks
BOOT and SHOE

YOUR

Meet at

Hancock hall.
The posters announcing the affair state
that the year in which it is to be given is
MDCVX, the correctness of which, if intended for the year for 1910, is questioned.
The pertinent rejoinder to such inquisitiveness is: If it doesn’t stand for
1910, what does it stand for?
The part of “Dame Plunkett”, the
teacher, will be impersonated by Mrs. F.
W. Rollins; that of the visiting professional musician, “Squire Bellingham,” by
Harry L. Crabtree. Miss Helen Bonsey
will appear as “Betsy Martin”; F. Carroll
Burrill as “MosesSimpkins”; E. F. Robinson, jr., as “Julius Caesar”, the squire’s
colored servant.
Miss A. May Bonsey
will play the “harpischord”.
Besides these some twenty-five others
will participate in the role of pupils, many
of whom will give exhibitions of their
singing abilities in solos, duets, etc.,
while all will sing in chorus tunes which

popular

a century or more ago.
program are such tunes as
“Windsor”, “Invitation,” “Sound the
Loud
Timbrel,” “Cousin
Jedediah,”
“Sherburn”. and others, both religious and
secular.
The rumor is that the costumes on this
occasion w’ill be well worth “going miles
to see”, as attics and trunks and bureaus
from all over the town are being ransacked for material, and it is expected
that the stage will present a most unique
were

On the

picturesque appearance.
According to the program,

and

Thirty-six
All kinds of

Rubber Work warranted

Main St., Ellsworth
over

Staples

Music Store

successful

years of

banking

is one of our greatest assets, and your
guarantee of honest,
straightforward business

.4 common mistake
of local
to estimate the value of

space of
asked by

one
some

advertisers

methods.

advertising

16 State St.,

COUGH

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

insurance

newspaper by the amount
It is a
other publication.

mistake of judgment for

a

business

the
Rexam. Cherry Joice is
economical insurance against
coughs you can get. One large
bottle will insure a whole family
against coughs, colds and grippe
Cheap insurance
for a whole

man

to estimate the value
of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be

pleased to get it.—Leavenworth {Kansan)
Times.

most

FREE to You
with every dozen cabinet

year.

photos. For a short time
I will give a beautiful silk

just one
The first dose
teaspoonful will relieve your cough
four doses will stop your cough
cent bottle will
and a
isn't it.

pillow top of E. H. S.

ELECTRICAL KS5"
Pall Line* of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
EatbuiM — Wiriat
Safflk* Cfc*crf*lly Oira.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
»tey Building. State St.,
Ellawortb.
AND

Dingo Block, Main St., Ellsworth.

not
to

perfectly

do is return the bottle and get

your money.

Wanted Once
one or two carloads l in. and X 1-4 in.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

dry Hardwood Boards, beech, birch
and maple.
Address, Ellsworth
Hardwood Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

twenty-five

ever
break up the worst cold you
the
had and we guarantee it like all
Rexall Remedies in that if you are
•
satisfied all you have

Stan wood Studio,

Lorraine Begonias

Now In full

bloom at the

Telephone 43.

—

—

Pillow top is worth $1.C0

Beautiful Azaleas

*

people

Congregational society.

lake

were

caught.
MOUTH
The little
is ill.

Eugene Ray
tives

RIVEli.

OP THE

son

of

is

Frank Meader and wife

visiting friends and rela-

here.

Capt. Allen Remick, of Bangor, is visit*
ing his uncle, W. L. Remick.
W. L. Pratt has gone to Boston, called
there by the illness of his daughter, Mrs.
George Morin.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Thursday, Feb. 3, at G. A. R. hall, 6 p. m.
—Supper by woman’s relief corps; 20cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 4, at Odd Fellows
hall—Sociable by Donaqua lodge, K. of P
Saturday, Feb. S, at Hancock hall—
“Union Depot” by local cast, for benefit
of senior class of the high school.
Monday, Feb. 7, [MDCVX], at Hancock
hall, at 8 p. m.—“An Old-fashioned Singing School” under auspices of February
committee of the Congregational church.
Reserved seatB 35c.; all others 25c. Homemade candy will be on sale.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 9, at Methodist vestry—Supper from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.
Thursday evening, Feb. 10, at Hancock
hall—Concert by U. of M. music club,
under auspices of sophomore class, E. H.
S.
Admission, 25 cents; reserved seats, 35
cents, on sale beginning Feb. 7, at Moore’s
drug Btore.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb. 10,
11 and 12, at Salvation Army hall— Anniversary fair and sale.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,

FOOD

for the im-

Hancock

Admission,

Feb. 22-2G.

Feb.

hall,

22-26—Food

fair

10 cents.

Friday, heb. 25, at Ellsworth—District
Fellows.

convention of Odd

FAIR.

REUNIONS.

of fourteen

new

for

Ellsworth.

It

involves

much

STATE.

April 20-25, at Knight Memorial Methocommittee, dist
church, Calais—East Maine annual
early this morning. The fire evidently with considerable expense, and also large conference.
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
started in wood near the furnace in the outlays by the manufacturers of food Oklahoma, presiding.
cellar. The house was filled to suffocation stuffs who pride themselves on the exwith smoke when the occupants awak- cellence of their exhibits at these fairs.
atibcrtisnncnta.
The fair will be well worth daily visits.
ened, and they barely had time to escape,
saving practically nothing. The piano and The (exhibits will be attractive and ina few pieces of furniture were saved from
structive in themselves, there will be
the lower part of the house by those first music and other features to enliven the
Made and Bottled in Nice, France.
on the scene, but the smoke was so dense
occasion, with dancing each evening
that itjwasalmost impossible to enter the from 10 to 12 o’clock.
Proved by exhaustive tests of the United
Each day of the fair w ill have some spechou8e.|,The fire burned up through the
States Bureau of Chemistry Superior to
partition and out through the roof. Thero ial feature. Tuesday, the opening day,
all Brands tested.
was an insurance of $1,500 on the house,
will be “Boost day”, or Ellsworth day;
and ft,000 on the furniture.
Wednesday will be potato day; Thursday,
The meeting of the grange fair commit- grange day, and Friday, Odd Fellows day.
Your elaim that the published
The talk by specialists in their several
tee for the purpose of incorporating the
figures on page 55, bulletin 77 prove
Hancock County Grange Fair association, lines will be of value, especially to the
Nicelle
Olive Oil the superior of all
will be held next Saturday, probably at housewives and to the farmers. There
brands tested 1s most fully jnstlfied.
from
the
least
threewill
be
at
speakers
L.
who
is
the office of Harry
Crabtree,
Stillwrll & Glaj>i>inu, otticial
work

on

the

part

of the local

Nicelle Olive Oil

Hancock Co. Savings Bank,
**

The work called

the

forbidden to take naps during the
concert, and no unseemly levity w ill be
allowed.
Home-made candy w'ill be on sale. The
entire proceeds are for the benefit of the
are

Several fishermen were at the
last week, and a number of pickerel

Saturday, Feb. 12, 7.30 p. m., at Sewall
widely different Some Interesting Exhibits Promised
and
Hall, 177 Huntington avenue, Boston—
brought forth Mrs.
—Meeting of Grangers.
Bluehill reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
Moulton’s wonderful ability as an imAs the date for the Ellsworth food fair—
personator. For over two hours she held Feb. 22-26—draws nearer, indications for a
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revere
the closest attention of her audience, and most interesting exhibition grow apace.
ball, Mechanics’ building, Eoston —Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
gave all her hearers a delightful evening.
The food fair will be something entirely
personation
characters,

The house of Miss Minnie E. Holmes on
Pine street was practically gutted by fire

PROTECTION

REPAIRING

the Hour.”

GREEN LAKE.

There has been great ice boating this
Haneock Hall Next
week.
Monday Evening.
No end of fun is promised by the FebJules Crocker and M. C. Baker are here
ruary committee of the Congregational for a week’s fishing.
church, under whose auspices “An OldRenel Higgins has sold his ice boat to
fashioned Singing School” is to be preJohn P. Eldridge, of Ellsworth.
sented next Monday evening, Feb. 7, at
Will

SUBSCIRBE FOR THE AMERICAN

be
from which the school team will
chosen, met in a game which resulted in
a score of 9-0 in favor of the “Khaki”

US.

WITH

schooner sold her.

Luceille E., the little three-year-old
daughter of C. S. Johnston and wife, died
really
Saturday of typhoid fever. The little one,
doomed to the life of a helpless cripple if
will be a concert by the music
There
she bad lived, had nevertheless found a
glassware, FREE OF
of
Maine
at
Hanof
the
club
University
particularly tender place in the hearts of
cock hall Thursday evening, Feb. 10, unthe parents, and while they cannot but
CHARGE! A large and atof
the
class
of
der the auspices
sophomore
feel the mercy of her death, their sorrow
the high school.
at the parting is none the less keen, and
Miss Eva Leighton, who has been emtractive premium line to pick
they have the sympathy of their many
ployed in the Ellsworth central telephone friends.
office for some time, left yesterday for
B. S. Jellison, of Ellsworth Falls, had
from. See window display,
Camden, where she will take the position
his knee operated upon yesterday by Drs.
of chief operator.
Hodgkins and Osgood. Two months ago
with two pounds of our choice
Capt. and Mrs. Scott, of the Salvation Mr. Jellison was driving a steel wedge
army, commenced regular meetings to be when a piece of steel flew off and entered
held every second Sunday morning at his knee. It gave him no serious trouble
Bayside in the new grange hall, the free until recently, when inflammation set in,
use of which has been kindly granted.
and he was confined to the house. In
A group of friends, remembering that the operation yesterday the piece of steel
last Wednesday was Mrs. Mary Goggins’ which caused the trouble was removed.
wedding anniversary, surprised her at her Mr. Jellison is still lame, but is able to
home on Bridge hill on the evening of be out.
that day. A merry evening was passed.
A large
audience greeted Mrs. Ida
There were two games of basket ball at Jenness Moulton, of Beverly, Mass., at tbe
Hancock hall last Wednesday evening. Methodist church Monday evening, in her
Two girls’ teams from the high school—the presentation of ‘‘The
New
Mayor”,
“Khaki Waists” and “White Waists”— founded on the famous play, “The Man of

fine china and

THE UNION TRUST CO. if ELLSWORTH
OPENED 724 NEW AOOOUNT8
DURING THE YEAR 1909, AND

Charles U. Curtis arrived home Thursday from New York, where he went in
his new Bchooner Nellie. He has sold the
schooner to Nantucket parties, who will

Regular meetings at Salvation army
p. m. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Sunday school at 1.45
p. m. Topical meeting at 3 p. m. Leader,
Capt. Willis L. Pratt has gone to Boston Mrs. Moon. Sunday
evening meeting at
to visit his daughter, Mrs. Inez L. Morin,
7.30 p. m., Capt. and Mrs. Scott in charge.
who is ill.
On account of the participation of sevDonaqua lodge, K. of P., will give a so- eral members of the literature club in the
ciable at Odd Fellows hall Friday evening.
entertainment to be given next Monday
The public is invited.
evening, the meeting of the club has been
Col. H. E. iiaralin is on the last stage of postponed until Tuesday, Feb.
8, and will
his trip around the world, having arrived be held at the home of Miss
Mary H.
in Ban Francisco Monday.
Black.
Property on w'bich taxes remain unpaid
Stephen N. Gilley, of Southwest Harbor,
w ill be sold at auction at the office of the
died Friday, Jan. 28, at the home of his
collector next Monday at 9 a. m.
daughter, Mrs. Carrie Moore, in North
woman’s relief corps will serve supper to-morrow, Feb. 3, at G. A. R. hall, at
6 o’clock.

Tea value—a

superfine

A dance followed the games.

There will be preaching in the Methodist church next Sunday morning at 10.30.
Vesper service from 3 to 4. The afternoon
service will be addressed by one of the
leading business men of Ellsworth. All
are invited.

The

The stewards of the Methooist church
will serve supper at the vestry Wednesday
evening, Feb. 9, from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.

choice of

Bie d Tea!

Haynes.

club will meet

Here is Ellsworth’s greatest

pound

Premium

J. A.

Thursday

Wednesday of next week.
superfine teas, for only 47c in- The farce “Union Depot”, will be presented by local cast at Hancock hall,!
next Saturday evening, for benefit of the
stead of GO—and with every
senior class of the high school.
Albert A. Joy left Monday for Presque
of Tea

With his 47c

Same

Banking Co.,

of 24-7.

Cambridge
The

day, Tuesday

and Glassware

3 k- Premium Coffee.

to

Branches at Old Town and Machlaa.

J. A. HAYNES

Fair,

Feb. 22-2(1.

Have you made any financial preparation f<* such a possibility? How
long can you go without employment, and still “make both ends meet"?
Itv laying away a small sum each week in our Savings Dept., which in turn
continually accumulates interest on interest lor you, the sudden loss of

between the

an

AT BLLSWOBTH POSTOPPICB.

Savings.

was

high echool boys’ team and a town team,
the high school team winning by a score

The junior claaa of the high school gave
entertainment at the high school
building last Friday evening. After an
interesting program of vocal and instrumental music, readings, etc., there
was a Bale of home-make candy.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS.

We pay 4 per cent,

The second game

team.

No. 5

I

AT TMM ILLIWOBTI POSTOFPIOI«.

I

®

Rexam. Cherry Joice Coogh
Syrup is pleasant to take, tart and
and children like it.

tasty

Per bottle, 25c., 50c., $1.00.

E. 0. MOORE,

Druggist,

Cor. opp. Post Office.
THE: REXALL STORE.

acting

as

attorney in the matter.

Among

University ol Maine,

victor

K.

uaraner,

chemests to N. Y. Produce

Exchange.

professor of horticulture, will speak on
meeting are J. F. Wood and Thomas Wednesday; Harold Q. Ball, professor of
Laura
If you want the very best Olive Oil
Grieve, of Bluehill; D. W. McKay, of agronomy, on Thursday, and Miss
domesthat comes to America from France, be
Surry; D. G. Hall, of Eden; Daniel Young, E. Comstock, of the department of
is
also
It
on
tic
expected
Friday.
science,
of Mariaville; F. A. Noyes, of Sullivan;
Nicelle Olive Oil, the abj sure you secureand
J. E. Gross, of Orland; O. W. Foss, of to have some speaker on dairying.
unadulterated French
solutely pure
will
be
issued
to
the
invitation
A
special
Hancock; Frank E. Mace, of Great Pond;
product of exquisite delicacy and delightin
Hancock
all
masters
of
county ful blandness, an oil which
granges
H. G. Smallidge, of Winter Harbor; Hollis
experts deAustin, of Lamoine; F. A. Orcutt, of to be present on grange day—Thursday. clare to be the finest of all imported
of
a
meeting
Bayside grange; George E. Davis, of Ells- Some time during the day
brands, an oil whose perfect purity and
worth Falls, and Roy C. Haines, of Ells- the grange masters, with the grange fair matchless delicacy will delight you. The
over
the
held
to
talk
worth. The Hancock County Fair asso- committee, will be
older the olive tree, the better and richer
ciation will also be asked to send a repre- grange fair proposition, which it is hoped olives it bears. Nicelle Olive Oil is the
form.
sentative or attend in a body, to see if by that time to have in definite
first and choicest run of oil from perfinal arrangements can be made for the
fect olives carefully selected from those
At an evening party the guests were grown in the world’s oldest
purchase of Wyman park.
groves at
asked to take part in a game in which Mice, France. Nicelle Pure Olive Oil is
was to make a face, the one
the oil for the physician to depend on, the
De Sapp—Do you think that Miss Clever everybody
who made the worst face to win the prize. patient to thrive on.
was having fun with me? DeSoft
Well,
It seemed as if all did their worst. Then
old chap, give me the details. De Sapp—
the judge went up to one woman who was
You see, I had my bull terrier w ith me.
SOLD ONLY IN ELLSWORTH AT
And I said to her: “That dog knows as sitting off in one corner. “Madam,” said
much as I do.” And she said: “Don’t he. “I think you have won the prize.
“Excuse me,” she said,
you think |4.50 was too much to pay for 1 Allow’ me to-”
haughtily, “I wasn’t playing!”
him?”
those who

are

expected

to attend this

—

Parcher’s

Drug Store.

~

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

Brayar Meeting Topis For the Week
Beginning Fob. & 1910.
Topic.—Th. model Christian Endeavorer.
—John xv. 1-t. (Chris Jan Endeavor day.)
Comment by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle,
D. D.
Twenty-eight years ago on last Wednesday, Feb. 2, the first Christian Endeavor society was organized at Wllllston Congregational church of Portland,
lie., by the then pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Francis S. Clark. Its rapid growth and
worldwide influence and Its continued
stability In spite of many false prophecies to the contrary form one of the
most remarkable events in the history
of the Christian church. In the church
and "for Christ and the church” It met
a need that no period of the Christian centuries had been able to meet—
namely, the Interesting of the young
people in the church. The church and
the world owe a debt to tl)e movement
started by Dr. Clark, and it is a matter of earnest congratulation and
thanksgiving to God that in the yean
since this small beginning has become
a great movement interdenominational and worldwide. Dr. Clark’s life has
been graciously spared and that today
he still stands at its head and after all
these years is still permitted, under
God, to direct this great organization
with the same masterly skill that he
has always displayed in his relation to
this child of his young manhood now
As
grown to gigantic proportions.
model Endeavorers let us fervently
pray on this anniversary occasion that
many such years may still be before
him and his long and Invaluable associate in this great work, Mr. William
Shaw.
A great movement needs great and
masterful leaders, and Christian Endeavor has always had them. But a
great movement also needs a great
rank and file.
Generals alone never
won a battle.
They plan them and direct them, but success or failure depends to an incalculable extent upon
the men behind the guns.
Napoleon
was a military genius unequaled perhaps in all history, but without the
▼ast armies of soldiers behind him.
who in their devotion were ready to
die for him, he never would have won
a battle and would have died an unThe Christian Enknown Corsican.
deavor movement has been and is what
it is today as much because of its followers as because of its leaders. These
followers, therefore, well deserve consideration for one anniversary, and
from a practical standpoint wbat better idea could have been suggested
than one to Inspire them to become
model Christian Endeavorers?
In a sentence it may be said that the
a
Endeavorer is
model Christian
No
Christllke Christian Endeavorer.
Christian can be an example, a pattern. a model, only in so far as he is
like Christ To the Corinthians (I Cor.
11. 1) Paul wrote, “Be ye fifeowera of
me, even as 1 also am of Christ.” or.
in other words, "Follow me to the extent that 1 follow Christ” This is also
the thought of Christ’s parable of "the
vine and the branches.” He is the vine,
and we are the branches. And only as
we abide in Him and He in us can we
bring forth good fruit or live a life that
is worthy of Imitation by any one else.
Filled with the spirit of Christ, the
Christian Endeavorer will live a consistent Christian life, be true to bis
pledge, loyal to bis church and perform faithfully the duties and obligations assigned to him. Only such an
Endeavorer can be a model in the real
The others are only models in
sense.
the sense that they are “a poor imitation of the real thing.” On this Christian Endeavor anniversary, which is
also our consecration service, let us
consecrate ourselves as never before
to an inward life full of Christ and
an outward life that will lead us as
Endeavorers to perform faithfully ail
the obligations that we have taken
upon ourselves in becoming members
of the Christian Endeavor society.
The results will be of inestimable
value to ourselves and to the cause
which we represent.
On each Christian Endeavor anniversary we should as model Endeavorers remember the "memorial fund,”
which was inaugurated at the Baltimore convention on the twenty-flftb
anniversary of the Christian Endeavor
movement.
The writer of these articles in bis state convention at Baltimore
conscientiously opposed the
pledging of the state union definitely
to attempt to raise an enormous amount
of money for the purpose suggested,
and in this one union it was voted
down.
But he does not oppose the
movement Itself as a purely voluntary
effort to erect a suitable and sufficiently attractive office building in Boston,
so as to perpetuate the international
headquarters and to commemorate
Christian Endeavor. This is now the
openly declared purpose of the officers
of the society. To such a movement
all Endeavorers if possible should respond, and what better time could be
selected to make a special effort to
do something toward this fund than
One
upon an anniversary occasion?
effort and one offering could at least
be given as a token of thanksgiving
for the blessings that Christian Endeavor has brought to us.

EDITED

If Motto:

BY

“AUNT MADOl".

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column arc succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In-

terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications muet be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

to

Thb American,

3tnong ttje (Grangers.

SPurtisnnmts.

fllutnul Benefit fiolnmn.

WANTS HER
LETTER

This column U devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column ia open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but namea will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

PUBLISHED

For Benefit of Women who
Suffer from Female Ills

reason.

called to order. A program of unusual
merit had been arranged, bnt owing to
could
illness of some of the members,
not be carried out in full.
the
The master called for remarks for
the
good of the order and a number of
Mr. and Mrs.
members spoke briefly.
Harriman received a rising vote of thanks
for the efficient manner in uhich the offiThe earnest,
cers had been installed.
helpful words of Brother and Sister Harrimau were listened to with the closest attention. A recital by Miss Hobart re-

ceived much applause.
The master then called the secretary to
Thursday, Peb 10 Meeting of Green
and presented her, in behalf of
Mountain Pomona grange with Schoodic his desk
the members of Floral grange, with a
Winter
Harbor.
grange,
beautiful ring, assuring her of the love
Meeting of Hancock and esteem of the members, which had
Friday, Feb. 18
Pomona grange with Arbutus grange,
found expression in the token he placed
Surry.
The secretary could not
in her hands.
HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
find fitting words in which to thank
Following is the program for the meet- them, yet she hopes that they may realise
ing of Hancock Pomona grange with Ar- that words could not express her apprebutus grange, Surry, Feb 18:
ciation of the beautiful gift, and that her
surprise and pleasure were too deep for
Opening exercises
Address of Welcome.M E Linneken words. Much credit is due Mrs. Frank
Response.Manuel Qaspar Arey, who by her untiring efforts helped
Business
to make the beautiful gift a success.
Topic: How can the raising of poultry be
The master then called for the lecturer,
made profitable?
F T Jellison, Ella
and presented her a token of esteem from
Davis
Mrs. Burr ill for which she expressed her
Recess
thanks and pleasure in the kindness that
Call to order; music
State speaker
prompted the gift. A song by the choir
closed a session that held much of interProgram of host grange
Closing exercises.
est to the members and their friends.
Master,
Following are the officers:
SEDGWICK, 244.
George W. Chipman; overseer, Joseph L.
in
session
met
N.
J.
Sedgwick grange
regular
Robinson;
Gordon; lecturer,
Jan 21, with but two officers absent— steward, Charles H. Lowell; assistant
and
chaplain
gate-keeper. Seventy-five steward, Samuel S. Rich; chaplain, Maria
members were present and 126 visitors W. Lowell; treasurer, Clara E. Arey; secfrom Brooklin, Massapaqua, Rainbow, retary, Sara T. Reed; gate-keeper, Howard
Harborside and East Bluehill.
H. Arey; Ceres, Annie C. Gordon; PoAfter the opening exercises and busi- mona, Lucie E. Bennett; Flora, Lida E.
ness, the maBter declared a recess for the Chipman; lady assistant steward, Helen
purpose of having the following program: E. Rich.

Minneapolis, Minn.—"I

was a

great

sufferer from female troubles which
caused a weakness
and broken down
condition of the

OTHERS.

“Lord, help me live from day to day
In such a self-forgetful]way,
That

even

system.

when I kueel to pray.

I read

so

much of what Lydia
E. rinkham’s Veg-

My prayer shall be for—OTHERS.
me in all the^work I do.
To ever be sincere>nd true.
And know that all I’d do for you
Must needs be done for—OTHERS.

“Help

etable Compound
had done tor other
suffering women I
felt sure it would

“Let self be crucified and slain.
And buried; andlall in vain.
May efforts be to rise*again.
Unless to live for-OTHERS.

help me. and I must
say it did help me
My
wonderfully.
pains all left me, X

“And when my work]on earth is done,
And my new work in heaven’s begun,
May I forget the crown I’ve won,
While thinking still of-OTHERS.

r,ana within three months

f«w strong?
perfectly well
was a

woman.

“I want this letter made public to
sh6w the benefit women may derive
from Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound.”—Mrs. JonxG. Moldan,
2115 Second St., .North, Minneapolis,

“Others, Lord, yes.’others.
And none of •self’Jfor me.
Help me to live for others
That I may live like thee.’’
—Cha$. D.

Meig».

Dear M. B. Friends:

Minn.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials like the above prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, which is made

—

—

exclusively from roots and herbs.
prayer which accompanied the
Women'wbo suffer from those dislast week is given above. The
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should Selection on the phonograph; reading,
is unselfishness, and the oppor- not lose
sight of these facts or doubt Eddie Sylvester; song, Wallace Qrindle;
tunities to practice it are'always at hand. the
ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s tableau; song, Florence Allen; dialogue;
In The American of last week was the
Vegetable Compound to restore their song, Frank
Marks; recitation, Sister Mcaccount of the loss of the four-master health.
of East Bluehill grange; selection
Medford. “Our Captain” will not mind
If you want special advice write Intyre,
on phonograph;
tableau; selection on
at all if I tell you all itlwas his loved ves- to Mrs. Pinkbaiu, at Lynn, Mass.
Sister Hendricksel that went to such an untimely fate, as She will treat your letter asstrletly phonograph; recitation,
For 20 years she son, of Massapaqua grange.
it seems to us.
While we sympathize confidential.
The grange entertained Hancock Pohas been helping sick women In
with him in this loss and in the suffering
this way, free of charge. Don’t mona grange during the day. Sedgwick
which he and his brave^men experienced, hesitate
write at once.
grange always enjoys having Pomona
we are very grateful that
he was kept
meet with it, for these meetings are helpthrough all those "hours of peril and
the helpful things in the M. B. column. I am ful and instructive, and all returned home
anxiety and discomfort and returned to
hoping hereafter to be able to come oftener.
feeling greatly benefited.
his friends and family.
Last summer I sat on a vine-covered ve- I
Sedgwick grange met Jan. 28, with
I have just been looking at the photo- randa with a
lady, and we were speaking of
master in the chair.
The travelgraph of the handsome vessel which he something that concerned ua both in the M. worthy
so bad, there were only twencommanded. None but 'those who have B. column, and I inquired if she read that ling being
members out, with two visitors.
“followed the sea” know how dear the part of the paper, and she said always, and ty-five
The lecturer presented an interesting
floating home of the commander is to his every word of it. She ia away in the South
and enjoying the warm air and flowers while program as follows: Music, Amy Elwell;
heart.
we enjoy the frost and snow.
I have a great topic, “Who is responsible for the sucDear Aunt Madge and alt the M. B.'s:
desire to see all these helpful ones. Some, I cess or failure of the grange?” opened by
Please forget that I had my turn In its order feel sure, 1 have seen long
years ago.
W. H. Closson and Bertha Orcutt, foland that only a little while ago, for I just
I will send a description of a bag for those lowed
by several others; song, by young
can’t resist sending a little thought—in fact who are wise
enough to commence to make members;
recess; charade; question, “ReI always have this same feeling every week their
for
as
taken
Christmas, 1910,
presents
when The American comes^and 1 read the from the December number of the Woman't solved, that it is better to marry than remain single;” affirmative, Ueorge H.
M. B. column.
Farm Journal. It requires one yard of creFirst, may I say to the|M. B. who resides in tonne. Lay flat on the table and mark an oc- Allen; negative, Mrs. Charles Allen. DeMalden—if she is still there, that I can be tagon. Hem or face the edge with
something cided in the affirmative. This question
reached by telephone, for^a while at least, if
bright, sew a brass ring on each point and brought out a lively discussion, for all
she will call up after 6.30 almost any evening run a cord or ribbon
through the rings and took a part and expressed his or her
except Sunday, and I am generally home that finish the bottom with a tassel. This is
opinion.
afternoon. Call Roxbary 2142-5.
called the umbrella bag, as it comes to a
The following resolutions were adopted:
I hope you all had a bright, happy Christpoint at the bottom and is very convenient, as
As morning shadows passed away
mas, and 1 wish for you all a prosperous, I
can
it
out
flat
to
see
its
contents.
you
lay
A spirit woke to endless day;
happy new year, for I think it is not too late
I will close by wishing you all a Happy New
The severed bonds of life and love
to wish it now.
Beach upward to the land of love.
Year. May the old year, with its receding
I enjoyed 8. J. Y.’s letter about her trip. I
steps, carry away all your sorrows, and the
Again has the Great Harvester entered our
wish sbe could have visited the museums new
bring you every joy you need.
fields and garnered a golden sheaf; again, for ;
near
Harvard
square,
Cambridge. The
Eunice Dekring.
the third time within a year, is our social cir- i
Agassiz museum has the collection of glass
I cle broken, and we are called
upon to mourn
flowers, the only collection of the kind in
I am much pleased that you should re- the loss of our beloved sister and patron,
the world; it is beautiful.
so promptly to my request, and I
Annie Glenn Allen. Quick to perceive the
spond
I hope no one will leave Boston, no matter
think I know some ot the M. B.’a who virtues, and slow to criticise the faults, she
how short the visit may have to be, »and not
have cretonne ou hand who will use it in was ever prompt to throw the mantle of
go into the state house. It is always open,
charity over another’s motive. In this she
and so also is the old state house’and Faneuil this way. Can’t you do it, Ann?
exemplified the cardinal principle of the
hall.
order, “charity to all mankind.”
North Yakima, Wash., Jan. 21,1910.
When preparing a fowl to roast, did you
In the death of Sister Allen this grange
ever try putting small wooden tooth
picks Dear Aunt Madqe and Mutuale:
loses one of its most devoted members, and
Mrs. 1. Dieter wishes me to write for her. as
through the skin on each” side the opening
the community a kind friend and neighbor.
after it is stuffed and then lacing it across in- she has hurt her arm badly. Mrs. Dieter fell
While we mourn the loss of our sister, we
stead of sewing the opening? I think it much on the ice last Wednesday and had a bad
extend our heartfelt sympathy to the sorrownicer, and when the fowl is cooked the tooth shaking up. She won’t be able to do any
ing husband, children, mother, sisters and
picks can be removed with 7ery little trouble writing to the sisters for a month or two brothers who have
been called to part with
and the twine used for lacing is easily pulled until her arm gets well.
one who was to them, in the noblest and most
Mrs. Dieter wishes to thank you for the
off. Do you always rub salt inside the fowl
beautiful sense, wife, mother, daughter and
before stufllng? It seasons it much better.
very pretty card that she received from you,
The

poem of
root of it

—

onions, apples
fine. I always

and also she is pleased to know that you enjoy wearing your silver pin that she sent so
long ago.

you have a cold ride to take, bake a nice
potato not quite done through, and carry it
in your muff or keep it in your hands. It will
keep warm a long time.
I am glad you enjoy the Union Signal, Dell.
Don’t you
enjoy every word of “Our
Washington letter”? So many of the contributors to that paper seem like personal
friends to me.
I have met very many of
them at state, national and world’s W. C. T. U
conventions. When I read the Signal I think
what wonderful women we have, and such
women not allowed to vote, and I see such
apologies for men being carried to the voting
places in hacks, automobiles and taxicabs.
At this time Boston is having the reaction
after the very strenuous campaign of
city elections.
I heard a man say in a public meeting recently: ‘‘I was born in Maine; I never
saw an open saloon in Maine in
my life.' I am
glad that temptation was not before me in my
boyhood days.” I wish (hat could be said of
Massachusetts from now on.
I wish that every M. B. could have a
printed
list of the “really truly” names of the
sisters,
with their M. B. names'also, so we might know
“who’s who”, for I must confess I get mixed
on the x y z’s, etc. I wish Aunt
Madge would
tell us how many there are in our
family at
present.
With all best wishes for all our
folks,
sincerely yours,
Naillil.

She has received news that her dear sister
has passed away. Although it was sad, it is a
relief to know that all her suffering is over,
and that she was saved, and has entered into
that kingdom of rest.
Mrs. Dieter wishes you and the sisters a
prosperous New Year, if4it isn’t too late, and
sends love to all.

For those who cannot

chopped in the dressing
prefer apples.
a

eat
are

We

very sorry to hear of this accias some of you may wish to send
a line of remembrance to Mrs. Ida L. Dieter, I give you her address: 709 North
Natches avenue, North Yakima, Wash.
Aunt Madge.
are

dent, and

OTTER CREEK.

brothe„

■at

sister.

“Freed from the toils and sorrows of earth,
Her spirit has taken its flight
Across the dark valley and shadow of death.
To beautiful fields of light.”

GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 26.

The regular r«.tin,ol Bay View
held Wednesday evening
with
attendance. Six applications for
“*°>berabip wen received, a g^j
waa presented.
Some of tbe
sisten f,
niebed cake and coffee as a
surprise to
brothers who so cheerfully
helped on
repairs in tbe dining-room. The t
decree will be worked

Committee.

BROOKUX, 251.
Brooklin grange held its regular meeting, Jan. 25, with a good attendance. After business all enjoyed the following
program:
Song, choir; reading, Clarence
Grace
Stanley; song,
Natter; test, Helen
Mayo; song, Prin. Allen.

Miss Calista Hamor, of Ellsworth, is
visiting relatives here.
PENOBSCOT, 240.
The initial degrees were conferred on
Fountain Davis has purchased a naphtha
two candidates Friday evening, Jan. 28.
boat of Bar Harbor parties.
The third and fourth degrees will be conMrs. Edgar Walls has gone to the Bar
ferred on a class of fonr next Friday evenHarbor hospital tor treatment.
ing. Castine grange has been invited.
The ladies’ circle will meet with Mrs.
There were flfty-four patrons present.
Alice Stanley next Saturday afternoon.
Penobscot grange is very much alive.
A new street light has been placed near
the church, which is much appreciated by
PLOEAL, 158, NORTH BUCKSPOBT.
all.
The regular meeting of Floral grange
Thanks for your suggestions and for the
Miss Mildred Savage, of Southwest Har- Tuesday evening, Jan. 25, for installation
testimony from the Maine man in regard bor, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. George of officers was one of unusual interest.
to the prohibitory law. One of the
Notwithstanding unpleasant wefther,
trying Grover.
there were many of the members and their
things is to read in papers printed out of
The cottage prayer meeting will be held
the State, and I regret to say some of the
friends present.
at Mrs. W. H. Bunker’s next Wednesday
Maine papers copy the same, the stateWith Mrs. Frank Arey at the organ the
evening.
ment that the Maine law really does not
BIBLE READINGS.
officers-elect, in the order of their election,
Jan. 31.
Anon.
marched from the ante-room into the h«n
I Sam. 111. 1-10; Dan. i. 8-17; Lake U, prohibit. But there is a vast difference
and took their seats in their
41-52; It, 1-13: Matt, v, 13-16; 1 Cor. between open bars and selling liquor “on
HANCOCK.
respective
chairs. Past Master George R. Robinson
zt 1; Eph. t. 1. 2; Gal. T. 22-26; Heb. the sly”.
Hilton Beckwith, of Ellsworth, will
introduced
Past
Master
Hiram E. Harrikill. 1. 2; Jas. 1. 26. 27.
Dear Aunt Madge and Mutuals:
preach at Waukeag Frida; evening, and at man as
I (eel like a stranger among you, as I have Trenton
installing officer. The duties of
Sunday
evening.
the
office
rs-elect were ably perinstalling
only done the reading of the nice things the
In the Heart of South Africa.
rest have written, for such a
formed by Brother Harriman and his aslong time. I
In Sontb Africa Christian Endeavor
Itching piles provoke profanity, but prohave numerous engagements and duties that
Hattie
E.
Harriman.
sistant,
among the Dntcb speaking population
won't core them.
Doan’s Ointment
keep me busy; bat not too busy to read all fanity
At the close of the installation cerecures itching, bleeding or
la very strong. There are only three
protruding piles
monies
and
a
after years of suffering. At any drag store_
song by the choir, the masSocieties outside the Dutch union, and
A SAFEGUARD TO CHILDREN.
ter declared recess and invited the memAriel.
of these three the Bloemfontein Bap“Our two children of six and
bers
eight
years
and
guests to the dining-hall, where
tist Endeavorers are the only English have been since infancy subject to colds and
lunch was served by the lady officers and
About three years ago I started to j
SORE LUNGS AND RAW LUNG8.
speaking group. They number twen- croup.
and Tar, and it has never
Most people know the feeling, and the mis- their assistants, after which the master
failed to prevent and cure these troubles. It >
ty-six all told and for the past yeat JBJHoney
erable state of ill health it Indicates.
All
is the only medicine I can
get the children to people should know that Foley's Honey and
bare been supporting a native evan- take
without a row.” The above from W. C.
the greatest throat and long remedy,
gelist In Pondoland. who sends them Ornstein, Green Bay, Wis., duplicates the ex- Tar,
or. Daniels’ Horse Renovator
will quickly cure the soreness and cough and
perience of thousands of other users of restore
a normal condition.
Ask for Foley’s
regular reports of the work.
your horse—Makes Blood—gives vim,
Foley’s Honey and Tar. G. A. Parchke.
I Honey and
Tar. G. A. Pabcheb.

Opening exercises; rtfusic
Address of Welcome.W M Oerrish
Response.F A Noyes
Solo.. ...Minnie Sumner
Topic: Are the Large Mail Order Houses
in the United States Worthy of the
Patronage of the Patrons from Practical
and
Profitable
Standpoints?
Opened by A I Foss
Call to order; music
Conferring fifth degree

Reading.Lula Crabtree
Debate:
That Agriculture
Resolved,
Should be Incorporated In the Course
of Study of the Rural and Normal
Schools of Maine. AfH.'mative, Harry
Rollins, Arthur Jellison; negative, H
C Smallidge, William Guptill
Music
Piano and

J**

!£

Wednesday, Febj

strength
e

SCHOODIC.

Question box

Scboodic Ifrange held its reguUr
dum

menu*!
bT«e*

set of manuals have been
ordered l»
the secntary.
new

KIXSVOBTH

The quotations below give the nnn
0,
retail price* in Ellsworth.
Country Proriac*.
IKatttr*

Cmmiry per ft.....
Dairy.
Oleomargarine.
in*.
Preeh laid, per dos

201ft
W«»

Bey.
Best loose, per toe..
Baled.

JMft
1*5*
*•11
IS

Potatoes, pk

Oranges, dos

▼ecetublue.
30 Onion*, ft
03 Squash, !h
OS Carrot*, th
10 Cabbage, th
»ft2S

»*»
»**

IS
SO

Oolong,

Sugar—per ft—

4
5*
<&

ft
«a)

1?B» Vlaegar.

Tea—per ft—
Japan,

Ciaft

fruit.
SO too Lemon* dot

■lee, per

Bio,
Mocha,
Java,

Cracked

wheat,
Oatmeal, per a

Buckwheat,

46#66 Graham.
90#66 Bye meal,

0*6$06 Oll-pergai
06
Linseed,
08|h
Kerosene,
Molasses per gal

1A«S0
1042ft

Corned,
Tongue*,

0*415

17410

Teal.

20

1441ft

Lamb

«
c*

KjgTo

rranaioni.

w ua

Romu.

ft

SS
80

Havana.
Porto Rico.

Bsef.h
Steak.

aj
*

it*

v

Granulated roe*!,a

Granulated,
Tellow, C
Powdered,

Pork, I.

Chop.
Ham. par a
Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt
Lard.
ttauvag e, lb

13*:*
15416
154'S

Freeh Fleh.
06 Clam, qt
Oft Scallop*, qt
1241ft Smelt*, lb
CO Shrimps, qt
if, Orel* and Fm»u.

Cod.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

Fair,

Haddock,
Halibut,
Ojatera, qt

Feb. 22-2CI.
NEW

CENTtTHY, 356, DEDHAM.
New Century grange will obaerre ita
tenth anniversary Feb. 12, with a special
program of recitations, music, solos and
the presentation of a short drama, “Building a Cosy Corner,” by five members.
HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
The third and fourth degrees were
conferred on one candidate in Highland
grange Jan. 28. At recess supper was
served to about seventy
patrons, including visitors from Alamoosook and HalThe
lecturer’s program incyon granges.
cluded readings by Homer Lowell, Annie
Hatch and others; recitations by Esther
Hutchins and Amy Hatch; songs, by E. E.
Gross and Mr- Ames; dialogue by five
patrons. A using vote of thanks was extended to Highland grange by the visitors. The next meeting will be young
gentlemen's evening, and a good attendance is expected.
RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Kainbow grange met in regular session
Jan. 27, with thirty members in attend-

ing Tuesday evening, Jan. 25. One application for membership was
accepted.
The following program was
presented by
the lecturer:
Headings, Lester Young,
Julia Covey, Hollis Austin;
question,

do to make the grange
William K.
King and discussed by several members.
William R. King was installed as overseer.
can

» 455

Poultry.
Chickens.
Fowl.

Closing song.

more

MAKKKTS.

Lamb,
12400
ca
Tongue*, each

Music

“What

408, WINTER harbor.

ing Thursday evening.
There
forty-seven members present. The
and second degrees wen conferred on
Uuw
candidates. One application for
ship was received. At the next msetis,
the third and fourth degrees will
ferred on four candidates.
Arrangement,
an being made to entertain the
Pomona
which meets with this grange Keb.
10?
will
be
good program
given in the eves,
the
memben
of
ing by
this grange

Steak,
violin, Berta Haskell, Rilla Staples

HARBOG8IDE, 478, SOUTH BBOOKSVILLE.
Harborside grange held an extra session
for installation of officers
Monday, Jan.
24. At the regular
meeting, Jan. 28, a
class of six candidates was instructed in
the third and fourth degrees
by officers of
Rainbow grange. Coffee and cake were
served at recess, after which a short literary program was carried out. All unite
in thanks to Rainbow
grange for valuable
assistance.
BAYSIDE, 478, ELLSWORTH.
Bayside grange met with a large attendance Jan. 28, with Master Remick in
the
chair. The third and fourth
degrees were
conferred on two sisters, the third
degree
being finely worked by the ladies’ degree
team. A fine collation was served
by the
brothers, who deserve great credit. Four
visitors were present. Remarks
by Roy
C. Haines were very
interesting. The

a
(0

15
49

49
Flour—par bbl—
Oats, bu
6 2647 BO abort*—barf— 4fto vo
1 ft» Mix. feed, bag lit 4 *0
150 Mkl'Utnffs.iiarf 1 3b *1 SI

Corn.looa baa
Corn meal,bag

Cracked corn,

1 50

LAW RBOAKDIffO

WEIGHTS AHD MKA-fKE».

A bushel of Liverpool exit s^all weigh 69
pounds, and a bushel of Turk** Island mi; shell
welch 70 pounds.

The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and III for shipping, li eo |-)undi,
of apples, 44 pounds.
l*
The standard weight of a bushel of
good order and flt for shipping, U w |-ounJ»;
^
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and 1
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 51
end
of
rye
carrots,
FngMsb
turnips,
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwrneat, 4ft pounds, d cats
S3 pounds, or even measure as or agreement

3btacTtuKmmt&

Hurry Ends
in Indigestion
Use your teeth on your food or y ur
stomach will suffer. Quick lunches,
hurried eating, bolting food, are suie
to end, sooner or later, in some
form of indigestion, more or less
troublesome.

jSeecAantt

we

interesting?” opened by

quickly

relieve the distress caused

by hurried eating. They act directly on the stomach nerves and actually help the food to digest and
assimilate. They are particularly
good for nervous dyspepsia, bloating, hiccoughs, bitter taste in the
mouth, and flatulence.
sonable care in
Pills will soon

Put

With

rea-

eating, Beecham's

End to
Stomach Ills
an

Sold Eratywkara.

h tun Me. sad 25c-

WHY SALVES FAIL
TO CURE ECZEMA.
sra
now
agreed that the
germs are lodged not in the outer
shin or epidermis, bnt in the inner shin.

Scientists

eczema

SOMETHING POR HEADACHE.
Nothing else, 'aside; from money, is so uni- Hence,
»u«ht for a. a cure Vr

hSiuShl:

Headache powders are not safe and
they give
only temporary relief In any event.
She
“PS“l«-sbaped
Mlled Sherman's £Bd
Headache Kerned yand pills
sold
by dmggtsu and deatera at 10c. ah disc. «e
recommended as the best headache cure.
HOAK8E

COUGHS. STUFFY COLDS,

Hone,

—

and health.

Jr0*

ft
Tumi
Following is the program for the meet- HeeU,pa,
ing of Green Mountain Pomona with Lettuce, heed
Schoodic grange, Winter Harbor, Feb. 10: Celery, ouuch

In token of our loss, may our charter be
draped for thirty days, and these memorials ance. A box supper was served. Visitors
be written upon our records; also published were present from North Sedgwick.
The
in the Ellsworth American, and a
copy be ! ladies will fill the chairs at the next meetsent to the family of our deceased sister.
ing, with Bessie Gray as master.
Inks Page,
Bertha Orcutt,
LAMOINE, 261.
W. H. Closson,
Lamoine grange held its regular meet_

VIaw, aw, BAUSBVky
oov*

mi

DATBS.

_

Ellsworth. Mo.

beet method of breaking out
roads in
wm ably discussed
by th«

tor

Etciii

'1 and

brings quick relief.

O. A.

a

penetrating liqnid| isj required,

outward salves that ciogathe pore*.
We recommend to all eczema patients
the standard prescription Oil ot Wintergreen ae compounded in liquid form
known as D. D. D. Prescription. A trial
bottle ot this D. 1). D. Prescription, at
only 26 cents, will instantly relieve the
itch.
We have sold aud recommended
this remedy for years, and know of wonderful cures from its use. We recoin me®*
it to our patrons. E. G. Moose.
not an

tbs tnUI

over

which her lover had
hoar or two before.
“I will give ap
thinking of him," ehe
■Ma, etooplng to gather a
spray of
wild columbine. “1 won’t
let hla going
•way without even saying
good by

COUNTY NEWS.

»n

In Deer
Fork Canyon
How

worry me. Mother must not see that l
enre. for of course she’ll bear that
he’s
gone. I’ll pick some dowers as an excuse for coming
and go borne and live
my life without him. A woman's heart
Bust be strong for endurance."

a Man Helped to Save
HU Enemy’* Life.

^Suddenly

HOWARD OIBSON.
By ADDISON
American
Association.

Cocvright, mo. by

In tbe maroon base which always In
!ate summer enwrap* the rugged
,lope9 of Deer Fork canyon Faith Anawild red raapberries.
go was gathering
( young man In miner's garb who
behind the bowlders
was prospecting
the opposite slope saw her and had
oo

bis mind to cross the
jnst made up
(tream that zigzagged down the canher when he saw a man
pa and join
(Winging along np the trail toward
ker.
-It

“I
3 Nick,” be said to himself.
had forgotten for the moment what he
told me last night I meant then to
here the canyon at ones, and 1 most
tor I can’t bear to atay and see her
throw herself away on such a fellow

asMck Sanders." And Howard Olney
tamed and walked away that he might
not witness tbe meeting between the
two.
Tbe girl did not need to torn her
head to know who was coming. There
was an unmistakable Individuality In
the shuffling steps, and recognition
brought a look of annoyance to her
(ice as she continued her work.
“Pickin’ berries, be you. Faith?
Tou’re lookin’ sweet as a Injun pink.
What’s the use of your workln’ so
hard (or them boarders when you
hnon- I'm ready for your he Rsked.
“But you ought to know by tbis time
that I’m uot ready for yon," the

hashed back.
ot
bis

The man reddened to the
his sandy hair, but, controlling
tnger, replied:
“I’ve got enougn to seep you rrom
■livin’ here, boardin' miners, as yon're
doin'. There's no ose In your stayin'
■Ingle for Howard Olney. He left for
good this morn In'. He’s goln' to keep
books for Mr. Owen. She superintendent of the High Tone mine.”
The telltale color mounted to Faith’s
cheeks, but she bent forward to capture a refractory vine, thus biding her
flee from her companion.
“You think I'm not good enough for
you," be went ou, as she took no no"You think
tice of his Insinuation.
Olney's better’n me 'cause he's been
t schoolmaster back east and can use
But If you'd lived
lots of grammar.
in the same shack with him. as I’ve
done, voa'd know he's not such a saintly galoot as you think he Is. It’s uo
man that’ll turn bis back ou the girl
u loves him and go off courtin' Superla tend out Owen’s daughter," be fin-

ished contemptuously.
Faith faced him with flashing eyes.
“Sick Sanders, you’re worse lhau 1
Howard Oluey
thought you were!
took you into his cabin and nnrsed you
through a spell of fever when nobody
else would, and now you try to Injure
Tbat's your
him behind his back.

gratitude!"
Qis eyes fell beneath the withering
■corn of hers.
Of the alluslou to herself she took uo uotlce, but she could
not help resenting the slur put up-on
the man she loved.
“You've no call to Ore up for Olpey,"
maliciously. "He’s above courtin' a *,rl Bho niakes her livin' cookin'
Besides, he's in love with
for millers
Daisy Owen, ;’Od ■be’» *truck on Ollooks. Jh'f bound to bo a

£**»<•*

ney’s good
match."

Faith again bent over her berry
picking that her tormentor might not
the effect of his words. She had
heard through her mother’s boarders
about Miss Owen’s wealth, beauty and
accomplishments and realized that she
*as u mere
nobody compared with the
What right
auperintendeot’s heiress.
had she to hope that Mr. Olney would
ever love her? Still, the mocking tones
•lung her keenly, and, her basket being
'filled, she satd goodby and hurried
away up the rocky trail that led to a
■fllngy. weather worn cabin half hid
hy the bowlders and evergreens surrounding it
r<uiu and her mother were alone In
the world. About a
year before her
bther had been killed by an explosion
•k> the 'nines. It waa Howard
Olney, a
foung schoolmaater from New Sort,
tamed prospector, who hid risked his
own life to recover
the body. They
could never forget thla nor his untlr*
“8 kindness
during that time of betasvement. It waa he who bad encouraged them to go on with the regtf“r routine
of life, and from thi» sad
Period Faith dated her love for the
fonng man.
bad a aback two miles
•own Deer Fort, and most of bis days
Were spent
prospecting.
8oon after Banders suddenly returned. having been
away several months
ne had
been "speculating.” he anaid bad brought back some
■oney. Nick bad known the family In
in fact, he bad accompanied
■“Austin to Colorado. He waa a
shiftless fellow and did not
®»ke friends
among the miners. In**od- so
unpopular was be that when
Krtcken with fever
shortly after there
.u o° one to care for him except Mrs.
•ustin until
Howard, to relieve the
"orbnrdened woman, took the fellow
■he with
him and nursed him back
health and strength. Had It not
u for
jealousy be would have been
•cuteful as one of his selfish nature
see

nounced.
jodiana.

could be.

Meanwhile

wandered
wn the
canyon, unconsciously taking
Faith

bad

a

A lively campaign for municipal offices
is already on. For first
selectman, John
fi. Bunker, the present
incumbent, is opposed to B. S. Higgins, who has alternated
with Mr. Banker for a number of
years,
the two having been in constant
political
battle for a long time. For second selectman there is a three-cornered
fight, in
which John Suminsby, who holds the
office, will have as opponents Frank E.
Walls and Mark C. Morrison, all of whom
were in the fight of last March.
Orient
Brewer, of Hull's Cove, is a new man
named for third place and will
probably
have opposition.
Treasurer Charles F
Paine and Town-Clerk W. H. Sherman
will probably continue in the offices they
have held for a long time. Half a dosen
candidates are out for street commissioner.
Oscar K. Stevens died suddenly of heart
disease Sunday afternoon, aged fifty-four
years. He had been in his usual health
to within a few minutes of his
death, when
he complained of feeling ill. He died before a physician arrived. Mr. Stevens was
a native of West Gouldsboro.
He moved
to Bar Harbor twelve years ago. He leaves
a widow and one
daughter—Mrs. William
McCoy, of Florida.

wild cry burst upon her

“Help, help!"

Press

roots

BAR HARBOR.
The schools were dosed Friday and
pa bile assemblages of various kinds ordered discontinued by the board of health,
owing to several cases of diphtheria.

j

The girl listened with bated breath.
It did not come from the
direction of
the mining camp. Still, It
might be
one of the men bad
wandered down
the gulch and met with some
accident.
Again the call came. wUd and ago.
hlalng, as though face to face with a
terrible doom. This time she located
the cry.
“Some one has fallen into the old
shaft!” she cried,
running swiftly in
that direction. This “old shaft” led
to
what bad once been a
promising mine,
but a subterranean stream that rose
mysteriously and at no regular period
rendered it so unsafe that It had been
abandoned, and no one who knew of its
treachery dared venture into the shaft
Almost breathless. Faith gained the
mouth of the mine and, dropping on
her knees, peered down into the dark
depths below. The black sullen waters of the rising stream boiled and
hissed among the jagged rocks and
crevices, lashing madly the legs of a
UU1U WHO stood
insecurely on a narrow
ledge fully halfway down. He was
clinging In terror to a jutting rock
above him, which threatened every
moment to give way. It was a perilous, an awful situation, and the girl
shuddered as she gazed, while in the
white horror drawn face upturned to
hers she recognized Nick Sanders.
"For God's sake, Faith, try to help
me out of this!” be screamed.
“I’ll try, Nick!" she called back.
But bow was she to do It?
She
looked about hopelessly; then her eyes
fell upon a large coll of castoff rope
near the broken windlass. She caught
It up eagerly, and. lowering one end to
Nick, she said:
“Tie this around you under the
arms."
He did so and felt himself being
slowly drawn upward. Such was his
peril that he could not realize that the
girl's hands alone were not strong
enough to pull him to the top. He did
not know that another bad also heard
bis calls for help and bad arrived just
In time to aid in the rescue.
When
almost up a blow on the bead from a
shelving ledge rendered him unconscious fbr several minutes.
When he came to himself be was lying on the bank of Deer Fork, and
Faith was bathing his face. Hearing
Howard Olney's voice, he kept his
eyes closed and listened.
"I’m glad 1 was in time to help you
save him." the young man was saying.
“1 was on my way to see you. Faith,
to say goodby before leaving the canAt flrst I thought 1 would go
yon.
away without, but I couldn't 1 felt
that I must look u|>ou your face once
more before 1 gave you up to him.”
Nick henrd the tremor in Olney’s
voice that told of the emotion he was
endeavoring to control.
"Just once more. Faith." he went
on.
“1 should not go if you could love
You have
me, but 1 kuow how it is.
in the deknown Nick all your life,
lirium of bis fever 1 learned how much
he loved you, and afterward he told
1
mp that you loved him in return.
will not come between you. Goodby.
Remember l helped save
dear one.
net

e

was intense

pain

in

Mrs. F. L. Littlefield, who has been
very ill, is slightly better.
Mrs. Rosa Ward well is visiting, her parents, Eastman Dodge and wife, at Belfast.
Mrs. Emma Prock, who visited at Wilbert Ordway’s, left Monday for her home
in Portland.
Dana Hall’s lumbering crew has suspended work until there is sufficient scow
for hauling.
The scallop fishermen here have given
up fishing on the Bagaduce river, because
of the scarcity of scallops.
Carl Walker, manager of the Hooper &
Dunbar creamery, returned Monday from
a visit to his parents in North New Portland.
Jan. 31.
L.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Alonzo Wilbur has the mumps.
The men here are all out of the woods
waiting for snow.

Henry Jellison has
to work in

trying

given

12,000

Food

neuner ot

winters

able to

tftem nad a cold, and were

?valk farther and

do

GEO. A.

PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.
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Holiday Gifts
of Silverware
Silver b the first
for

thought when considering gifts
any season or

occasion.

been for the past six weeks with

fed in

taste

and in the newest

more

shapes.

(847 ROGERS BROS-r.^
is the mark which represents die highest perfectioa in silver plate. With this imprint on every
article you can buy
"Silber Plate that Wears"
an expat. Thie
stamp also guar*
that each piece ia perfect
u aitietic
design and finish*
Sold by leading dealen everywhere. Send (or catalogue "C-L”

“

antes

•bowing all deugu.

MIMDIN BRITANNIA CO.
(iAttroatkiMlSilTer Co., SmomhtJ
Meriden, Conn.

Fair,

Feb. 22-26.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Bronchitis can

a

broken

though the “no lunch” law'
wiped from the record book.

had

be

quickly relieved if Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
is

sprayed

JOHNSON'S
ANODYNE

into the bronchial

UNMHENT

tubes several times
daily. It is also
a

tried and

poured

on

remedy

true

Diarrhoea and
where internal

use

sugar

or

Asthma,

for Colds,

In

human ills.

most

most cases

is necessary a few drops
in sweetened water.

are

For 99 years the Family Doctor

Always keep a supply in your home, because
it is invaluable for applying to cuts, bruises, sprains,
It is the emergency remedy
burns and scalds.
almost

a

It

century old.

never

Sold at 25c and SOo
Parsons' Pillm

a

fails.

bottle

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.

for bilious
indigestion and
constipation.

Bouton, Mams.

SUBSCIRBE FOR THE AMERICAN

been

Spec.

The funeral of an aged and muchesteemed townsman, Stephen Qilley, who
Waltham.
died Thursday, Jan. 27, at the home of his
Hollis Jordan was in Bangor last week daughter) Mrs, Carrie Moore, in North
Elis worth, was held on Sunday morning
on business.
at the old Qilley homestead, his residence
Alden K. Haslem, who has been quite
of
for many yesrB. A large number
ill the past two weeks ol grip, is out.
Write to-day for “Veterinary
and relatives gathered to pay
neighbors
book that
is
Experience1*—a
Mrs. J. A. Kingman, of Ellsworth,
will enable you to be your
the last tribute of respect to their old
with her daughter, Mrs. Elia Martin, who
own veterinarian.
It is an
Mr.
of
the
Confriend.
Robinson, pastor
invaluable treatise on the ;
is ill.
horse, horse diseases, and the
gregational church, of which Mr. Qilley
treatments and remedies
Mrs. Afville Jordan visited her daugh- had long been a member* officiated, and
which cure. Among other |
ter, Mrs. Hdsa Bragdon, in Egypt, re- the church quartette sang. Mr. Qilley i tilings or vital importance to every Horse owner. 1
I it tells how and why
cently.
was a veteran of the Civil war, 1st Maine
Wilson Jordan has m'dved his family to heavy artillery, and for many years felt
his sporting camp at Webbfa pond for the the debilitating effects of his army service.
Before leaving here to spend the winter
winter.
Mrs. Charles H. Curtis returned to Ells- with his daughter, he went about bidding
worth Friday. Her husband has lately hie friends good-bye with many exprescures Garb,
Splint, Spavin Lameness, Bony
returned from a trip in his new vessel to sions of good will, with words of thanksSprains, Swellings, Shoe Boils ana
giving that his health had been so much Growths,
New York.
Founder, Distemper and CoDo. Also makes the
improved. His wife died a little more
H.
Ja«. 31.
than three years ago. He leaves a eon—
DEDHAM.
Pedrick, with whom he had lived for
Tattle's Elixir has for many years been the
G. A. Gray, and wife have returned from several ye'ars, a daughter—Mrs. Carrie
main stay of veterinarians and operators of large
a visit in Beverly, Mass.
Moore, and one'brother in Massachusetts; stables everywhere.
It is quick and sure in action, non-poisonous,
also four grandchildren. Mr. Qilley will
A new telephone line, with Eddington
cannot injure, pain or blemish the horse. Write
be greatly missed' ih the community.
for the proofs of our claims. If your dealer
as central office, is being established in
keep Tuttle's, send ns his name and 60
Though by reason oi ill health he took no doesn't
town.
cents in stamps, and we will send a large size botpart in town affairs, his in- tle prepaid. Don’t experiment. Get Tuttle’s and
prominent
of
Bar
has
Mrs. Mable Rankin,
Harbor,
fluence for temperance and right living be me. Ask also for Tuttle's American Worm
and Condition Powders and Hoof Ointment.
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Julia Gray
will long live in the memory of hts townsSend ns yowr name, address and 2c. stamp novf
for a few days.
so we ean mall you the Free Book.

VALUABLE VETERINARY
BOOK FREE I

folks he's been a-wrongin’, a
“Bub that’s
onery big liar.” said Nick.
I
liar.
Just what 1 am—a onery big
lied to you about Faith’s lovin’ me,
leavand then 1 lied to her about your
Mr.
in’ Deer Fork to keep accounts for
In love
Owen Just because you were
I’m a low lived
with his daughter.
In that
ievU, but when 1 was down
lie shaft a-facin' death I made up my
be a
mind If 1 ever got the chance I’d
hare
better man. Now that you two
have give
laved my worthless life and
for I’m goln’
me the chance I asked
settln
to begin with you and Faith by
each other, and I
yon right. You love
Ilea
want to see you happy, so my
more.
ain’t standln’ In yonr trail any
I
“Maybe you wonder how happened
You reto be down In that old mine.
a pUe of
member that Swede who got
stole from hto
gold and some nuggets
creek? Well,
;abln over on Flrecbeck
It all down
1 am the thief, and l hid
nobody
In that shaft, where I knowed
I went
would dare go pokin’ round.
of It to swap
down, aimin’ to git part
riz right up like
off. and that water
I baln’t got the
i avengin’ angel.
In me. but I m
makln’ of half a saint
that stuff where I
back
tote
to
goto’
trail up
It from and strike a new

No

graceful compliment can be extended than
an offering of rich silver
elegant in design, per*

hotel.

leg.
Jan. 31.

good

than for years.

more

We want every feeble old person In tfcla town to tty
Vinol. We wtU re tern tbetr money wltboat
QaeaUoa If It
doc* not aceonplfeh an we clolni lor It.

men

The Congregational sewing circle met
Bickmore, of Waldoboro, is
spending a few days with friends here.
Wednesday With Mrs. Clara Robinson at
Among the pleasing
Mrs. S. J. Morse and granddaughter the
parsonage.
features of the afternoon was an original
Vera returned from Portland last week,
poem by the secretary, Mrs. Robie NorGladys Stinson spent Sunday here with
wood, on the trials of negotiating for a
Monher parents, returning to Rockland
new furnace. It was an amusing and witty
day.
production and was heartily applauded.
Miss Lizzie Sprague has returned from
The small daughter of the house, Edith,
Portland, where she has been for medical eight months old, received a good share of
treatment,
attention, and seemed as happy as a bird
Capt. C. R. Bridges and others towed a to be passed around the circle. Although
whistling buoy into the harbor Wednes- acknowledging herself a law-breaker, the
day. It had gone adrift from Mooseapec. hostess, assisted by the pastor, served
were as
Jack Vinturn has returned from the delicious apples and dates, which
marine hospital in Portland, where he has much enjoyed by all the members as

ever.
“Hold on a minute, Howard!” called
the rescued man, sitting up.
“What Is It, NlckT asked Olney,
trust
turning back, though he did not
himself to look toward Faith.
"Come up nearer. I’ve got somethin'
to tell you both, and you don’t know
how hard It is for a man to call himself out loud and right before two

son

X think Vinol is perfectly wonderful. It certainly is
the greatest blood-making, strengthening, tonic for old
T
people I ever heard of.”

Merton

again

_

was

BOOST! Ellsworth

Brownville

gone to

says: “My father
and mother owe their present
strength and good health to
VinoL During the last two

whose boats and gear represented a total
value of nearly |4,000,000 by the sea and
shore fisheries of Maine the past year, according to a statement by Jame Donohue,
commissioner of sea and shore fisheries.
The value of the production he estimated
at |4,000,000.
The State’s most valuable
asset in the sea-food line is her lobster
supply. The catch amounted to approximately 17,000 pounds in 1908, and the figures for last year will probably equal that
amount. The fishermen received an average of 20 cents each for the lobsters. The
catch of ground fish was normal.

Miss Gertrude Carroll has been seriously
Leonard Jellison has a crew sawing out ill, but now seems on th3 road to recovery.
hard wood for shipment.
January’s long thaw and lack of snow is
Francis Wilbur is doing a pretty good ; very disappointing to the owners of teams.
business this winter fishing and trapping. J. B. Mason improved the snow the first
of the month, and with the aid of Henry
Carl Woodworth is getting out a carload
of box wood. Earl Giles, of Eastbrook, is Bickford’s team got his supply of wood,
ten cords, from the mountain woodlot,
helping him.
and has it now nearly fitted for the stove.
Friends here of Will Springer, of EastJ. H. Gilley and son have been for a
brook, were pained to learn of his death !
month past cutting wood on Beech hill
Sunday. The funeral will be held Tues- !
for Will Wasgatt, who supplies the pumpday under the management of Court Tugwussah, I. O. F., of this town, of which ing station. They report the ice on Long
pond, which in December was thick and
deceased was a member.
solid, as now very thin, scarcely four
Jan. 31.
T.
inches, thus making the hauling of wood
SWAN’S ISLAND.
down the pond quite impossible.

would go on unbroken, unbrightened
from
by him. He was slipping away
a
her forever, still she could not utter
word.
And Nick knew, too. that If Olney
of some
went now his own chances
than
time winning Faith were better

the canyon of life."

Employment

by

ytHbt

The

The retention and utilization of the
in the Kennebec river now running to waste by the building of three
immense dams at an expense of |9,000,000,
harnessing 91,000 horsepower to turn the
wheels of industrial enterprises all over
Maine, is the ambitious scheme undertaken by the Kennebec Development Co.,
which, it is said, will begin work in the
spring on the dams which are to hold
back the Moosehead waters.

Mrs. Hervey Murch and daughters have
returned to Bar Harbor.

me loues,

got

a

two Winters

Charles U. Morrill, of Newport, prominently connected with the Odd bellows
of Maine, and a former grand high priest
of the order, died Jan. 25, of heart trouble.
He was cashier of the Newport branch of
the Kenduskeag Trust Co., of Bangor.
The aggregate damage by forest fires in
Maine was 30,028 acres, valued at flOIJMO.
Clearing land was responsible for thirtyfive of the fires, while twenty-one were
charged to railroads, seven to fishermen,
six to campers, six to river drivers, two to
lightning, two to portable mills, and
seventy-four to unknown origin.
State Highway Commissioner Sargent
in his annual report says that during the

water

Mrs. Julia Littlefield has sold her farm
Capt. C. M. Perkins.

aged father and mother
prominent Boston lawyer
safely carried through the fast
The
of a

James Donohue, commissioner of sea
shore fisheries, reports that during
the past year there were liberated in the
waters along the Maine coast 111,006,000
lobster fry, 14,978,000 cod fry and 182,070,000, flatfish fry.

Mrs. Isaac Dunbar has
New London, Conn.

returned from

FATHER 80-

ana

Miss Nancy Irish is visiting at Wilson
Bowden’s.

to

and as he turned away Faith gave a
quick sob, and Nick felt a hot tear
But the girl made
fail on his face.
no effort to detain the man she loved.
One word would have called him back
to her side, yet her lips seemed paralyzed. She knew that be loved her
and waS going because he believed she
loved another; that she would never
and her old lonely Hfe
him
see

CARfBtW.

Chpt. Albion P. Veazie, Of Bangor, retired ahip-broker, died last Wednesday,
aged nearly eighty-six years.
The Bath schooner George A. McFadden, of 1,070 gross tons, was wrecked
on Diamond shoals, off
Cape Hatteraa, last
Thursday, and is a total loss. The crew
was taken off.

year, 601 cities and towns asked for State
aid under the State road law. There were
built 1,366 square yards of block paving,
107,480 square yards of macadam road, and
20,110 square yards of bituminous macadam. In all there were built 413,702 running feet of roadway of all kinds .at a
total cost of 9278,601.15. Of this amount
the State paid fll5,208.62.

NORTH CASTINE.

him for your sake,"
1

KITTERY TO

.WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European, fl.M per day and up
American, 12-54 per day and up

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street
only moderate priced hotel of
reputation and eonseqnenee in

The

PHILADELPHIA

test Leg and Body Wash.

S. P. Webber and wife were home for a
short time last week. Mr. Webber is employed in Charleston, superintending the
making of shovel handle bars.
B.
Jan. 24.

people.

Jan. 13.

Spbat.

PRETTY MARSH.

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.

Jan. 26. The winners of the geese were as
follow's: Herbert Carter, three; Forrest
Reed, two: George Haynes, John Richard-

Elbridge Somes,
Lunt, one each.
son,

I

Jan. 31.

Allen

Smith, Guy
G.

FARM

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Childrens
a Certain relief for Feverishness, Headache,
Bad Stomach Teething Disorders, move and
regulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
They break up Colds in 24 hours. They are
pleasant to the taste and harmless* as milk.
Children like them. Over 10,000 testimonials
of
cures.
They never fail. Sold by all drugI
gists. 2&c. A»k to-day. Don’t accept any sudI stitute.

41 North Market

St., Boston, Mast.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

Market

CAMDEN WOOLENS

and

PRODUOB.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
can

He that lives well in the world is better
then be wbo lives well in s monastery.—
Dr. Samuel Johneon.

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

APPlKS, VEALS, EGQ8

TUTTIE‘8 ELMIR GO., 200 Bsvsrly 8t, Boston, Van.

_

George W. Bartlett had a large attendance at the shooting match which he gave

CAN'T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND
OUR

reports, tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

Ladies’ and Geuts’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills out-

put.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Atoats Wintad in Enm Town to Soil thnso Rood,
F. A. Packard,
Mgr- Hetail Dept.
Box 36, Camden; Me.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Ct)t (SUstoortl) American.
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titcs, Associate Editor.

Subscription Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar*
rearages
year.

are

reckoned

at

the

of $2 per

rate

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to The Hancock county Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
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This week’s

to Senator Hale Not Formidable- Congress Busy.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 1 (special)
Senator Hale, of Ellsworth, fonnd a very
lively interest in the Maine campaign, especially as pertaining to his own re-election, when be returned here from Augusta late last week. The splendid reception the republicans of the State committee accorded him, and the many expressions in Maine and Massachusetts newspapers favorable to bis re-election, were
known about here in advance of the senator's return.
Many senators had rot clipping from their home papers to hand
to Mr. Hale.
They were well aware that the opposition
to him in Maine was not of formidable

Opposition

—

_

PUBLISHED

of The

American is 2,400 copies.
average for the year of 1909,

fG05.

the United Statea Senate for so many
years and at present occupied by Hon.
Eugene Hale. This ambition is a perfectly laudable one, but, as its fulfillment

upon its endorsement
we doubt

depends

greatly

gratified

if it is

time.
For

_

Levi Franks, of South Brooksville, removed from his foot near the ankle a
sliver of hard pine which had been in his
foot thirty-two years. It entered near the
little toe and came out near the ankle.
The sliver was three-fourths of an inch
long, and as perfect as when so many
years ago he got it in his foot while in
Georgia loading a vessel with hard pine.

by the voters of Maine,

at the present

republican
many
members of
legislature
have chosen the United States senators from this State, and there is certainly no reason to expect that they
years the
the Maine

will desire to retire Senator Hale,
among the very few of the most influential men in the Congress of the
2,395 United States, experienced in legisla-

ever

shot

fluential business

men

have

been in Wash-

ington to urge that a resolution be adopted
by Senate and House, suspending for six
weeks, after the supreme court has decided whether the corporation tax ia constitutional, the provision requiring reLANO In McKinley or
T^IKLD
turns to the treasury department.
T contalnln. 1 xra end tSrort,
lot.
For farther pertlcoi.,.
New
bnildlDK
EngAs is well understood, the
*’
land

men

were

almost

Inn l)a. A. I-

the

all against

of the Senate” do not appear at this
distance. It cannot be argued in his
behalf that the prominence which
Maine has so long maintained in the
federal Senate would be served by
such

a

change.

Mr. Hale has long been in the class
With the late Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut, and the late William B. Allison, of Iowa. When the venerable
senator from Iowa passed away, Senator

Hale became senior senator in
point of service in that body—a fact

vantages that will

State,

and

accrue

from view, and growing larger until
the whole sky was shrouded in darkness.

serve

is

also

acting

chairman of the

committee on public expenditures, retains a place and his large influence
the naval affairs committee, and
also his membership in the committees ou census
and finance. These
places of leadership in committee
on

Work have enabled the Maine senator
to exercise a conservative influence
that has been of great value to the

ficient evidence of the fact that in
of the leading part that Senator
Hale has taken in the profound questions of national legislation he has

spite

farmer in Aroostook or the lime burnin Knox can testify. He has always been a conservative legislator
er

stirred to folly by the fad of the
hour. Thus when President Roosenot

.advancement of

the

national well

Wiing?

the time when there shall be a better
opportunity than exists at present.

m

town and wished to

an

Ohio paper.

Eugene

Hale.
Maine has maintained her place of
influence in the Senate by virtue of
the long service and the experienced
equipment of her senators. Look at
(he new senators from New Hampshire and Vermont, and even from
Connecticut, and where do they rank
beside Hale of Maine? To every ex-

i

shown

The conditions

are

the

same as

they

to learn the

printer’s trade.
BOYAMniCAK office.

were

cellar to

ridge-pole

—

with
and *

sight he sawed three cords of old-growth
in three and one-half days.
Along with stories of his industry go storiea of his prowess as a wrestler. His
strong point was the “back holt”, and for
years he was the admitted champion of
his section in this style of wrestling.
He has enjoyed remarkably good health
all his life—$3, he says, would pay for all
the medicine he ever used. His eyesight has
practically failed him now, but with this
exception his health and faculties are excellent. He has seven children and makes
his home with

j

one son.

recently presented with the
gold-headed cane given by a Boston newspaper to the oldest male resident of the
town. At the presentation he made a
speech, and says he might have danced a
jig if he hadn’t thought it beneath the dignity of one of his years.
He

was

customer to call for it in ten days,
would be as soon as he could get

se-

They

want

a

some

river and harbor

projects

now

coming to ahead before the rivers and harbors committee, and for that reason delegated Gov. Burleigh, the ranking member
af the committee, to act in his stead. The
project will eventually be referred to a
sub-committee, in charge of projects for
New England. Gov. Burleigh has been
chairman of that sub-committee for a
□ umber of years.
He has quite a number of Maine projects to take care of, whenever it is decided to have a general public buildings
bill. The idea prevails that there will be
no

such

bill this

session, although

there

great pressure for it. In case there is a
bill this year Gov. Burleigh will naturally
try to obtain appropriations for buildings
for Maine towns, where sites have already
been purchased.
Gardiner is a town in
point. Then he will probably seek to obtain something for sites in Maine towns.
That is the method he has followed very
is

successfully in getting a number of public buildings for Maine. It does not involve such a large appropriation as authorizations

that

the

Well-known Castlne Man Dead.
John F. Rea, one ot Castine’s best
known
will seem preposterous.
citizens, died suddenly of heart
Maine has kept a remarkable sena- diseaae Monday afternoon.
Mr. Rea was born in Castine fifty-seven
torial standard; for years out of mind
and had always lived there. He
■he has had great influence in Wash- years ago,
was appointed special collector of customs
ington; she has recognized faithful sixteen years ago by the late George M.
service, and rewarded it. Therefore Warren, then collector, and had continued
to expect that that state will now under the present
collector, John M. Voabandon the advantage so won and gell, for the past four years.
He
was
prominent in the church, soheld, and begin with the “father of
the Senate”, the man whose indus- cial and general affairs of the town,
identified with the Unitarian
try, watchfulness and courage have closely
church society, and was a member of the
saved money untold to the people of
local Masonic and Odd Fellows lodges.
the United States—this is to strain
He leaves a widow, one son and four
credulity, and to ask the unthinkable.

daughters._

one

bill,

of site and structure
and is therefore more

McCauleys purchased the land in question from the Lynam family who acquired possession of the tract through
uninterrupted adverse possession for a
long period of years.
Against this was set up the original j
Bingham claims. The case involved old {
deeds, records and grants, and the I
memory of all the old living inhabitants
who were acquainted with land in that
vicinity. The Bingham heirs were represented
by Frank P. Prichard, of
Philadelphia, and the McCauley heirs by
Deasy & Lynam and Edward B. Mears, of
Bar Harbor.
So

strong and so complete a case was
by the McCauley heirs, and the
original settlers under whom they made
made out

claim, that at the trial of the case
last April, after the presentation of the
evidence and the attorney's summing up,
the court ordered the jury to bring in a
verdict for the plaintiffs.
The case was appealed, but before the

Mr. Hale is not so young as he once
Eternal life is not a thing that we are to
was—be will be seventy-four years
get when we die. It is a thing that we
old next June—but until the last de- are living new.—Drummond.

accompanied by mail
the requisite stamps.

for

dispatch,

attach

The reasonableness of this requirement
is obvious, and he who is not disposed to
comply with it mast be unappreciative of
the great benefit the R. F. D. system is to
the rural community. He certainly will
have no ground for “kicking” against the
carrier if loose coins are left in his box.
Deafness Cannot Be Cored
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafness, and that is oy constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed.
Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness <caused
by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars fre6.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills, for constipation.

ceedings, lest the democrats and the insurgents suddenly determine upon a coup
and succeed in overturning the Speaker.
With the insnrgenta thus in revolt, the
normal republican majority is
very small.
The situation in that regard is very like
the days of the flfty-flrst Congress when
the late Speaker Heed had only a margin
of about a half-dozen votes behind him.
There has been much talk about insurgent sentiment in New England. It has
been voiced by the Vermont Congressmen, especially by Heprerentative Foster,
of Burlington, who is pretty well known
in the Pine Tree State. But the Maine
representatives have no sympathy with it.
They are staunchly for the President’s
legislative program, and ready to vote on
his bills any day they can be presented in
the House and brought to a test.
The Maine men are hearing
occasionally
from their constituents in protest
against
the corporation tax. Some of the
corporations of the State have joined in
asking

I

Dated at Frankiln,
UNITED

8TATB8

Hamms a. Gobdox.
Me., Jan. 24.1910.
customs and

be deemed advisable. The rig’ht to
any and all bids Is reserved by the Treasury
Department. Henry Whlttng, custodian.

reject

JLrgal Botina.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
1
In the matter of
Hbkbkbt P. Hopkins,
In Bankrupt^.
)
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the Urited .States for the District of Maine.
p. hopkins, of KUsworth,
in the county of Hapcock and .state
of Maine, in said district, respectfully represents. that on the 19th aay of June,
last past, be was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relatiug to bankruptcy; that be ha« duly surrendered all his
property and right# of property, and has fully
complied with all the. requirements of Maid
acts and of the orders of court touching hi*

}

Herbert

«

Wherefore he prays that he may he decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from ail debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acta, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 21st day of January, a. d. mo.
Hkkbskt P. Hopkins,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.

bearing
court, the defendants decided not to push the case farand
was
it
ther,
dropped for want of pros-

DlSTBICT or Mil MB »•.

ecution.

February, a.
s'.
Portland,

time of

postoffica

building. Ellsworth, Maine Feb. 1. 1910
proposals will be received at this
building until 2 o’clock p. m.. Feb. IV 1910
for furnishing fuel, lights, water, ice. mi*.'
cellaneous supplies, washing towels, banting ashes, and sprinkling streets for this
building during the fiscal >esr ending June
.10, 1911, or such portion of the rear as may
Reeled

bankruptcy.

their

in the law

On this '.rath day of January, a. d. 1910. oq
reading «h* forego i« g petition, it Is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had

the

name or.
the lbih day of
d. 1910, before said court
in
said
at
ten
district,
The issuing of writs of possession marks
o'clock
in
the forenoon;
and that nothe last step in one of the best known and
tice thereof he published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in ssid dismost interesting of Maine's many land
trict, and that all known creditor*, and other
title cases for many years.
persons in interest, may appear at the aid
lime and place, aud show cause, if any
The land, among other things, contained
they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
some of the most famous natural features
doi be granted.
And
it
is
further
ordered by the court, that
of the island, including the sand beach, a
the clerk shall send
mail to all known
famous pionic place, and a large amount* creditors copies of saidbypetition and this order. addressed to them at their places of resiof shore front, a thing at a tremendous
dence a* stated.
premium at the big summer resort.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
fudge of the said Court, aud the seal thereof,
»* Portland, in said district, on the39th day of
January, a. d. 1910.
BOOST! Ellsworth Food
Jams* E. Hkwky, Clerk.
[L S.)
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Feb. 22 20.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hrwky, Clerk.

upon

Fair,

Maine Fish Wardens.
The annual meeting of the Maine fishery
association was held Thursday night at
Bangor, and twenty-one State fish wardens sat down to a banquet.
The following officers were elected:
James Donahue,
Rockland, president;

George A. Dow, Portland, vice-president;
F. L. Hodgk ins,
Lamoine, corresponding
Rcuel York,
secretary;
Damariscotta,
treasurer; X. J. Hanna, Rockland, W. B.
Tburlow. Stouington, and Charles Goughian, Rockland, executive committee.

aCDrrttatmtnu

Coughs

and Colds.

would in

pro-

as

it if he
had ordered it from the mail-order house.

^I'1*

at the extra

Catarrh, Croup and Sore Throat
easily obCured by Hyoniei.
tained. It causes no serious delay, for it
The germs of catarrh cannot exist
takes a year or two to purchase a site, and
How to Help Rural Carriers.
in the same atmosphere with
antisepIn view of the extent to which the by that time another public buildings bill tic
Hyomei (pronounce it Higb-o>me).
practice of placing loose coins in boxes by is passed carrying an appropriation for the
Breathe Hyomei and relief from carural patrons has grown, and the delay in structure.
tarrh, coughs, sore throat or cold will
come in two minutes.
the delivery and collection of mail and the
The past week bu been one of considerBreathe Hyomei and that stomach
hardship imposed on rural carriers incianswered.
dent thereto, the postoffice department able activity for Maine people at the straining hawking in the morning will
“Very good. Now give me 5 cents more announces that commencing Feb. 15,1919, capitol. Congress at last is settling down quickly disappear.
Breathe Hyomei and kill the cafor money-order fees and postage,” which rural letter carriers will not be required to to its big tasks in earnest. In the House
tarrh germs; heal the inflamed memthe purchaser had to hand over. “Now, collect loose coins from rural mail boxes. tbe republican insurgents have
been
branoe, stop the discharge of mucous
how much did your ax cost you?”
Patrons should enclose coins in an quiescent, but watching for an oppor- and
preveut crusts from forming in
“One dollar and twenty cents,” said the envelope, wrap them securely in a piece of tunity to be on the aggressive. The four the nose.
customer.
Breathe Hyomei for a few minutes
paper, or deposit them in a coin-holding Maine members, like many other republi“Not so cheap, after all,” said the mer- receptacle, so they can be easily and cans of the House, have not allowed them- each day and forever rid yourself of
chant, whereupon he picked up the ax quickly taken from boxes. Carriers will selves to get far away from the legislative contemptible catarrh.
Breathe Hyomei—give it a faithful
tossed it back on the shelf, and told the be required to lift such coins, and, where chamber during the continuance of

perienced
Washington
talk of substituting Powers for Hale
observer in

rather

$2,000,000 public
j building for that university city, and told
Gov. Burleigh and his colleagues why
they thought they ought to have it at the

He didn’t give up work very early in
life, either. At eighty-five years of age he i
■‘topped out” two chimneys, and at eighty !

purchase

Being

j vicinity.

nights after his regular long day’s
work was done.

The Mail-Order House.
amusing story is told of a man
went into a hardware store in a

ax, says

a

—

lid it

A rather

neighboring

years

by the people of hardwood

the article and informed that the price
The United States needs the service ! was
fl.15, he said:
oJ Senator Hale, who has saved mil- I 4*Why, I can get that same kind an ax
lions upon millions to the people from '• from a mail-order house for ninety cents.”
time to time. Insurgents and kicXers,
“Very well,” said the hardware man;
(hose who differ with the established UI will give it to you for the same price,
order, have their places and real provided you will do the same with me as
will do with it.”
value in the Senate, but so has this < you
“All right,” replied the customer, as he
senator, with his unsurpassed intihanded over a dollar bill, the merchant
mate knowledge of important de- j
giving him back ten cents in change.
of
the
nation’s
i
partments
housekeep“Now,” said the hardware man, “I want
where
he
has been for long years 25 cents more to pay express charges,”
ing,
overseer, leader and pruner of need- which the purchaser gave him. “How
less outlays.
Mr. Powers is not a much did your ax cost you?”
“One dollar and fifteen cents,” the .man
radical of the western school, and in
(he trade of statesmanship, as it is
learned in Washington, he would be
bat a kindergarten scholar beside

himself, from

Maine, but it may be possible that the
ex-justice is getting in line against

who

ninety-four

third

with house-carpentering, mason work and
>dd jobs to fill in and “keep him busy*’.
earliest moment.
He liked work, and stories of his industry and some of the “big day’s work” he
Representative Richard Bartholdt, of
has done are still talked of in Frankfort.
For instance, he built his own house, ! Missouri, chairman of the public buildings committee, was very much occupied
some fifty years ago, doing all the work

calmly opposed

held

who will be

of the

on

years of age, and he argues from
Lhis that neither hard work nor tobaccc
kills. He was a ship-carpenter by trade,

run mad on the question of national defense, wished to build four
immense battleships, Senator Hale

are

will

men

eighteen

velt,

pressed

MAN.

old

—

in the House from 1869.
In the making of tariff schedules he
has always struggled intelligently and
ably for the interests of Maine, as the

and cut the appropricountry. His range of knowledge and ation in halves. He did not fear to
influence could not be made good by a match his strength against the chief
new man, nor could any new man
ap- ; executive of the nation, and his poliproach to it.
cy of economy was adopted by ConIt is oy a slow process that senators gress.
Senator Hale is too useful a man to
grow to the power which is wielded by i
Eugene Hale, of Maine. Like Piatt ; Maine in the United States Senate to
and Allison, whom their states re- ! be retired because of the aspirations
tained until death called them, this of ex-Justice Powers, who doubtless
Maine senator has not been moved by will realize that the views here exevery wind ot opinion, but has stood
lor honor, economy and the finest
patriotism as he saw it. The Republican
has now and then differed with
positions taken by Senator Hale, but who
shall say that in the large
summing
np, his sight has not been in the main
and
his views generally sound,
long,
sensible and for the protection aud

Representative Burleigh,
district, has recovered from

smart

March 13 next, can well take rank vere case of grip, and was able to be out of
as one of Maine’s smartest old men.
doors a little last week. Representative
Mr. Beal was born in Frankfort, and, Allen, of the first district, has also
just
except for three or four years at sea, all weathered a bad attack of this malady,
his life has been spent there. W’aldo coun- which has been
very prevalent in Washty was then a part of Hancock county, ington during the last six weeks. A large
which makes Mr. Beal a nativeot Hancock percentage of the public men of both
county. The year of his birth was a re- houses of Congress have been driven tQ_
markable one. He doesn’t remember much bed by its ravages.
about it, but his mother used to tell him
1816
the
how, on June 6 of that year
For a couple of days Gov. Burleigh, imground was covered with snow, and above
mediately after he was able to get out of
the white mantle the pea-vineB in the garheld the helm of the House commitden stood up several inches. On Sept. 6 doors,
tee on public buildings and grounds.
of the same year, just three months from
The committee-room was crowded with
this late spring snow, the first snow of
delegations that had come to plead in bewinter came and staid on all winter.
half of public building projects. One of
Mr. Beal has been a hird worker all his j
these delegations was composed of influlife; he has used tobaeco since he was ential business men from
New Haven and
old

never for an instant forgot his duty to
materially to Maine’s po- the State, whioh, since 1881, he has
litical prestige. It gave him still more represented in the upper branch of
important place on the committees. Congress. Prior to entering the SenHe became chairman of the commit- ate he had served almost continuously

tie

Frankfort,

SMART OLD

county’s

Portland.

their laurels. One of their
neighbors of Waldo county, but a native
of Hancock county, James W. Beal, of

which added

tee on appropriations, where he had
long been Senator AlliBOn’s first lieutenant.

have to look to

WALDO*8

in the United States Senate
with as much advantage to the State
of Maine as is Senator Hale.
The experience of the past is sufto

president of

the Union league club, of
The odds seem to be against
the senator landing his man, but this is
not discouraging him from making the
strongest tight he can for his friend.

Hancock

*
**•

SITUATION

specimen

in

star

to our own

believe that many
members of Maine’s democratic party
will agree that no man is in a position
we

Philadelphia, ”4*

MOTOR-T a to Vhor-.,;corporation tax, but it was adopted to
WATER
Belknap “Little Giant" wSu? S?"'
prevent the enactment of an income tax Good
aa new. Just the thine for
liihi^?°rone
in town which has watarworks. WfliiJ2S
law, and the publicity provision was
loW
Address P. O. Boa tm,
o! the features which the New England cheap.
men had to accept as a matter of political
Kelp EBantrt.
expediency. Congress is not at all likely
to attempt any remedial legislation now.

tion, wonderfully equipped by profound study, of fine mental and legal
attainments and thoroughly proficient
The “Father of the United States in statesmanship for a candidate
Senate”.
without the slightest experience In stores.
national legislation and whose influW. W. Tibbetts, of Otis, last Saturday
^Springfield (Mass.) Republican, Ind.]
ence in the halls of Congress would evening saw a
wouderful meteor. Mr.
The announcement is made that
when
comTibbetts early in the evening went oat to
pale into insignificance,
Fred A. Powers, of Houlton, Me., pared with the tremendous power of see if the storm had abated. He was
brother of the late Congressman Llew- Senator Hale, who is floor leader of agreeably surprised to see the heavens
clear and studded with stars. Among
ellyn Powers, has resolved to seek the the dominant party in the upper them was one so
intensely bright and
seat of United States Senator Eugene branch.
large, with a long tail, that he watched
Bat while the people of Maine feel
commerce
amendments and the other finest of Bar Harbor's summer residences, j
Hale, whose term will expire next
spellbound. It was travelling very fast
Under an old grant, a large amount
year. It is further declared that Mr. a thorough respect for the ability of among the other stars, and Anally moved measures the President wants.
j
The senator is vigorously championing of land on the island of Mt. Desert, as
Powers “has gone into the contest in Senator Hale, which hag raised him to toward earth,
shedding sparks of light in the
nomination
of
came
Medical-Director
Guswell
in
!
as
elsewhere
the
vicinity,
earnest, and will do all that he honor- a commanding position of national its wake, when it suddenly disappeared,
tav H. Beyer to be surgeon-general of the into the possession of the Binghams.
j
ably can to secure the election”. Just prominence, we are, in the choioe of not falling to earth, as Mr. Tibbetts exnavy, because he is a very
Many of the earlier titles on the island |
what the claims of this gentleman a senator, more
particularly con- pected, but darting into a black cloud that officer, and also because he hascompetent
made
relatives
derive
from
their
validity
grants
had appeared and obliterated this strange
may be to preference over “the father cerned in the advantages or disadin Maine. His son, G. H. Beyer, jr., is
by the Bingham heirs. In this case the
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 2, 1910.

Di«,

session, and any move to pass
proportions, although some newspapers such a resolution would probably result
JBantrti.
that circulate in Washington have been in opening the entire tariff situation.
aa
housekeeper-^"irood Cn^w
seeking an occasion to create a contrary
laundress, ■>«»<• orderly, punctual. 2?*
impreesion. If his re-election were a matGREAT HEAD LAND CASE.
nomlcai, honest. Address Boa m,
Rlisworth
ter of good will of his republican colleagues in the Senate, it would be practi- End of Important Case —Writ* of PosSpttfal WoiUOL
spsnlon Issued.
cally unanimous. A few of the insurgent
been
ishold
as
a
matter
have
out
Writs
of
NOTICJC*
just
republicans might
possession
HEREBY forbid all person*
of principle, but they bear him no ill will sued and served in the Great Head land
or
I trusting wife, Leonora A.harboring
Praxier
personally. His consistently courteous case, marking the final chapter in one of roy account, a*myI shall pay no bill* of
her con.
con‘
treatment of them has been noticeable on the largest and most important land cases trading after this date.
Chablbs C. Fratibr
the republican side.
In Maine in recent years.
Ellsworth* Maine, January 18, 1910.
The President
sent for Senator Hale
The suits were brought by Henry B.
rRKBDON NOTICK.
immediately on his return here to en- Monges and Josephine M. Kendig, of
list his further co-operation in matters of Philadelphia, heirs of Francis C. Mcmy son, Edward T. niiaby, the remiundfr
legislation. Just now the senator is bent Cauley and Joseph T. McCauley, against of his minority: that after thin date I 'hail
claim none of bis earnings, and shall t>*v oa
upon getting those eternal supply bills Henry G. Clay and Effingham B. Morris, bills of his contracting.
oat of his big committee as fast as they trustees under the will of William BingEdsom L. Silsst.
Aurora, Me.. Jan. 19.1910.
are sent over from the House, but he is
ham. The case involved possession to one
also seeking to get plenty of time for the of the largest and most valuable tracts of
PRKKDON NOTICK.
orators to talk themselves to a standstill, shore land on the Mt. Desert island, at
HEREBY give roy minor son. Edgar 8
his time during the remainder of
Gordon,
so
that there may be a vote upon the Great Head, a short distance from Bar j his
minority, and will claim none of hia^agM
postal savings bank bill, the interstate Harbor, and the site of several of the nor pay any of his debts after this date.

of an albino
Maine has just been
mounted by Eugene D. Brann, of Ellsworth. The deer was shot the past season
near Amherst, and bought by Mr. Brann.
It is a buck, which weighed about 200
pounds, and has a particularly fine head.
There are a few brown hairs on the forehead, and both ears are partly brown, but
with these exceptions the animal is entirely white. Mr. Brann will soon have it
on
exhibition in one of the Ellsworth
The handsomest

deer

Congress to repeal the publicity provision
of the corporation tax. A number of in-

FROM WASHINGTON

COUNTY GOSSIP
gree of Nature shall come to him, it
is to be expected that Maine will oonOscar Remick, of Bayside, picked a dustinae him in the Senate of the United1 ter of mayflov/ers last week.
States.
In Hancock county the area burned
There Will Be No Change.
over by forest fires last year, according to
report of tbe State forest commissioner,
[Bangor Commercial.J
was forty acres in incorporated townships,
It appears that ex-Justice F. A. with a damage of ?100, and 125 acres in
Powers has aspirations for the seat in unincorporated places, with a damage of

trial and then, if yon are not
satisfied,
you can have your money back.
Hyomei is sold by druggists everywhere and by G. A. Parcher. A complete outfit cost bat S1.00 and consists
of a hard robber Inhaler that will last
for years, one bottle of
Hyomei and
full instructions for use. If a second
bottle of liquid is needed
yon can
get an extra bottle of Hyomei inhalant for 60 cents.

MI-ONA
Cures indigestion

It relieves stomach misery, sour stom>
ftch, belching, and cures all stomach dis-

!

j

NOTICK OF fOKKGLOHl'KE.
Lilia A. Hutchins, of Penoht
county of Hancock. Slj.:.
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the ■'ih
lav of December. 190&. and recorded In \ol.
100. page 4>7, in the Hancock countv registry
:>f deeds, conveyed to George M. Warren ?
L'astine. in said county and Slate, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Penob►COt, aud bounded as follows: On the w*
r-y
ihe highway leading to Orland, ou the uorcu
ind east by the land of the late Wm.
Heath, aud on the south by laod once owned
ind occupied by Willard Bowden, containing
>ne and a half (1**) acres more or less, w ith
si I buildings thereon.
And whereas the said mortgage deed and
lebt thereby described was sold and duly assigned by the said Oeorge M. Warren to Celia
Alexander, of Castine, in said countv and
State, by deed of assignment dated the ^'.h
lay of November, 1904, and recorded in -ai l
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol.
page 473. And whereas the condition of said
mortgage deed is broken and ••111 remains
unperformed, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, the undersigned claim* * foreclosure vof said mortgage
ieed aud gives this notice for that purpose.
Jan. 28,1910.
Cilu Alkiandkr.
By W. E. Whiting, her attorney.

\1THEREA8
ft
scot,

COHttlHMIONEK** NOTICE.
Hancock as.: Bucksport, Maine, January 2S#
—

a

d. 1910.
the

undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the (honorable Edward
E. Chase, Judge of
probate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and de-

WE.

cide upon the claims of the creditors of Julia
A.
Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been

represented

insolvent,

hereby give

pub-

lic notice agreeably to the order of the
said Judge of probate, that three months from
end after January 4. 1910, have been allowed
to said creditors to
present and prove their
claims, and that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of W. C. Conary, at
stud Bucksport. on Monday. April 4, 1910, at 10
of the clock in the forenoon of said day.
Guy W. McAliktkb,
Edward L Bbaslby,
Commissioners.

StobmiMiuiiMt

STATE OF MAINE.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Heating and Plumbing Normal School

Domitory, Castlne, Maine.
Proposals addressed to the State Nor-

mal School Trustees will be received at
the office of the State Superintendent of
Public Schools, State House, Augusta,
Maine, until 1 P. M. Tuesday, March 1st,
1910, for the furnishing of all labor,
material, etc., necessary for the installation of heating apparatus and for plumbing in the domitory now in the process of
construction for the Eastern State Normal
School at Castine under the provisions of
Chapter 93 of the Resolves of 1900.
PI.ns and specifications for the same
be secured from the architects, Miller
may
and Mayo, Portland, Maine.
A bond of 20 per. cent, of the amount ol
the contract made will be
required for the
faithful performance of the work.
For information address,
Paybon Smith,
Secretary of the Bord of State Normal
School Trustees, Augusta, Maine.

aWicrti«tmntt*.

Stfintiininth

SWMttiomnrt*.

I

__

letters.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

I^roy

Hah lam caught a good* sized
salmon at Beech hill pond on
Tuesday.

Malone Commended
Ttir
by Superior Officers.
lsat week, In commentTHU AXCKIC4.N
desth of one of Ellsworth’s
ing opon the
referred briefly to
old Civil war veterans,
with General Hancock,
hi, close relations
of commendation written
•nd to letters
These letand others.
bv Gen. Hancock
ters are now cherished possessions of Mr.
Mrs. George Monroe,
Malone’s daughter,
framed for
wllo will have the originala
John

Joseph Gagne and wife,

of Farmington,
guests of Ira B. Hagan, jr.
Henry Lord went to North Penobscot
w ith H. W. Lowell on
Thursday last for a
stay of two weeks.
are

Martin H. Haynes and wife left Tuesday
for Boston, where they expect to remain
for several days.
Charles W. Smith has been confined to
the house for the past two weeks
by an attack oPbilious fever.

preservation.

eventful life. BeMr. Malone bod an
he served
fore coming to thia country
in the English army,
nearly twelve years
famous regiment,
being a member of the
which was twice rethe 22d Highlanders,
viewed by Queen Victoria while Mr. Malone was in ita ranks.
He came to Ellaworth about 1853, and
within a year married Mias Hannah Batterberry, ol this city.
He went to the front in the Civil war
with the «th Maine regiment, and was
detailed to General Hancock’s staff as
chief bugler. The following letters, of
whic h Mrs. Monroe now has the original
in the bandwriting of the writers,

William McCartney, of Cherryfleld,
spent Monday and Tuesday here with his
sister, Mrs. Herbert Severance.

Lyman Johnson, wife and son Clarence,
of Lubec, have returned home after visiting Alvin Staples and wife several days.
Eugene P. Grindeil is home from Lynn,
Mass., for a few weeks, recovering from a
fractured elbow sustained by falling upon

the ice

there.

Arthur W. Salsbury and wife entertained a party of twenty-four at their
home on Tuesday evening of last week.
Cards were played, and
refreshments
served. All bad an enjoyable evening.

copies,
speak (or themselves:

Headquarters 1st Division, td Corps.
Army of Potomac, Jan. 16,1868.
Mr. John Malone, late chief bugler of the
Sixth Maine Volunteer*, was In my Brigade
During the
for one year during thU war.
and during all
greater portion of that time
the battle* he was on duty aa orderly at my
headquarter*. In the action! of “Williamsburg \ "Uannett’a Hill” and “Antietam” he
behaved with *uch gallantry that I mentioned
him by name in the official report of each of

David A. Foster, who has been serving
agent at Forest (or several months, has
been transferred to the Ellsworth depot
in place of Herbert A. Ash, resigned,
commencing his work there Tuesday
as

morning.
Btillman 8. Jordan has sold his home on
Mill street to Fred Grace, of the Green
Lake hatchery. Mr. Jordan and family
have not yet decided where they will
move, bnt their many friends here are
hoping that they will decide to remain at
the Falls. Mr. Grace does not take
possession until spring.

thoae action*.
I do not know a braver soldier, nor one
He has shown the highest inmore faithful.
telligence in the discharge of his duties, so
has been noticed and comhe
that
much so
mended on many occasions by general officer*
high in command who have witnessed his
He would make an exmany good qualities.
cellent company officer.
Winfiblo 8. Hancock,
Brig. (Jen. Com. of Division.

Winfred Joy and Herbert A. Ash have
leased the store and purchased the stock
of goods of Martin M. Moore, and expect
to take possession within a few' days. Both
young men are well and favorably known,
their many friends wish them success
in their new undertaking. Mr. Moore
and two sons, Eric and Gerald, expect to
leave about the middle of February for
Port Townsend, Wash., where they will
join Mrs. Moore, who left for there several
and

Headquarters Left Grand
Division, Jan. 6, 1862.
I have koown Mr. John Malone as attached
to the staff *>f Generals Smith and Hancock
a* orderly high since May, 1861. I have been
much impressed with his faithfulness, attention to duty, intelligence and bravery. I
cordially recommend him for promotion to a
lieutenancy and would be very glad to hAve
him in a regiment under my command.
W. B. Franklin,
Maj. Gen’l Com. Left O. D.,
Army of Potomac.

weeks ago.

Food

BOOST! Ellsworth

Fair,

Feb. 22-20.
NEW BOOKS.

Headquarter* 6th Army Corps,
Recent Additions to Ellsworth’s Excellent Public Library.
The following is a list of books recently
added to the Ellsworth public library:

Jan. 6, 1863.
John Malone, chief bugler 6th Maine Volunteers, has been under my cominaud for
eighteen mouth*, and ray attention has been
frequently called to his many good qualities.
1 consider him a splendid soldier aud one deserving promotion for past services.
W. F. Smith,
Maj. Gen’l Cora. 6th Corps.

Those Nerves,
Junior Republic,
Women in Industry,
American Prose Writers,
Evolution of Worlds,
Curiosities of the Sky,
Meaning of Truth,

Ellsworth after the close
lieturning
of the war, Mr. Malone was for many
years in the hotel and restaurant business.
He was manager of the Green Mountain
house at Bar Harbor during its reign of
popularity, aud bad among bis guests
James i). Blaine, and other prominent
to

Mr. Malone opened the hotel Copperopolisat Egypt during tho mining boom in
this section, and ran it until the
mining
bubble burst. He afterwards conducted a
restaurant on Water street, retiring about
five years <go.
Besidt„ his widow and daughter, Mrs.

Retrospections of

—

ELLSWORTH WATKK.

Eva March Tappan
W W Jacobs
Sailors’ Knots,
Battell Loomis
Charles
Just Irish,
Kate and Virgil Boyles
The Homesteaders,
Gene Stratton Potter
Freckles.
A Girl of the Limberlost, Gene Stratton Potter
W De Morgan
It Never can Happen Again,
J H McCarthy
God of Love,
Randall Parrish
My Lady of the South,
William Lindsay
The Severed Mantle.
Sarah Orne Jewett
A White Heron,
M A Taggart
Six Girls and the Seventh One.
in
Girls
Winsted, K T Ellis
The Wide Awake

European

lows:

DaU- of collection, Jan.
17,1>10; examination, Jan. 18.
Appearance Turbidity, 0; sediment, 0;
color, 2.8.
—

Mtrotten—Nitrates,

'■^ygen

on

1

solution, Dm.

none;
consumed, .89.

nitrites,

none,

Hardness—t.fio.

Iron—.080.

1

None.

accompanying the analysis,

says:

The analysis shows
the water to be free
all chemical and
bacterial evidence of !
pollution. The water ia in almost the j
me
condition as when last examined, there
1
n’1‘c*lan*e outeide of a slight decrease
in
e vegetable
content. In ita present con- |
khe wat*r
• good one to use
for
dH n
lnt> and for all domestic
purposes.
om

jwage
°wt

OTIS.
^or<**n has closed her boms,
1^*“wil*N*ncy
v'ait relatives and friends in
R

Wer

and

Bangor until spring.
**' ®r*n*> lt*e oldest and most reed °Bisen of this
place, who has been
y Bl, seems to be
improving.

in^r*0
,

Greek Lands and Letters,
F A and ACE Allinson
Philip S Marden
Travels in Spain,

Lucy M J Garrett
Home Life in Turkey,
Lina Hug and R Stead
Switzerland,
A S Hume
Martin
Modern Spain,
Minot J Savage
Life Beyond Death.
Hugo Munsterberg
The Eternal Values,
Psychology and the Teacher,
Hugo Munsterberg

e

pose?’
“I did, my lore,” he answered unblushlngly.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
“X asked ma to postpone her visit for
E. J. Stanley left Monday for Castine.
awhile,” his wife went on. You see”—
Mrs. John Bunker is ill; pneumonia is
Henry did Bee. His wife saw too.
What she saw was the tired man Jump
feared.
Mrs. Matilda Spurling, who has been from his chair, kick off his slippers,
put on his boots and skip out Into the
very ill, is up again.
street ns If rain was the very thing he
There will be a dance on Thursday
liked wading through.
if
Music
evening,
pleasant.
by Kelley’s
And when, five minutes later, Henry
orchestra.
came back with a tale that he’d just
The ladies aid society, served a supper been to see how the thermometer outWednesday at the new building. Games side the postoIBce stood she smiled.—
followed. Proceeds, |23.
London Scraps.
The moving pictures shown by Mr. Lindell Thursday evening drew a good crowd.
Just Lika Eve’s Apple.
His cornet solos were enjoyed by all.
A fruit supposed to bear the mark of
Friends of Miss Velrna Stanley are sorry Eve’s teeth Is one of the many botanThe tree on
to learn that she is threatened with pneu- ical curiosities of Ceylon.
which It grows Is known by the sigmonia at Castine, where she is attending school. All hope to hear she is gain- nificant name of “the forbidden fruit,”
or “Eve’s apple tree.”
The blossom
ing.
has a very pleasant scent, but the realJan. 30.
Rooney.
ly remarkable feature of the tree, the
Jan. 31.

A dance was held laat Wednesday evening at the life-saving station. A large
party attended. A fine clam stew, cake,
pie, tea and cofiee were served. All report
an

enjoyable evening.

Mr. Llndall, ol Bar Harbor, exhibited
moving picture* at the schoolhouse Thurs-

Jordan and brother Ausbury
Bar Harbor last week.

Leo
in

Miss Lulu

Rowe has gone

where she has

WEST BURRY.
^ra. Joan 8. Ober is
in very poor health'
^
McLain, of Hancock, visited
*D<1 ,rien<** i*ere a few
days last

wLf

*eek'Ve*

J*n. 31.

U

week on account ol his mother’s illness.
SJan. 31._

to

were

Bangor,

employment.

wife, who have been
Augustus
away for the winter, are home.
Miss Beulah McKay, of Clifton, is working for Mrs. William Crosby, who has
been quite ill.
Davis and

Fillmore Willey and sister, Miss
Haslem, visited their aunt, Mrs.
Alice Archer, recently.
Mrs.

Vara

C.

Jan. 31.

ns

spending
C.

a

piece

seems to be

Its loss Is ascribed to the
Walter Cummings, of Portland,
town.

is in

•*

Miss Ethel Knowlton visited friends at
Little Deer Isle last week.
Mrs. Horatio Lymburner and children
have returned from Isles boro.
Miss Annie Means, of Sedgwick, spent
part of last week with her grandmother,
Mrs. Mary A. Sargent.
Mrs. Lizzie

spending
Dodge.

a

Cooper
days

and

few

Wallace
with Mrs. A.
son

are

C

Mrs. Frank Harding is spending a few
daughter, Miss Vera, at
Pittsfield.
weeks with her

Eugene Jordan, wife and little son, of
Cape Rosier, visited George Jordan and
week.

wife last

Sim.

Jan. 31.

missing

woman.

Would that Christmas lasted the whole
year through, and that the prejudices and

passions

which deform our better nature
called into action among those
they should ever be strangers!

were never

to whom

—Dickens.

Friday.
He who has conferred a kindness should
be silent, he who has received one should
speak of it.—Seneca.

Saturday.
to-day is the impulse of

toThe whim of
morrow, the wish of next week, the
bad taste of next month, the habit of
next year, the instinct of your descend-

ggood

or

ants.—Alice W. Rollins.

ounuui/.

A little

more

patience,

a

little more
devotion, a

all; a little more
love, with lest bowing down to
the past, and a silent ignoring of pretended authority; a brave looking forward
for

more

the future, with more faith in our
fellows, and the race will be ripe for a
great burst of light and life.
to

Monaay.
Enthusiasm is the genius of sincerity,
and truth accomplishes no victories without it.—Bulwer Lytton.

Tuesday.
“By proper training the depressing
emotions can be practically eliminated

amazement.
“I’m the constable, and you’re under
arrest. I’ve been following you, and I
think
Philadelphia
you’re crazy.”
Times.
Cool Presence of Mind.
Debtor (to shopgirl)—It’s an outrage
for your employer to have you present
this bill here at the railroad station
in the presence of all these people!
Tell him I’ll attend to the matter as
soon as I get home. And now give me
a kiss, so the people will think that
you are a relative and have come to
bid me goodby!—Fllegende Blatter.
A Risky 8tudy.
"Why have you dropped your popular astronomy?” asked the visitor.
‘"Cause I got too many lickings,”
confided Tommy. “The other night I
told pa that Mars’ face was ever
changing, and ma heard me and
thought I meant her face. Next thing
I didn’t get any supper and got a licking besides.”—Chicago News.
Ministers Aboard Ship,
A minister aboard ship has always
been taken as a “Jonah sign” by seamen.
In recent years, however, this
superstition has been modified to a cerA young minister, the
tain extent.
seamen believe, will not bring as much
of a “Jonah” with him as an old one.

Simplicity Itself.
“There are only two points In

evening slope

Before the night comes;
Do not grope.
Forever shines some small, sweet
And God is not too late.

Constable Had the Evidence.
One of Philadelphia’s leading corporation lawyers was visiting in New
England, and, returning home, he told
how he had been arrested there. lie
had not had a vacation for some years,
and, getting into the country, he proceeded to lie a hoy again.
He struck a piece of country road
He
and rau along for a half mile.
found a fence and vaulted it. He saw
a tree and climbed it.
Finally he returned to the village. Just as he struck
the town a hand was laid on his
shoulder, and a man said in a gruff
voice:
“Come with me."
“What for?” inquired the other In

—

Thought For Every Day.

Thursday.

Life’s
are

only

one

SARGENT VILLE.

Suns may fall
Or flash, dear heart; I speak,
And call your soul unto it’s
Fate. Tread bravely down

OAK POINT.
Leon Murcb is ill.
A. H. Grindle and lamily
lew days at their cottage.
Jan. 31.

to which it owes Its name, Is the
fruit It Is beautiful and hangs from
tin* tree in a peculiar manner. Orange
on the outside and deep crimson within, each fruit has the appearance of
having had a piece bltteu out of it.
This fact, together with Its poisonous
quality, led the Mohammedans to represent It as the forbidden fruit of the
garden of Eden and to warn men
The
against its noxious properties.
nark upon the fruit Is attributed to
Eve. Why the bite of Adam did not
also leave its mark Is not known, but
one

day evening.
from life and the good emotions rendered
Andrew Stanley, who has been employed permanently dominant.”
home last
home of Nathan
Wednesday.
Salisbury and wife. in Pittsfield, Mass., was called
Da via

Able-bodied Men for street

car

•

service in Eastern Massachusetts.

Steady Work; 20c

to 25c an hour.

For particulars write A. P. Emmons, Supt. of Employment, Boston
& Northern and Old Colony St. By. Co.’s, 84 State St.,Boston, Mass.

IRE

INSURANCE

In companies of established reputation I
O.

W.

INSURANCE

can

offer you at the lowest rates.

TAPLEY,

Ellsworth,

REAL

—

ESTATE

IVIe.

INVESTMENTS

—

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W. & P\ L. MASON
FOR SALE
The Ksslngton Farm, situated on the Surry Road about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2
story
house with ell. 10 finished looms, large barn, well fitted. Wood shed,
carriage bouse, hennery,
all In good repair About 60 acres ot land, Urge part of which Is in
good condition for cultivation?
Cuts ten urns of hay which could be
easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make a beautiful
summer home. 1 leasantiy situated and has flue shore
privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet of
Union river. A rare bargain. Price upon application.
OEORQK

H.

GRANT

CO.,

ELLSWORTH.

OKKBBAI. INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE.

TRENTON.

Thelma.

AURORA.

little

Mr. Clement* and M. Perlinsky, ol Bar
Harbor, were in town last week.

Motor-men and Conductors
WANTED

served.

charity

I8LESF0KD.

Salisbury, of Brewer, bas
con"to Emm<l
live tbe remainder of the winter
*

The Leather af the Egyptians.
The ancient Egyptians were skilled
n the art of tanning leather and manWEST TREMONT.
Mrs. Flora Murphy has gone to South- ufactured It In various ways and for
various purposes besides that of furwest Harbor as cook in the Hotel Trundy.
covering for the feet Indeed.
Mrs. Alton Pomroy, who was called to bishing
It is to those builders of the pyramids
Center by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
that we are Indebted for the first artisLois Bartlett, is home.
tic forms of footwear, and, so far aa
About twenty-two young people gave tan be ascertained from
history and
Alvin Walls a surprise party Friday even- the researches of
archaeologists, the
Refreshments
were served and games
ing.
Egyptians were the drat shoemakers
played.
who were worthy of that name. It la
W. D. Walls and wife, of Seal Cove, I fact, too, that tanners of today emspent last Wednesday with Mrs. Walls' ploy very much the same methods
mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt, whose health is as did the ancients. About the same
not good this winter.
materials are used, and the processes
Mrs. Millie Carver Clancy and daugh- are almost precisely similar to those In
ters, Gertrude Carver and Helen Clancy, vogue hundreds of years ago. It la
true that tanners of the present day
of Owl’s Head, are visiting Mrs.
Clancy’s
mother, Mrs. Sarah A. Reed, and other have found a means of greatly shortening the time required to convert a hide
relatives here.
Into leather and that steam power and
The many friends of Edwin H. Rumill
modern machinery have done much to
were much surprised to hear of his marexpedite and Improve the processes of
riage that took place on his birthday, Jan.
the leather; but, after all, the
27, at the home of his bride in Newton dnishlng
of tanning remain the same
Center, Mass. His wife was Miss Laura principals
as they have been from the first.—
Miller, of that place.
London Globe.
The W. T. I. society met with Mrs. Jennie Dow Friday, Jan 28, and will meet
Posthaste.
with Mrs. Otis Ingalls Friday, Feb. 4.
He kicked off bis wet boots, slid bis
The day of meeting has been changed from
tired feet Into a pair of carpet slippers,
Wednesday to Friday on account of the lit his pipe, sat down In the
easy chair
dance every two weeks on Wednesday.
with a sigh of relief and declared that
The concert at the hall Wednesday
twenty thousand wild horses couldn’t
evening under the management of Mrs. make him stir from the house till
E. B. Heed and Mrs. A. A. Lopaus was
morning.
successful.
Proceeds, fl7, are to finish
“Henry," remarked the lady with the
the
District
H.
B.
paying
Superintendent,
knitting needles, “you posted that letHaskell. Cake, coffee and ice-cream were ter I
gave you this morning, I sup-

A

Rodolfo Lauciani
W I Edwards
On the Mexican Highlands,
W E Carson
Mexico,
T Grenfell
Wilfred
Labrador,
H Sheckelton
Heart of the Antarctic, 2 vols,
B R Wise
Commonwealth of Australia,

Fifty Years in Constantinople,
George Washhnrn

Colon bacillus—None.
In a letter

Evans
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COUNTY NEWS

Wanderings in the Etonian Campagna.

Odor-Cold,

in

an Active

American Hero Stories

Another Analysis by Director of State
laboratory Of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. U. Evans, director
the Maine
laboratory of hygiene at
Augusta. The analysis, the figures of
which are for parts in
100,000, is as fol-

Chlorine—0.275.

Edith Abbott
W C Brownell
Percival Lowell
Garrett P Serviss
William James
F M Me Murray
Russell Sturgis

Life,
John Bigelow
Recollections by Washington Gladden
Autobiography of Henry M Stanle
My Day—Reminiscences of a Long Life.
Mrs. Pryor
Francis Joseph and His Times,
Sir Horace Rumbold
EH Parker
John Chinaman,

Monroe, he leaves three grandchildren
John Malone
Harrigan, Margaret A. Uarrigan and Hannah Frances Malone.

Ammonia-Free, .0080;

George L Walton
W R George

How to Study,
History of Architecture,
Our Insect Friends and Enemies,
John B Smith
Place of Animals iu Human Thought,
Countess JSvelyn Martiueugo Cearesco
H C Caudee
Decorative Styles and Periods,
Mrs. Eugenie Strong
Roman Sculpture,
Lady St Heller
Memories of Fifty Years,
Recollections of Grover Cleveland,
G F Parker

persouages.

none; hot, vegetable.
Reiidar on evaporation—Total, 8.40; lose
ignition, 1.80; axed residue, 1 JO.

2Urbs*tf«nuntfc

Ellsworth Food Fair, Feb. 22-6/10.

BOOST!
interesting

SKfomiwiwm*

hope;

REUNION

H. H. Hopkins and wife have the sincere
sympathy of their friends in the loss of
their nine-year-old daughter Florence,
who died Thursday at the hospital in Bangor. The little girl was taken to Bangor
for an operation on her arm, which had
been partially helpless since birth. The
operation in itself was considered slight,
and no serious consequences were thought
of, but blood-poisoning rapidly developed,
and

Any
are
are

persons

SATURDAY, FEB. 12,

for

a

suc-

7.30 p.

at

m.

A song entitled “Bluehill” will be
snng
tor the first time, and copies of the music
will be on sale at 10 cents each.

SURRY.

Surry yesterday,

or who
its people,

Sewall Hall,

James W. Gallison and wife w*ere summoned to Augusta yesterday by the sudden death of Mrs. Gallison’s father, Allen
Jewett.
Mr. Jewett and his wife were
in

or

177 Huntington avenue, Boston,

death ensued.

expected

having resided in,

interested in the town
invited to be present at

Admission,

50c.

to defray expense of hall, printing
and refreshments.
Per order Committee.

pro-

with their daughter. On the
way to the station in Augusta Mr. Jewett
was taken suddenly ill.
He was hurried
to his home, and died a few minutes after I
reaching there.
tracted visit

THE

CLARION.

BORN.

Whether it’s

BISSON—At Dedham, Jan 5, to Mr and Mrs
Albert Bisson, a daughter.
COOK—At East Bluehill, Jan 16, to Mr and
Mrs Thornton Cook, a daughter. [Marion
Gertrude. |
DUNN—At Melrose, Mass, Jan 14, to Mr and
Mrs George W Dunn, a daughter. [Winnie
Florence,
POOR—At Ellsworth, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs
Laurel M Poor, a daughter.
SMITH—At Bucksport, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs.
Arthur E Smith, a son.
STINSON—At Stonington, Jan 20, to Mr and
Mrs Harold Josiah Stinson, a daughter.
WEBBER—At Bluehill. Jan 25, to Mr and Mrs
Frank F Webber, a daughter.

a

range or a fur-

nace—if it is a

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
liangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELD11IDGE,

Main Street,

Eli.swortii

DO YOU KNOW BEANS?

MARRIKD.
DANICO —STILLWELL
At Ellsworth, Jan
25, by Rev II W Conley. Helen G Danico, of ] be A :s 1'u b are
Ellsworth, to George W Stillwell, of Texas
E. SWA8EY &
township, Mich.
SHOREY—SMITH—At Ellsworth, Jan 29, by
J H Brimmer, esq, Mrs Sarah M Shorey to
Alfred B Smith, both of Trenton.
—

SWASEY BEAN POTS and
crocks are the best.
Our
name is on every one. Accept
no substitutes
SWASEY
on sale at all hrst-class stores.
CO.,

Portland, Maine

DIED.
CLOUGH—At

Bluehill, Jan 26,

Mrs Nancy
Clough, aged 66 years, 10 months.
DAVIS—At Trenton, Jan 28, Mrs Almira S
Davis, aged 83 years, 9 months.
DUNHAM—At Castiue, Jau 24, Mrs Frances C
Dunham, aged 64 years, 8 months, 14 days.
GILLEY —At North
Ellsworth, Jan 28,
Stephen N Gilley, of Southwest Harbor,
aged 80 years, 8 months, 29 days.
GORDON—At North Sullivan, Jan 26, Mrs
Miranda M Gordon, aged 84 years, 8 mon hs,
25 days.
GRAY—At Castine, Jan 24, James B Gray,
aged 34 years, 6 months, 6 days.
HOPKINS—At Bangor, Jan 27, Miss Florence
M, daughter of Mr and Mrs Hoyt H Hopkins, of Trenton, aged 9 years, 5 mouths.
JOHNSTON-At Ellsworth, Jan 29, Luceille E»
daughter of Mr and Mrs C S Johnston, aged
8 years, 9 months, 24 days.
LONG—At East Bluehill, Feb 1, Miles H
Long, aged 64 years, 6 months, 2 days.
REA—At Castine, Jan 31, John F Rea, aged 59
years, 5 months, 29 days.
SIMPSON-At Centreville, Cal, Jan 9, Ozias B
Simpson, formerly of Sullivan, aged 81
years, 7 months, 8 days.
SMITH—At Deer Isle, Jan 24, Capt Henry
P Smith, aged 50 years.
STEVENS—At Bar Harbor, Jan 30, Oscar K
Stevens, aged 54 years.
TIRRILL—At Dedham, Jan 27, George Tirrill,
aged 83 years, 7 months, 17 days.
TUFTS—At Orland, Jan 81, Miss Hannah F
Tufts, aged 62 years, 9 months, 7 days.
WILSON—At Southwest Harbor, Jan 22,
Miss Myra A Wilson, aged 46 years, 5
months, 8 days.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
‘NO

PAY.

NO

WASHKB.’

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
Estey Building. State St.,
Ellsworth, Me,

ftT CUT RATES
Country Trade Sup*
plied at City Prices.
Send for catalogue of

Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles and Rubber Goods

THEARA HILTON &

CO., Portland,Me.

Ijttoftsstonal

DR.

C.

E.

Carts.

HOLT,
BAXGOR,

3XS

DENTIST.

Stbbtrtisahnng.

ALICE

~

TO THE

PUBLIC.

SCOTT,

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.

We

are Agents for Parisian Sage, and
We Know the Genuineness is
is Genuine.
G. A. Parcher.
Parisian Sage, the quick-acting hair
invigorator, is guaranteed—
To stop falling hair,
To cure dandruff.
To cure itching of the scalp,
To put life into faded hair.
To make harsh hair soft and luxuri-

To make hair grow or money back.
It is the most delightful hair dressing made, and is a great favorite with
ladies who desire beautiful and luxuriant hair.
Price 50c. a large bottle.

H.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's
Store). Ellsworth,

Drug

Me.__

J)R.

HARRY C.

MASON,

DENTIST,
MAIN

STREET,

ant,

cess.”
“What are they?"
“Work and keep other people from

working you.’

BLUEHILL

Mrs. Almira S. Davis died Friday at her
home in Trenton, in the eighty-fourth
year of her age.

Over

ELLSWORTH,

Bijou Theatre.

A record ia better than a proapectus
Newspaper circulation ia what counts for

i

advertvaera.

tenderly cared for
her for years. She was ill bat a few days,
of pneumonia, and passed peacefully
was in the eightyaway. Mrs. Gordon

Hall, 2d, who

subscribers at 107
If the 111 post-offices in Hancock county.
4(1 the other papers in the County combined dq not reach so many. The Ameria* American has

has most

She had outlived
her age.
not the only paper printed in fifth year of
will
her husband and five children. She
to
claimed
never
has
and
Hancock county,
for her many kind
remembered
be
long
that
can
propbe, but it is the only paper
deeds. Funeral services were held at the
erly be called a County paper; all the
home Friday afternoon, Rev. C. A. Purdy
circulaThe
test are merely local papers.
Mrs. J. K. Mitchell and Mrs.
tion f The American, barring the Bar officiating.
E.
S.
sang two selections—“Lead,
Phelps
is
summer
list,
larger
Harbor Record's
Light,” and “Sweetly Resting”.
than that of all the other papers i rinted Kindly
MJan. 31.
fm Hancock county.

can is

___

COCXTY NEWS.

Ozias B. Simpson, a native of this town,
died of pneumonia at Centerville, Cal., Jan.
FRANKLIN.
9, aged nearly eighty-two years. Mr.
in a sailing
District No. 2 school, W. E. Bragdon Simpson went to California
vessel in I860, and after five years in the
teacher, closed Friday.
mines returned to Maine. He married
Miss Hilda Blaisdell and brother WalMiss Caroline Crabtree. He returned to
ter are ill of mumps.
California in 1858, and for several years
have
orThe pupils of the high school
worked as a carpenter in San Francisco.
ganized a basket-ball team.
Since 1864 he had lived in Centerville. Mr.
Mrs. Marion Higgins, of Ellsworth, is ; Simpson had a remarkable constitution,
the guest of Mrs. EflBe Macomber.
was noted for his industrious habits, could
Mrs. Eugene Bunker and little daughter turn his hand to any useful occupation, and
Marion are visitors at Lamoine.
although over four-score years of age, was

grappling with the hardest work of an orchard ranch until a week before his death.
He leaves a widow and four children—A.
I. Simpson, of Niles, Cal.; Mrs. C. P. Van
Dyke, of Hayward, Cal.; Mrs. E. P.
Christie, of Sunol, Cal., and Emma Simpson, of Centerville.

The X. E. C. was pleasantly entertained
by Mrs. L. F. Springer Thursday.
Benjamin Havey and wife, from Tunk
pond, were guests of Mrs. Esther Donnell

WEST

last week.
victims of the mumps are
Dyer and daughter Miss

The latest
Prances.

at

cent.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food FaIt,

a

Calais, called on Charles
H. Norwood and wife Tuesday.
Capt. D. N. Murphy, in the three-masted
schooner Minnie Slausen, was in here
Wednesday night from St. John, N. B.,
bound to New York. Mrs. Murphy is
spending the winter with her parents,
Wellington Greenlaw and wife, at Calais.
Evening meetings have been held in the
Congregational church this week by Rev.
Mr. Robinson, pastor of the Congregational church, of Southwest Harbor and
Tremont; Rev. Mr. Bishop, pastor of the

Miss M. E. Moon arrived home Saturday night after a delightful visit with
friends in Frankfort.
The many friends of
who is living at Weeks

Harold Gordon,
Mills with his
grieved to know that

brother Frank, are
Lis health is failing.

Mrs. Miranda M. Gordon, one
oldest and most respected citizens
town, died Wednesday, Jan. 26,
home of her granddaughter, Mrs.

of the
of the
at

the

Zemro

■aiBrrtiscnifiUf

have been

Startling

Medical

Au-

of

Con-

visiting

Friday.

The post mortem statistics of the big
New York hospitals show that some cases
of consumption are due, at least indirect-

Willard Young cut his foot last Wednesday while in the woods. Several stitches
had to be taken, but the wound is doing
well.
Jan. 31.
Y.

dyspersia, especially
predisposed to tuber-

was

boats

built.

Mrs. J. B. Babson fell and bruised her-

badly Monday.
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M ., held a public installation Wednesday evening, Jan.
self

26.

The socialist lecture at the town ball
Tuesday night was largely attended.

ant

WEST 8TONINOTON.

Past Master E. B. Kane installed the

full bloom

last week.

I

Cocaine, which dnlis the

nerves,

never

yet cured Nasal Catarrh. The heavy feeling
in the forehead, the stuffed-up sensation and
the watery discharge from eyes and nose,
along with all the other miseries attending
the disease, are put to rout by Ely’s Cream
Balm.

Smell and taste

are

restored, breath-

ing is made normal. Until you try this remedy you can form no idea of the good it will
do you. Is applied directly to the sore spot.
All druggists, 50c.
Mailed by Ely Bros., 56
Warren Street, New York.

A

K.

Feb. 22-26.

William Bisbee is chartered by
John L. Gross to load random for New
York.

Mrs. Olive Main is ir Massachusetts for
the winter.

Schooner

a public inst*l~
Tuesday evening.
Frank
Greenlaw, who has been in
Rochester, N. Y., on business, is home.
The Powers Bros, are giving moving
picture shows at the town hall this week.
George Johnson, who has been at home
for a week, left Thursday for New York to
join his vessel.
Capt. Leslie Gray, of schooner George H.

Marine lodge will hold

Mrs. Horace B. Haskell, with children,
been

visiting

her

parents

for

a

here.

Young,

who

was

badly

hurt

falling from the standpipe at the waterworks, has improved very much the past
week.

Orlando Howard has been seriously ill.
injured his ankle recently, and erysipelas set in. For a time it was feared he
would lose his foot, but it is improving
G.
MT. DESERT.

box at

druggists and dealers.

an-

(or
asthma, bronchitis,
and all inflammatory
diseases
of
the
throat and chest;
will break up the
deadly membrane in
an attack ot croup,
and will kill any kind
of neuralgia or rhea*
matic pains.
All drnrvlftt* koep
SIomo'i LUlmtDt.
Priew 2Sc., SOb, (SI-00

I
I —£~ySr~

I

1

DrEvlSjnMB. |SJ

customers and

;

Why

does Great Britian buy
its oatmeal of us?
Certainly it seems like carrying
coals to Newcastle to speak of exporting oatmeal to Scotland and yet, every
year the Quaker Oats Company sends
hundreds of thousands of cases of
Quaker Oats to Great Britian and

Mrs. Amos Sinclair and daughter Nora

Europe.

Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Davis, of Trenton, is visiting her parents, Reuben Lurvey and wife.

The reason is simple; while the
Scotch have for centuries
eaten oatmeal in quantities and with a
regularity that has made them the
most rugged physically, and active
mentally of all people, the American
has been eating oatmeal and try ing all
the time to improve the methods of
manufacture so that he might get that
desirable foreign trade.
How well he lias succeeded would
be seen at a glance at the export reports on Quaker Oats. This S*ar>d is
without a rival; is packed
10c packages, and iu l»r

English and

Reed,

Jan. 29.

packages

at

4W~

25c.

B.

Cost of Beauty.

»

A.

i

How New York Damps Keep Young.
Recently a young New York society
woman received tier monthly bill from a
downtown beauty parlor.
This particular bill amounts to Fifty-two dollars for
the mouth, which was, perhaps, a little
lower than the average
monthly accounts
rendered
this Shop, it contained such
items as Turkish Baths,
fJ.OO; Violet

by

Water Rub, f .75; Facial Massage, f .75.
The attendants at these exclusive
‘‘beauty

parlors” frequently make as much as ten
dollars a day in tips.
Occasionally some

BASS HARBOR.

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times
*‘The equipment for wheat cleansing
is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purpose*.
of hour from dirt and bacteria Shows
in its appearance.”
Paor. Wm. Jaoo.
in SaMvmat A9*oe*iUt»n *r«r*

\Vheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at AnstetJ & ^urk s
*
mills.
It is cleaned six times before
grinding.

Everything—even

the

sewing

of the

bags-is done by clean, bright
machinery.
^te how much purer William Tell :s
thaii other ncurs. This means wheat
cleaning by the t06ft complete equipntent known to modern milling science.'
William Tell Flour has the brtlliant
bloom such asonly Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer,and insist on having—

William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes &
ELLSWORTH FALLS.

the bill at five dollars a bottle, under a
fancy name, bnt in reality is the same

formula

aa

HAY’S HAIR HKALTH, which

retaila at all druggists for 50 cents and a
dollar per bottle, and la manufactured bv

George F. Murphy, and Miss Wavie PHILO HAY 8PKCIALT1ES CO., NewHAY’S HAIR
Tatty, ot Seal Cove, were married Wed- ■ffc. N. J., U. S. A.
HKALTH has many imitators but those
the busi- nesday evening, Jan. 19.
Their many who have use different
preparations
agree
teams are
friends extend hearty congratulations.
that HAY’S HAIR HEALfH is the most
Miss Edna Benson left last week for a effective and safest.
short visit to friends in Portland, after
_*• O MOORE, Ellsworth.
which she well enter the hospital at
Worcester, Maas., to study for a trained

PATENTS

IraSfflf iARP^JSaSfSi^^:
Hmrt md
Writ*

or

Pnctin Eidulwly.
InfijflfiMat
*t

com* to

u*

WASHINGTON. O. C.

GASNOW .o)R°

X. Y. Z.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
W. H. Bartlett returned home from
Northeast Harbor Friday.
Mildred Booker, formerly of this place,
who is spending the winter with her
grandparents at Burlington, haa had to
undergo an operation for appendicitis.
At last reports she was doing nicely.
Jan. 24.
L.

It
we

tlie Best coffee
for the money
ever Bad in tBe Bon**.»
is

SEAL COVE.
Mrs. Lois Bartlett, of Center, is quite ill

Capt. E. P. Sawyer, of Southwest HarMr. B. A, Kelley, Belvidere, 111., writes us:
*'I am an ex-engineer with 22 years, active bor, visited his mother, Mrs. C. D. Sawservice to my credit. About three years ago yer, last
Wednesday.
my kidneys were affected so that I had to give
Jan. 31.
u.
up my engine. First I was troubled with se- !
Then fol- I
vere, aching pains over the hips.
lowed inflammation of the bladder, and
Most
skin
disfiguring
eruptions, scrofula,
specks appeared before my eyes. A sample
of Foley’s Kidney Pills that I tried, so benepimples, rashes, etc., are due to Impure blood.
fitted me, that I bought more. I continued to
Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood
take them, until now I can safely testify they
have made me a sound and well man/’
Q. A. tonic. Makes you clear-eyed, clear-brained,
Pabcmbb.
j clear-skinned.— dvt.

Avoid

1

Trim adVice, bow to obtain patent*, trad* mark*, 1
~w"*h“'*t,i' IN ALL COUNTNIM.
Mvu dlrn-f till WaiUaftan m»i
meaty and o/tn tkr faint.

nurse.

of pneumonia.
Miss Sinclair, of Northeast Harbor, visited at Mr. Ashley’s last week.

Co.

ME

‘‘grande-dame” in sables extracts a perfumed ten-dollar piece from ner gold bag

and tosses it to Nancy with an air of
lofty
grace. One of these attendants confided
to a friend in an ungarded moment that
among the many lotions and
beauty restorers used in such
establishments, a

preparation for restoring gray hair was
moat in demand. It is usually
charged on

Mrs. Maggie Trask, of Gott’s bland, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Manchester.

Jan. 24.

jj

atttjrrnsnnmtB.

stormy,

He

now.
j rapidly
Jan. 29.

excellent

assists the salesman.

returned from

Jan. 31.

is an

________

S.

PARTRIDGE COVE,

It

on

Advertising brings the

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

by

than porous

tiseptic remedy

8. G. Haskell, reported as
Handkerchief shoals near Cape
Cod, has been abandoned. The schooner |
was owned mostly by Deer Isle parties and j
Capt. Staples and Mrs. Staples of Swan's
Island.
Jan. 31.
Rex.
I

month, has returned to Ellsworth.
Arthur

on

came

The schooner

ashore

Lurvey and wife, of Cranberry
Isles, are visiting relatives and friends

Jan. 24.

spring,

Capt. Henry P. Smith, who came home
in ill health about two months ago, died
Monday, Jan. 24, at his home on the Reach
road, of Bright's disease. He was fifty
years of age. He leaves a wife and four
children.

Ezra

was

since laBt

use

plasters, acts quicker and docs
not clogupthe pores of the skin.

the winter.

ISLESFORD.

day evening. Although it
over |8 was cleared.

sea

is easier to

home Friday to spend the remainder of

The New England telephone office has
Beverage and wife, of Thomaston, been changed from J. E. Bunker’s to the
are the guests of their daughter, Mrs. Orra
postoffice at George K. Hadlock’s.
Honey.
Capt. L. A. Farnsworth, of Winterporl,
Mrs. Samuel Goss and Mrs. Fiorian has returned
his season's
to complete
Small have returned from a visit in Massawork, after spending the holidays with
chusetts.
his family.
Miss Nettie Buckminster, of the postThe school improvement league held an
office, is back again after a few weeks’ va- ice cream social ab the schoolhouse Satur-

who has

voyage at

Sloan's
Liniment

un-

Francis Marshall, who has been gone
a

John

cation in Portland.

Here’s the Proof.

V.

Ames, is at home while his vessel is
loading in New York.

sore

lungs, tightness

Mr. A.W. Price, Fredonia. Kane,
•ays : “We have ueed Sloan’s Uni'
ment for a year, and find it an excellent thing for sore throat,chest pains,
colds, and hay fever attacks. A tew
drops taken on sugar stops coughing and sneering instantly.”

lation next

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,

Schooner Methebesee is at the Benvenue Co.’s wharf to load stone for New
York.

throat, sharp pain
across the
chest, hoarseness or cough,
lave the parts with Sloan’s
Liniment.
You don't need to
rub, just lay it on lightly. It
penetrates instantly to the seat
of the trouble, relieves congestion and stops the pain.
For

in

DEER ISLE.

_____

of P., will hold
its installation and bail Feb. 2.

King Arthur lodge,

greetings.

Jan. 30.

Mum.

Jan. 27.

wean
out the body and
The long thaw has broken up
WEST BROOKLIN.
ness in the woods, and men and
weakened, irritable stomach
being nnable to digest food, the body does
Moulton Cooper came home Friday for a waiting lor colder weather.
not receive the required nourishment, and
few weeks.
Past Master M. L. Allen installed the
the victim becomes thin, weak and hagQalen Page and wife, of Richmond, vis- officers of Mt. Desert lodge, F. and A. M.,
gard. As a result, the body becomes a ited Elmer
Saturday evening.
Bridges and wife last week.
fertile field in which the germs of disease
The “Wayback" ball given by the EastOdessa Bridges came home Bnnday, afmay lodge and flourish.
ern Star last week was a success socially
There fore, the person who permits dys- ter spending a few days at North Sedgand financially. Some of the costumes
pepsia to progress unhindered is guilty of wick.
were very 'pretty, and represented dates
There was a house-warming at Cleaves
contributing toward the development of
from fifty to 100 years ago. Refreshments
one of the most insidious and fatal disClapp’s Monday evening. All report a were served.
eases known to mankind.
good time.
Dr. Robert L. Grindle is the oldest
Dyspepsia may be completely eradicated
Fred Fletcher and family, of Augusta,
practising physician in the county. He
if properly treated.
We sell a remedy are guests of Mrs. Fletcher’s
mother, Mrs. is hale and
hearty, and may be seen almost
that we positively guarantee will com- Burleigh Closson.
every day, fair or foul, driving out to atpletely relieve indigestion or dyspepsia, or
Jan. 21.
B.
the medicine used during the trial will
oost the user nothing.
BETTER THAN A CURE.
More people are taking Foley’s Kidney
This remedy has been named Bexall Remedy every year. It is considered the most
It is well to cure a'cold, but better to preeffective remedy for all kidney and bladder
Certainly no offer tronbles tbat medical science can devise. vent it. As soon as^you feel a cold coming on,
Dyspepsia Tablets.
«ould be more fair, and our offer should Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregulari- take one or two **Lane’s Pleasant Quinine
the system, and restores lost Tablets". You will not have 'a oold and the
ties, builds
be proof positive that Bexall Dyspepsia vitality. O. up
A. Pabchbb.
Tablets will leave you feeling**better than
Tablets are a dependable remedy.
ever. They cure grip in a few hours. 36c. a

Inasmuch as the medicine will cost yon
nothing if it does not benefit yon, we
urge you who are suffering with indigestion or dyspepsia to try Bexall Dyspepsia
Tablets. A 25-cent box contains enough
medicine for fifteen days’ treatment. For
chronic cases we have two larger sizes, 66
cents and fl.OO. Remember you can ob1
tain Rexall Remedies in Ellsworth only at
our store—The Bexall Store. E. G. Moons,,

Chest

from friends and relatives ill Vermont and
New Hampshire. Vermont is his native
Mr.
state. It was a great pleasure to
Urant to receive so many kind and pleas-

tures to be given under the auspices of the
high school. The next lecture will occur
in about two weeks.
E.
Jan. 31.

Mrs. Pearl 9tinson is living with Mrs.
following officers in a very pleasing manW. M., E. H. Bridges; 8. W., H. M. Harold Stinson.
ner:
Pease; J. W., A. H. Mayo; secretary, R.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
A. Flye; treasurer, F. W. Cole; 8. D., T. C.
Harold Stinson, Jan. 20—Lyndal Lee.
8.
L.
S.,
Stanley; J. D., Rodney
Allen;
W. E. Stinson is improving from inClarence Stanley; J. 8., Lewis L. Smith;
received by a fall on the ice last
juries
Isaac
chaplain, Dr. F. 8. Herrick; marshal,
week.
Mayo; tyler, E. B. Tainter. The church
Mrs. Margaret Mills has gone to Stonaid circle served the supper.
ington to spend the winter with her
Miss Augusta Leighton and Will Nutter,
daughter Myra.
who are teaching in Bluehill, were in
A merry party gethered at the home of
town for a week-end visit.
J. W. Stinson and wife Monday evening
Une Femme.
Jan. 31.
in honor of their birthdays, both coming
on one day.
The evening was spent with
STONINGTON.
music by the Stonington band, and other
Frank Judkins, who has been critically amusements. Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Stinson received many presill, is improving.
ents from friends.
Dorothy Fifield found a pussy willow in

The

opp. postoffice.

Rockland

in

Mrs. Fannie Sargent, who has been employed at Bar Harbor, returned Saturday.
The services held in Central school('apt. Charles J. Hamilton, who has house, conducted by Rev. Mr. Jobe,
been spending several days in town, re- at 2.30 p. m., are very interesting. A
turned to Gouldsboro Monday.
series of sermons is being delivered on the
is
Miss Mildred Eaton, of Bluehill,
the close
who has been visiting “Characteristics of Christ”. At
Mrs.
Laura
Grant,
visiting at R. W. Smith’s.
in
her parents, H. R. Weston and wife, re- of the sermon a short time is spent
Miss Oeorgene Traver is spending a
all
turned to her home at Bar Harbor Wed- bible study, Mr. Jobe explaining
month in Boston.
questions in a plain and able manner.
nesday.
Frank Jones, of Bangor, who has been
William H. Urant, a highly respected
A series of revival meetings is in progwork
visiting his family, returned to his
and aged citizen of this place, but formerly
ress at the Baptist church under the diTuesday.
rection of Rev. E. S. Drew. The attend- of Waltham, was pleasantly surprised
A. E. Farnsworth was in Friendship ance is
on his eighty-first birthday by a post-card
large.
last week, where he isjhaving two naphtha
shower of sixty-six cards and five letters
of
lecis
a
course
Small
arranging
Supt.

Dyspepesia

cor.

home from

to

relatives in

The school in this precinct will close
In the evening an entertainment
will be given by the pupils.

sumption.

brain.

came

Jordan River camp, M. W. ot
A., No.
9096, was instituted last Thursday evenoldest child of Henry
Malcolm,
S. H. Hemphill, of
Gray, was taken very 111 Wednesday, but ing. District-Deputy
Auburn, installed the following officers:
is better.
M. H. Voting | adviser, E. T.
Mr. Wentworth, of Belfast, has footed Consul,
J. T. Grant; clerk, R.
Janto the Frank Bake man place and will take Springer; banker,
___Sumac.
R. McDonald; escort, A. E. Sargent;
charge of the farm.
watchman, E. E. Higgins; sentry, W. K.
Nokth LAMOINfi.
Percy Clifford lost his horse Max Wed- Salisbury; board of managers, A. C. AshA.
B.
Capt.
Holt is making some im- nesday. In some way the animal caught
more, W. A. Young. Supper followed.
provements on the in teriorof his dwell- its foot in the stall and broke its ankle.
Deputy Hemphill ga.ea fine talkon Woodin| Capt. Ernest Gray and family, of Cas- man work. Several visitors were present.
Mrs. A. H. Coggins has been visiting tine, are visiting 8. 1?. Gray, and will re- The next regular meeting will be held
relatives and friends on the shore road the main until March 1, when Capt. Gray will Feb. 5. Mr. Hemphill was the guest of
Consul M. H.. Young while in town.
join~his yacht at New York.
past week.

Dyspepbe a Pre-Dispos-

unchecked

WINTER HARBOR.

wife,

thorities Claim

the victim
culosis.

_

H. G. Tracy
Saturday.

For
Pain

Rev. C. F. Burleigh is in very poor
health. All hope for a speedy recovery.
a
The Eden sewing society will hold
sale, supper and dance Thursday evening,
Music by
Feb. 3, at Eden park hall.
Kelley’s orchestra.
Melvin Emerson has been confined to
the house the past week.

J C.

Jan. 31.

Butler and family, who are now
living at Butler’s Point, intend moving to
their home here the
coming week. Men
have been working on the house the
past
week getting it ready for
occupancy.

Statement.

to

llenry W. Flye went to Boston tovisit her daughter, who is attending business college the^.
Miss Anna Wilber went to Boston Friday to spend a few* weeks.
Mrs.

ilugb
bought
Brockton, Hooper at Castine last week.
Mass., arrived home last week. Mrs. MilMrs. Lizzie Hutchins, of Belfast, is
liken's brother, Henry Foren, accompanvisiting her parents, Charles Crockett and
ied her.

35c, 5oc, $1.00

when

home.

200,000.

EDEN.
Miss Edna Warren, ot Otis, is in town
attending Central high school.

The Latter Day Saints have a new bell
for their church. It was rung for the first
The Odd Fellows had a ball in the
time last Sunday. The bell w*as presented
Neighborhood house Jan. 21. RefreshWEST HANCOCK.
Mrs.
Knowlton.
by
Cynthia
ments were served by the Rebekahs.
Jan. 31.
Nihil.
Irving McFarland has been very ill, but
I
Mrs. Georgia Tracy, D. D. G., went to
is improving.
Bar Harbor to install officers of Unison
Herman Sinclair, who has been in the
CAPE ROSIER.
Rebekab lodge Thursday.
West, is at home.
William Veague is working on Nautilus
Albert W. Reynolds went to Boston \
Elbridge Milliken, of Ellsworth, re- island.
Monday for a surgical operation. All are j
made
a
his
short
visit
to
!
cently
parents,
Mrs. Lester Rlake is visiting friends in
hoping to see him home soon in improved
H. C. Milliken and wife.
New York.
health. Mrs. Reynolds and daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Milliken and baby, who
went with him.
Manson
Alvin
a horse of Warren

Established 1S51.
makes the old feel young.
Keeps the stomach strong,
appetite normal and nerves
steady. Relieves constipation and biliousness.
Expels worms from
children and adults.

ly,

of

Methodist church at West Tremont ; Rev.
Mr. Trites, of Manset Baptist church, and
Rev. Mr. Barnard, of Southwest Harbor
Methodist church.
Jan. 28.
Kin.

TRUE'S
ELIXIR

ing Cause

Martin,

Mr. Taylor, of Portland, representing
the Maine Bible society, is in town for a
few days.
Mrs. Emma Kane, who has been visiting friends at North Sedgwick, is at

COUNTY NEWS.

tend patients. He is alto very active in
all deserving public work, especially
miles
has ridden
church work. He
enough, at a low estimate, to encircle the
earth more than eight times, or more than

home.

TREMONT.
Fred

Maynard Blaisdell has gone to Bangor
(or medical treatment.

William H. Goss and wife, who have
been visiting friends in Lynn, Mass., are

Feb. 22-20.

gastritis.

York

Ch’s’ER.

Jan. 29.

Carroll Moon and John Thompson, of
Mt. Desert Ferry, are visiting relatives in
town.

sia to

work.

Nellie, the little daughter of Pearl
Coombs and w ife, who has been critically
ill of bronchial pneumonia, is convales-

B.

John Butler is gaining slowly from

New

S. S. Scammon loaded a car with staves
East brook crossing recently.

tinue

NORTH SULLIVAN.

A

an

C. E. Butler, picked pansies Jan.
Gooseberry bushes are leaving out.
Earl Bracey and Harry Clark have gone
to Passadumkeag to work on a log-hauler.
Zelpha Coombs, who has been in West
Eden for the past three months, is home.
The ice has left the bay and the smelt
lishermen have been obliged to discon-

Mrs. Hattie Wooster has been very ill,
but is improving.
severe attack of

Mrs. Idis Bracey is suffering from
the throat.

27.

for his father to

Martin’s Ridge.
Jan. 11.

on

Mrs.

Dyer has returned from a business
Castine, Bucksport,
Belfast and Bangor.
Miss Gladys Bragdon, who returned
from Bangor Saturday, leaves again Wednesday to resume lessons in cornet playing.
Mrs. Doris Hartwell Moseley, of Bar
Harbor, is spending a few days with her
grandparents, Daniel Crabtree and wife,
Dana

•at

Irvin Springer was in Bar Harbor
week.

abscess in

spending his vacation with his aunt, Mrs. Simon Bunker,
Tank pond.
Bernard Donnell is

trip

FRANKLIN.

bnsiness this

Edward

Capt.

BROOKLIN.

day

SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Elsie Keniston Royce left for Bangor Tuesday to join her husband.
Mrs. K. F. Collins and young daughter
Virginia left Monday for Bangor.

COUNTY NEWS

1 ®“ ",Br® y°H “ «• wortli
trying
ni**Ppo4ntro*nt—-do not aceopt • substitute for
THURSTON A
KINGSBURY
Wholesaler*

Bangor,

Maine

f
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which weighed two pounds, but as he
from regions where big fish
abound,
allowance is due.
Jan. 31.

BLUEHILL.
been in Bangor.
Fred Green has recently
laat week in BoaPearl S. I’arker spent

t0^e„,,r

Curti*

from

returned

came
some

c.

EAST BU7EHU.L.

Luther Bridges, wife and family have
moved to South Brooksville.

J«n. 29.

ia auperintendent of the
Aden Smith
Lester Orindle came home from Bangor
Brooksvllie.
_nite work in South
Thursday and went to South Brooksville
ia
making
arrangements
Babeon
g P
Monday, to work.
in a weir near hU shore proplor patting
Ward Leach caught a smelt last week
outer
bay.
the
erty on
which was twelve and five-eights inches
in
the
famfever
scarlet
of
On account
long and weighed eight and one-half
the school on Beech
ounces.
ily of Eugene Leach,
for the present.
Hill is Closed
John Stansfleld and wife, who were
sale will be held in the
A cooked-tood
called here by the Illness of Mr. StansFeb.
afternoon,
Thursday
chapel
fleld’a brother Samuel, returned to North
entertainment and social en3, and an
Jay Tuesday.
the
evening.
Jan. 24.
R.
joyed in
_
died at the home
jdrs Erast ns Cieugh
M.
H.
is
ill.
Long
her
illJan. 26. During
0[ George Kalph
Schools closed here Friday, Jan. 28.
weeks she was well cared for,
ness of two
she bad no relatives in
although
George Carter has gone to Hallowell.
,nd
was a good attendance at the
A daughter was born Tuesday, Jan.
town, there
26,
of her old neighbors on to Frank
Webber and wife.
funeral, nearly ail
The service
present.
street
being
South
Samuel Stansfleld, who has been in poor
Rev. Charles Hargrove.
was conducted by
health some time, is failing.
She
was singing by a quartette.
There
Mrs. George Hussey, of Everett, Mass.,
A. Clough, of
son- Edward
leaves one
is visiting her parents, M. H.
Long and
York.
jiew
wife.
Mrs. W. H. McBride, who was taken ill
F. Homer Long was called home last
on her way home from
in Koekiand when
night from Stonington by the illness of
Portland, died Jan. 25. Her remains were
services were his father, M. H. Long.
taken to Portland, where
Luther W. Bridges came home from Halheld Friday morning, Jan. 28. She was a
but on ac- i lowell Thursday, and went to South
woman of pleasing personality,
i
she was able Brooksville to-day to work.
count of continued ill health
little. She leaves
Jan. 31.
R.
to go into society very
and two sons,
three married daughters,
SURRY.
W. H. Mcwho with her husband, llev.
J. W. Gallison & Co. are doing a good
Bride, have the sympathy of his church
| business. All wish the new firm success.
and people.
MI
C. I. Staples, of
FriJan. 31.

Baptist

__

_

day with

MEMORIAL »«OltmOW.

and

E. C. Withee arrived home last week
from Swan’s Island, where he has been
employed since March.

J. F. Staples, who is very ill at his home,
somewhat better. All hope to see him
out again in a few days.
is

missed.

The ice has gone out from the head of
the bay, and the w harfs are clear, a very
unusual scene for this season of the year.
The smelt fishermen are anxiously watching the patch down the harbor, held only
by the vessels at anchor.
While crossing the channel en route to
his tent early one morning last w'eek, J.
H. Wescott broke through the ice and
narrowly escaped drowning. He was in
the water twenty minutes before the rescuing party arrived. He was taken to his
home, but was out again next day, none
the worse for his icy bath.
Jan. 31.
8.

Comrade Friend served in Co. O. 1st Maine
Cavalry, until the close of the war. He ha*
faithful member of James A. Garfield
post for twenty-two years; therefore
Braoirrd, That we shall miss him at our
camp fires and post meetings; that we extend
our heartfelt sympathy to his bereaved widow
been

his

Ellsworth, spent
parents, J. F. Staples

wife.

ITfterra*. The death angel ha* again visited our rank* and taken oar esteemed comr»de, Albert P. Friend, to Join the loved one*
a* we bow In humble subgone before, and
mission to the will of oar Orest Commander,
has lost
we real ire that James A. Garfield post
A# a good citizen and a
a worthy member.
he
will
be
father
and
sadly
kiiid husband

a

and daughter.
Rewired, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on record; that a copy be sent to
Thk Ellsworth American for publication,
ami that the ball be draped in mourning for
E. P. Snowman,
thirty days.
U. C. Stbvens,
A. C. Osoood,
Committee.

_

BOO>T! Kiln worth

Food

SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.

Fair,

Mrs. Edmond Gray, of South Brooksville, is ill of erysipelas in her face.
A slight shock of earthquake was felt in
this place Saturday, Jan. 22, lasting some

Feb. 22-20.
EAST SURRY.
Miss Atbol Kane in at work for Mrs. J.
A. Chatto.

Mrs. Hattie Grindle died Jan. 15, aged
eighty-one years, at the home of her
brother, Sylvester Condon. Deceased was

mother.

the widow’ of James Grindle.

Mrs.

George

E.

Cloason

a

received the

leaves four sisters and two brothers.

Jan. 27.

or

Spec.

Mrs. E. B. Gray is ill of erysipelas in her

sister, making three who have died within
year

two.

face.

Josie Harding, formerly of EllsElva Greene sprained her ankle quite
worth, will spend the week at Capt. M. D. badly Saturday.
Chatto’s. She will be remembered as the
The schooner Mentor is loaded with coal
adopted daughter of Rev. Ephraim Hard- for the Granite Co.
ing, the Free Baptist minister so well
There have been good catches of smelts
kuown throughout the county.
It has
on the cove the past week.
been niueteen years since she left EllsC.
! J»n. 31.
worth, and this is her first visit to her
friends
many
here.
NORTH BROOKLIN.
Tie warm weather of last week put an
been dangerWillie Young, who has
end to the smelt fishing on the bay.
oualy ill, ia better.
Nearly all the ice broke up. The season I Mrs. Clara Cole has been confined to her
thus far has been more than usually suci home with a breeding sore on one ol her
cessful for the men engaged. Many large
fingers.
fish stories have been
reported. Capt.
The smelt fishermen are coining money
McKay even claimed to have caught one 1
these times over by the Sedgwick-BrookMiss

_

|

lilcbicaL

Shake IfofT

Bid

It ourself

of

Unnecessary

|

bridge.
| Ursula Burnes, who has been visiting
i relatives in Bangor and Augusta, returned
! home Wednesday.
A aeries ot revival meetings conducted by
Rev. Mr. Sanderson, ot Sedgwick, and
State Missionary E. A. Davis, is being
held here in the chapel.
The engagement is announced of Philip

j

lin

Pervear, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
Pervear, and Miss Adelia Kenney, only
John E.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenney.
Xenophon.
Jan. 31.

Burdens. An Ellsworth Clti
zen

Shows You How.

Arthur N. Dority has purchased
Mrs. F. M.

Parsons has

a

horse.

gone to Camden

Clarence Grindle, who has been ill the
ten days, remains about the same.

past

Miss Martha Harmon has closed her
school and returned to her home in Csstine.

Avery Gray is at home from a visit of
several days with bis brother, M. W.
Gray, in Bangor.

Mrs. Alice White has gone to Lawrence,
Mass., called there by tbe illness of her
husband, who badly injured his hand.

Among those who went to Bucksport
Friday night to attend the play “Union
Depot ’, given by the E. M. C. seminary,
were Mrs. E. C. Mason, Mrs. Jennie Gross
and Mrs. Alice Gibbs.
Ernest Pickering, of this town, was injured last Wednesday at Bucksport while
at work in tbe hold of the schooner Rhody
Holmes by having a pick driven through
his foot. One of the men in tbe crew was
using a pick to loosen the cargo, and Mr.
Pickering made a misstep, bringing his
right foot in ;the range of the pickman’s
blow.
Jan. 31.
M.
NORTH ORLAND.
Miss Beulah Leach cloaed a successful
term of school in district No. 7 Friday.

Doan's Kidney Pills cure bad backs;
Dare lame, weak and
aching backs.
Dure every form of
kidney ills.
k>ta of local endorsement to
prove this.
D. P.
Ellsworth

‘‘me

»od I can

say that the oure has
temained lasting. X have never known of
•ease where Doan’s
Kidney Pills have
“lied to bring the desired results.”
For sale
by all dealers. Prioe 60 oents.
roster-MU burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
*°le agents for
the United States.
“member the name—Doan’s—and take
bo other.
now

was

spent with Her-

turned

Sunday.

Jan. 31.

EASTBROOK.
haa

Everett,

gone
Xj. W. Bunker
of the
Mass., to Bpend the remainder
winter with friends.
of
William Springer, afer a long illness
morning,
died
Sunday
xmsnmption,
been a patient
ibout 2 o’clock. He had
for some time
mfferer, and had realized
Mr. Morrison,
hat the end was near.
last

Lewis.on, who preached here
will officiate at the funeral.
Jan. 31.

Jf

mer,

day.
Capt. M.

cases

Eaton has arrived home
from Portland. He has hauled his vessel
A.

Sargentville.
Eugene Candage's bouse caught fire
Saturday, but owing to the rain and the
prompt assistance of neighbors, no serious
damage was sustained.
A. W. Eaton, who has been confined to
the house all winter with rheumatism, has
His
now lost the entire use of bis legs.
many friends sympathize with him.
up at

C.

Jan. M.

Sailtoatia anti Steamboat*

in results.
laxative, safe and certain
lldly
Pabchbk.

Shan**, 11 each; monthly pay
monte, Ml per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when yon can borrow Ton your
a first mortgage and
reduce It every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying tor
rent, and In about ten years you

shares, sire

will
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of

O. W. Taplbt. Bee’y,
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.
a. w .'Knro. President

atrbmfsmnuB.

A Pliable Remedy
FOR

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Givci Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smelt Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
El\ Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during the next five
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth, I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drdmmiy

HAVING

THE AMERICAN'S advertieere are
letting down the price-bare into the field
of barqaine.

To the Supreme Judicial Court for the county
of Hancock, and State of Maine.
HAMOR, of Eden, in said
county of Hancock, respectfully petitions and alleges as follows:
1.
On the sixteenth day of March, a. d.
1860, he entered into possession of certain real
in said Eden, then described as folproperty
lows:
“Two lots of land lying in Eden aforesaid
and bounded as follows: The first. Beginning at the shore and follows John Bamor’s
line south forty-five degrees west to Seth
Remick’s line; thence following Remick and
Levi Cutter’s line, north sixty degrees west
to John Hamor’s line; thence following said
John Hamor’i line north forty-five degrees
east to the corner of John Campbell’s lot;
thence to the first bounds, containing twentytwo acres, more or less, with the buildings
thereon.
“The other lot. Beginning at the northeast
corner of Daniel Hamor’s land; thence following said Daniel Hamor’s line forty rods to
a spruce tree; thence south
sixty-seven degrees east to the said Campbell line to the
shore; thence to the first mentioned bonnd,
containing fifteen acres more or less. And is
the same lot deeded by Richard Higgins to
the above named Hannah Hamor, June 7,
1857,” claiming the same as his own in fee

ORRINGTON

BAR HARBOR-It

......
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Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10 62
m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
estops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
a Stops to leave out not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Maiu Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
p
p.

Passengers are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

cure

especially
Ellsworth.

BOOTHBY,

General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Me.

Eastern Steamsbip Cum
Reduced Winter Fares,

$3.00
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Bootbbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 0

Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, con.
nectlrg with steamer for Boston.
a in,

Steamer Catherine leaves Blueblll 900 am,
and Thursdays for South Blueh'.l),
Brookltn, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

Mondays

RETURNING
New turbine steel steamer Bel fan leaves Bos.
at 5 p m, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rock,
land.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Satur*
days for Bar Harbor, Blueblll, and Intermediate landings.
E. L.

2. The source of his title to said real propwas a warranty deed of the fee thereof
from one Hannah Hamor to him dated March
16. a. d. i860, and recorded in the Hancock
Maine, registry of deeds, vol. 172, page
county,
490. The said Hannah Hamor being in possession of said land at the date of her said
deed.
3. On the third day of February, a. d. 1864,
he, the petitioner by deed of warranty of that
date and recorded in said registry in vol. 185,
page 18, conveyed all said real property in fee
to Hosea K. Hamor his heirs and assigns, and
in said deed by covenants of title and warranty, covenanted for himselt, his heirs, executors and administrators to warrant and
defend said real property to the said Hosea K.
Hamor and his heirs and assigns forever
against the lawful claims and demands of all
persons, upon which covenants, he, the petitioner may be liable.
4.
The said Hosea K. Hamor entered into
possession of said real property under said
deed lo him and afterwards conveyed the
same, and the said real property by said conveyance and other subsequent mesne conveyances in fee simple duly executed, delivered
and recorded in said registry has come to and
is now vested in fee in the Mt, Desert Seaside
Land Company, a corporation organized and
exiting under the laws of Maine, and located
at Ellsworth, in said county, which company
is now in possession of said real property
claiming title in fee simple to the same under
said deed from the petitioner through the said
subsequent mesne conveyances.
5.
The said petitioner and those under
whom heclaimsand those claiming under him
have been in uninterrupted exclusive and adverse possession of all of said real property
for more than ten years, to wit, for more than
fifty years, and hate paid all the taxes thereon
during that time.
6.
Nevertheless an apprehension exists that
Clarence G. Stanley, of Boston, Massachusetts, Myra E. Overley, of Albany, New York,
Caro M. Turner, of Mt Desert, in said county
of Hancock, Richard H. Stanley and Maurice
A. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, in said county of Hancock, and also that Forrest R. Higgins, Seneca Higgins and other persons whose
names and residences are alleged by the petitioner on oath to be unknown to him, claiming as heirs, devisees or assigns, or in some
other way through or under one Richard Higgins, late of said Eden, deceased, claim or
may claim some right, title or interest in said
real property adverse to the estate therein
conveyed by the petition as aforesaid; and
such apprehension creates a cloud upon the
title and depreciates the market value of the

erty

In Effect Nov. 29, 1909.
BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

property.

7. Wherefore the petitioner prays that all
said persons be summoned to show cause'why
they should not bring an action to try their
title to said described real property.
Orrington Hamob.
January 12,1910.
County

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—January

ok

19,1910.

Subscribed and sworn to.
Before me,
ALBERT H. LYNAM
Notary Publ

fir3-1

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Supreme Judicial Court, in
Vacation.
Ellsworth, Maine, January 21,
a. d. 1910.
Upon the foregoing petition ordered: That
notice of the pendency thereof be given to
each of the supposed clai nants whose names
and residences are set forth in said petition,
by causing personal service of a copy of said
petition and this order thereon attested by
John F. Knowlton, clerk of said supreme judicial court, to be made upon each of such
supposed claimants, by some person duly
authorized to serve civil processes in the
wnere serve a,

lourieen

aays

{dacethe second
Tuesday of April,
is further ordered that

av

oe-

a. d. 1910.
notice be
And it
given to all such supposed claimants whose
names or residences are alleged in said petition to be unknown to the petitioner, by publication of a copy of said petition and this
order thereon attested as aforesaid in the
Ellsworth American, a public newspaper
in said county of
published at Ellsworth,
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before said second Tuesday of
April, a. d. 1910, that Ml such supposed claimants may then appear before our supreme Judicial court then to be held at Ellsworth,
within and for our county of Hancock, it being the cou / in which said real estate Ues,
and show t<*uae. if any they have, why the
prayer in said petition should not begraoted.
Akno W. K.ng,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the petition and order of
I court theron.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
Clerk of said S. J. Court.
ore

fiublic

S lg
38 3
S3S

Pauper Notice.

slmpl9.

ton

the entire«y»Gripes pains that pervade
and strain,
IsnGriuue coughs that rack
and Tar.
luickly cured by Foley’s Honey

open.

ILrgal Hot feta.

of scarlet fever have
developed, the school was reopened tono more

sum-

QEM‘

now

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
As

Steamer
to

If

B.

_

Lord,

Falls, Ellsworth,
Me., says: “I was never seriously troubled
by my kidneys but occassioaally had acute
Mtaeks of
backache, especially when I
•tooped or lifted more than usual. Some
years ago when
suffering from one of
bbese spells, I learned about Doan’s Kidbey Pills and
procured a box at Moore’s
“bg store. They cured me in a short

pleasant evening

bert Qinn and wife last Friday by a few
guests. Music, both vocal and instrumental, was enjoyed.
Roscoe Davis, who is working in the
woods at
Passadumkeag, came home
Saturday after a horse, having lost his
best horse last week. He worked his team
as usual in the forenoon, and shortly after
noon one was taken suddenly sick, and
died in about an hoar. Mr. Davis re-

D°»'t bear unnecessary burdens.
from an attack of diphtheria.
Bordens of a bad back are unnecessary.
Plans are being made for the installation
and A.
of officers of Eggemoggin lodge, F.
M., on Feb. 9.
Several from this section attended the
and
house-warming given Cleaves Clapp
wife at West Brooklin last week.
HJan. 31.

earn

A NEW SERIES
Is

G. H. Snow has returned from Brookson account

ville, where he went to work,
of there being no snow.

employment.

The evangelistic meetings this week will
be held at North Brooklin.
R. M. Buckminster has nearly recovered

1* what your money will
Invested In shares of the

Mrs. Emily Dunbar is ill of cold and
neuralgia.

A

•hip. Said assessments amount in all to th#
sum of $108.40.
Valuation, $6,170. Rato ot
taxation two conts on a dollar.
And wo
STATE OF MAINE.
hereby assess upon each of the several owners
Coumty of Hawcock as.:
named in the following list, his respective
the coart of county commissioners be- proportion therein set down of said sum off
gun and holden at Ellsworth, within $108.40, as follows:
and for the county of Hancock on the second
No.
VeinName of owner.
acres, ation.
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1909, and by adjournTag.
ment on the 27tb day of December, A. D. 1909; A.
A Co.,
2,608
$8,186
$62 70
the county commissioners in accordance with M. Cambpell
H. Cook.
60
60
Chapter 160 of the public laws of Maine, for John L. McDevitt and
the year A. D. 1909, having first made an an80
80
Ralph McDevitt,
nual inspection in the month of September
189
190
8 60
George Downing,
of said year of all the county roads in the un- William
M. Nash, exr, 900
24 6$
1,200
incorporated townships and tracts of land in W. H. Robertson,
800
260
66$
said countv and having thereupon made an
Small esestimate of the amount neeoed to put them Woodbury
166
196
86$
tate,
in repair, so as to be safe and convenient for Aaron
60
11$
60
Wooster,
travel, do hereby assess upon the folowing unincorporated townships and tracts
4,188 $6,170
$1066$
of land in said county of Hanoock, for the
We hereby appoint Samuel N. Campbell, off
above-named purposes of putting and keeping said roads in repair: and also for perma- Cherryfleld, as agent to superintend the exnent improvements on Stale roads in accord- penditure of $64 06 under ouf direction upon
the roads in the Eastern Part of township Iff©..
ance with Chapter *9 of the public laws of
10, commencing at a stake marked “A” on the
1909 as follows, to wit:
north side of said road and extending to the
TOWHSHIP N CM BBS 7.
west line of Cherryfleld; the sum of $14.80 off
Upon township No. 7, we assess the sum of •aid assessment together with the amoont re$147.68 for the repair of roads in said town- ceived from the State is to he expended noon
ship as provided in Chapter 100 of the public the State roads in said township as directed by
laws of Maine for the year 1909; and being de- the State Commissioner of highways; the resirous of State aid for permanent improve- maining sum of $84.86 of said assessment In
ments of the State road in said township we applied by us to the payment of the amount
hereby raise and appropriate in addition to expended by said agent under our direction
said amount regularly raised and appropri- to put said roads m repair after the heavy
ated for the care of highways and bridges in storm in September, 1909.
said township, the sum of $27.00. it being fifty
TOWNSHIP NDMBIK 22.
cents for each one thousand dollars of the
Upon township No. $2, in the Middle Divaluation of said township. Said assessments
vision.
we
assess
the snm of $167.02 for the reamount in all to the sum of $174.68. Valuation, $17,468.00. Rate of taxation, one cent on pair off roads in said township as provided in
ISO
of
the
Chapter
a dollar.
public laws ot Maine for
And we hereby assess upon each
of (he several owners named in the following the year 1909; and being desirous of State aid
list, his respective proportion therein set for permanent improvements of the State
road in said township, we hereby raise and
down of said sum of $174.68, as follows:
appropriate in addition to said amount reguNo.
Valuraised and appropriated for the care off
larly
Name of owner.
ation.
Tax.
highways and bridges In said township, the
RESIDENT OWNERS.
sum of $22.60, it being fifty cents for each
$1,000 of the valuation of said township.
Emerson Preble.
600
$ 100
$6
Said assessments amount in all to the sum of
Wilmont Smith.
116
860
3
$189.52. Valuation. $18,952. Rate of taxation,
Jackson A. Tracy.
300
100
3
one cent on a dollar. And we hereby asaesa
R. V. Sc S. L. Smith,
1»
80U
8
upon each of the several owners named in the
82
3
Ophelia A. Whitten,
following list his respective proportion
Mrs. Lizzie Young,
74
2
therein set down of said sum of $189 52, as
follows:
702
$2,600
$26
No.
ValuNON-RESIDENT OWNERS.
Name of owner.
acres. ation.
Tax*
Eben Ashley estate,
60
50
George R. CampHoward C. Baker,
200
200
bell & Co.,
2
(27 41
2,741 (2,741
Colin Baker estate,
80
80
A. Camplell & Co
16 84
1,684
1,684
C. F. Baker,
80
Heirs of Mark Frost,
820
820
8 2ft
Albert E. Mace,
320
320
8!»
Sidney E. and Edwin
W. Doyle,
2,800
2,300
Whitcomb, Haynes
U. Q. Bunker,
90
&
87
6,087
Co.,
6,087 60 87
Frank B. Condon,
160
160
10.400
7,800 78 00 188 87
William A. French,
1,600
1,600 16 00
600 6 00
(180 82
21,552 (18,952
22
We hereby appoint Charles P. Silsby, of
F. W. Goodwin.
75
7,550
7,560
Aurora, to superintend the expenditure of
Elizabeth Hall,
100
100
1
(141.52 under our direction upon the roads in
Sarah A. Hill,
25
25
said township No. 22; the sum of (22.50 of said
William Hill.
75
75
assessment together with the amount received
65
65
Benjamin Havey,
from the mate is to be expended upon the
Samuel Libbey,
150
160
State road in said township as directed by
William R. Martin,
13
18
the State commissioner of highways; the reFrank P. Noyes,
150
160
maining sum of (25.50 of said assessment is
Edward O’Brien,
120
100
applied by us to the payment of the amount
100
100
Thomas Perry,
expended by said agent under our direction
60
75
J. F. Plummer,
to put said roads in repair after the heavy
D. C. Smith and
storm in September, 1909.
H. 8. Buzzell,
100
78
S
TOWNSHIP NUMBBB 28.
90
80
90
Everett Smith,
5
10
10
Upon township No. 28, Middle Division, we
assess
the
sum
of (39.73 for the repair of roads
1
200
200
in said township as provided in Chapter 150 of
Alonzo Smith,
2
Helen W. Smith and
the public laws of Maine for the jesr 1909;
135
and being desirous of State aid for permaLou’se H. Whitten, 185
1
60
50
William Sperry,
nent improvements of the State road in said
Frank P. Stone,
500
500
5
township we hereby raise and appropriate in
5
10
10
Isaiah Tracy,
addition to said amount regularly raised and
105
105 1 05
appropriated for the care of highways and
1 15 bridges in said township, the sum of (88, it
Lewis Kidder and
being fifty cents for each (1,000 of the valua100 tion of said township.
John S. Young,
Said assessments
amount in all to the earn of (72.73. ValuaTotal non-residents. 14,783 $14,868
$148 63 tion, (22,040. Rate of taxation, .0033 on a dol702
26 00 lar.
ToUl residents,
2,600
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres, ation.
Tax*
$174 63
15,485 $17,463
Totals,
160
( 160
(SO
We hereby appoint R. V. Smith, of Steuben, A. Campbell & Co.,
William M. Nash,
16 66
5,012
5,012
as agent to superintend the expenditure of
the sum of $20.05 under our direction upon William M. Nash,
18 55
executor,
4,105
^4,105
the roads in said township No. 7; the sum of
Haynes
$27.00 of said assessment together with the Whitcomb,
& Co.,
42 12
12,768
12,763
amounts received from the State is to be ex*
pended upon the State road as directed by the
22,040 (22.010
(72 7&
State commissioner of highways; the remainWe hereby appoint Charles P. Silsby, of
ing sum of $127.58 of said assessment is applied by us to the amount expended by said Aurora, as agent to superintend the expendiagent under our direction to put said roads in ture of the sum of (31.23 under our direction
repair after the heavy storm in September, upon the roads in said township No. 7; the
sum of (33 of said assessment together with
1909.
TOWNSHIP NUMBER 9.
the amount received from the State is to be
upon the State road in said townexpended
we
assess
the
sum
of
No.
9,
Upon township
as directed by the State commissioner of
$109.20 for the repair of roads in said township ship
the remaining sum of (8.50 of said
highways;
as provided in Chapter 150 of the public laws
assessment is applied by us to the amount exof Maine for the year 1909; and being desirsaid agent under our direction to
pended
by
ous of State aid for permanent improvements
said roads in repair after the heavy storm
of the State road in said township, we hereby
n September, 1909.
raise and appropriate in addition to said
It is hereby ordered that a list of townships
amount regularly raised and appropriated for j and of the
foregoing assessments thereon be
the care of highways and bridges in said
published in the Ellsworth American, a paper
township, ti e sum of $6, it being fifty cents printed in the county where the lands
lie,
for each one thousand dollars of the valua- three weeks
the last publication
Said assessments Lobe within successively,
tion of said township.
three months from the date of
of
Valuain
all
to
the
sum
amount
$115.20.
this assessment.
tion $5,760. Rate of taxation, one cent on a
Ellsworth, Maine, December 31, A. D. 1909.
dollar. And we hereby assess upon each of
Orlando W. Foss,
) Co. Comr’s
the several owners named in the following list,
Fred R. Page,
S
for
his respective proportion therein set down of
Melvillb L. Allen, ) Hancock Co.
said sum of $115.20, as follows:
A true copy.
No.
ValuAttest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
Tax.
acres, ation.
Name of owner.
E. H. Greely, H. E.
NOTICK OF FOBECLOSUKK.
Hamlin and WalHEREAS, Lacy A. Tarbox. of Brookster B. Crossman
ville. in the county of Hancock, and
P.
J.
(formerly
$40 50 State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
2,025
$2,025
Gordon).
March 1, a. d. 1904, and recorded in the regis10 00
500
500
Nash & Bewail,
try of deeds for said Hancock county, in book
Jasper Wyman &
64 70 405, page 295. conveyed to Mary E. Warren, of
3.235
2,000
Son,
Castine, in said county, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Brooksville, to wit:
$115 20
4,525 $5,760
Beginning at the southeasterly side of the
We hereby appoint Lincoln C. Bragdon, of town road near Abram Tapley’s at the corner
the
Franklin, as agent to superintend
expendi- of land owned by Anson Greene; thence on
ture of $40 under our direction upon the said road easterly twenty-three and one half
roads in said township No. 7; the sum of $6 rods to stake and stones; thence southwestof said assessment together with the amount erly at right angles with said road nine rods
received from the State is to be expended to stake and stones; thence southwesterly sixupon the State road in said township as di- teen rods to land of Anson Greene; t.ience
reeled by the State commissioner of high- northwesterly on said Green’s land, fourteen
ways; the remaining sum of #69.20 of said as- j rods to first mentioned bound, containing
sessment is applied by us to the amount ex- ; about one and one-half acres.
pended by said agent under our direction to I Also one other parcel of land situated in
put said roads in repair after the heavy said Brooksville, to wit:
storm in September, 1909.
Beginning at a small spruce tree nine rods
from the road on the land of Anson Greene
TOWNSHIP NUMBER 10; WESTERN PART.
and the southeast corner of land once owned
Upon township No. 10, Western Part, we as- by Louisa Siuitn; thence southeast on said
sess the Bum of $142.57 for the repair of roads
line fifteen rods to stake and stoues;
in said township as provided in chapter 150 of Green’s
thence northwest eighteen rods to said road;
the public laws of Maine for the year 1909;
on line of said i.ouisa
a\id being desirous of State aid for perma- thence southeasterly
Smith’s house lot nine rods; thence southnent improvements of the State road in said
on said Smith’s line, nineteen rods
township we hereby raise and appropriate in westerly
first mentioned bound, being one acre more
addition to said amount regularly raised and to
for the care of highways and or lees.
appropriated
And whereas the said mortgage deed and debt
bridges in said township the sum of $14 50, it |
secured were sold and duly assigned
being fifty cents for each #1,000 of the valuation therebysaid Mary E. Warren to trustees
of the
of said Western Part of said township. Said by the
Adams Fuel Fund of said Castine, by deed of
assessments amount in all to the sum of
dated April 4. a. d. 1904, and reassignment
of
The
rate
is
The
valuation
$19,634.
$157.07.
in said registry of deeds, in book 464,
taxation, eight mills on a dollar. And we corded
111; and whereas the condition ot said
hereby assess upon each of the several owners page
is broken and still remains unpermortgage
his
named in the following list,
respective
of the
therein set down of said sum of formed; now therefore, by reason
breach of the condition thereof, the under157.07, as follows:
signed claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
No.
Valuand give this notice tor that purpose.
Tax.
Dated Castine, Maine. January 17,1910.
acres.
Name of owner.
Trustees of the Adams Fuei. Fund,
00
750
*750
*6
A. Campbell A Co.,
By C. Fred Jones, Treasurer.
843
1,054
1,054
John W. Blaisdell,
25
25
Elmer P. Spofford, attorney.
Charles Emery,
Franklin Land, Mill
150 120
and Water Company. 150
800
850 6 80
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
81 44
10,180
10,180
F. W. Goodwin,
John W. Saunders, of Surry,
E. H. Oreely, H. E.
by his mortgage deed dated May 11,
Hamlin and
1900, and recorded in Hancock county registry
640
800
Gideon L. Joy,
of deeds, in book 351, page 53, conveyed to the
405 3 24
405
C. Vey Holman,
late George W. Allen, of Surry, certain real
9 72
810 6 48
810
estate in said Surry described in said mort5 60
700
700
William M. Nash,
-.3
gage as follows:
21 68
2,710
Nash A Sewall,
2,710
••A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
200
250
53
Joseph Oubutt,
said Surry, bounded and described as follows,
200
250
4
James A. Robbins,
to wit: Beginning at a stake on the south4 80
600
A L, Stewart A Sons, 600
east side of the county road leading to Blue80
100
Ward Bros. A Wyman. 100
hill; thence running south forty-two degrees
east seventy rods; thence south forty-eight
*157 07
19,191 *19,634
degrees west one hundred and seventy-one
rods to a birch tree marked B; thence north
of
C.
Lincoln
Bragdon,
We hereby appoint
rods to the
Franklin, as agent to superintend the ex- forty-two degrees seventy-six
county road; thence by the road to the place
penditure of *75.69 under our direction upon of
acres,
beginning,
containing
seventy-six
Part
of
Western
the
in
township
the roads
with tht buildings
No. 10, commencing at the East line of town- more or less, together
thereon." and whereas, the taid George W.
ship No. 9 and extending to a stake marked Allen has deceased
testate and the under“A’* standing on the northern side of said
J. Allen, of Surry, is the duly
road; the sum of *14.50 of said assessment to- signed, Lydia
with the amount received from the qualified executrix of his will, and whereaa,
gether
R.
J J
.Via ClVaVi.
fl
State is to be expended upon the State roads the conditions of said mortgage have been
now therein said township as direction by the State broken and remain unperformed,
commissioner of highways; remaining sum of fore, by reason of the breach of the conditions
a
I
claim
foreclosure
of
said
thereof
us
to
mortgage.
is
applied by
*66.88 of said assessment
January 13,1910.
the payment of the amount expended by said
Lydia J. Allen, Executrix,
said
roads
in
to
direction
under
our
put
agent
By J. A. Peters, her attorney.
repair after the heavy storm in September,
1909.
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Upon township No. 10, Eastern Part, in the
south division we assess the sum of *88.90 for
the repair of roads in said township as provided in Chapter 150 of the public laws of
Maine for the year 1909; and being desirous
of State aid for permanent improvements of
the State road in said township we hereby
raise and appropriate in addition to said
amount regularly raised and appropriated for
the care of highways and bridges in said
township, the sum of *14.50, it being fifty cents
for each *1,000 of the valuation of said town-
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A Dark
Horse
She Married In Haste, fcef Did
Not Repent at Leisure.

By LUELLA D. COWLES.
Copyright. 1910. by American Press
Association.

Too will scarcely believe your senses,
my dear, when you receive this my announcement that I am married. Just
When yon left me only two
think!
days ago 1 told you that under no condition whatever would 1 marry, because I knew of no man I wished to
marry, and yet here am 1 married.
And doubtless you will exclaim: ‘Toor
Irene, after all my warnings! Some
one of the hunters for her ten millions
has bagged the game. And now that
he has got her and the millions he will
hang on to the money and the wife
will have to take care of herself.”
But you are wroug. my dear, entirely wrong. I have married the best
man In the world, one who loves me
devotedly. Why will people insist that
sordid interest must always prevail
the yearnings of the heart'; My
least affords an Instance
at
case
wherein love has risen superior to

a

over

avarice.
Rut I must begin at the beginning
or rather, at the beginning of the end.
You know all till the 12th, the date of
my parting with you. You know that
I had promised the count an answer
the 13th, that a new and attractive
offer from Prince Fiegenheim had been
been made to me on the 12th and that,
while the count was a delightful man.
Irrespective of his title, to be a princess was far more attractive than being a countess. Meanwhile General
Du Pont had cabled me from Paris
that he was about to sail for America
hoping to Induce me to reconsider my
refusal of him.
On looking over my memorandum
book I counted seventeen other offers,
including six titles. Can you blame
me for becoming confused? Count Pollnski stopped at hte hotel at which i
was living and would not let me out
The prince, who is
of his sight
wealthy—he is an old man—was more
dignified, more ceremonious, but be
would not take “No” for an answer.
His is one of the oldest families in
Prussia, and he is on Intimate terms
with the emperor. The Earl of Micleton was at Newport when you left—he
la the Englishman, you know—but sent
me a long letter from there explaining
that with my fortune he and 1 could
put his castle in order and entertain
on

royally.
Perhaps if there had not been so
many and such tempting offers I might
have taken up with some one of them.
But no sooner did I get my mind fixed
on the advantages of one than 1 was
called upon to consider those of another. The prince would tell me of the
dinners we would have with the emperor and empress and the great social
advantages to be derived therefrom.
Then the count would describe the
jewels that have been in bis family
for centuries, and the exquisite pleasure of possessing them almost tempted
me to decide in his favor.
But while
I was thinking about them the fact
that the earl is an English peer with
a seat in
the house of lords would
come up before me, and you know the
English nobility is the finest in the
world. But there is one thing about
the Micletons that isn’t a bit nice—the
family derived its estates through one
of the mistresses of a former king of

England.
Oh, dear! My brain begins to whirl
again at thinking of all these inducements that were so lately pulling me
in every direction. I thought how nice
it would be if they could all be united
in one man. To be a German princess
and sit at the emperor’s table, a peeress of England and be received at
Buckingham palace, a Polish countess
and wear family jewels a thousand
years old—I almost wished we could
have that system that was in vogue
in olden times—Polly Andrew, I think
it was called—whereby a woman could
have as many husbands as she pleased.
(I have looked the word up in the
dictionary, and it’s polyandrous.) Just
think!
I could have been a German
princess, an English peeress and a
Tolish countess. Besides, I could have
had a real husband to love me. Heigho!
If I had had the making of social systems I would have made them much
better than I And them.
As I was telling you, the day after
you left I found myself In a very uncomfortable position. I had promised
the count an answer, the prince was
of too high rank to keep waiting, General Du Pont, who, by the by, 1 didn’t
tell you comes of one of the oldest
families In France and may be president some day, arrived from Paris,
and the Earl of Micleton came down
from Newport. What do you suppose?
Polinski was waiting in my private
parlor for his answer when up comes
the prince's card. At that moment a
note In handed me from General Du
Pont stating that he had arrived and
would call at noon (it was then XI).
While reading his note another waiter
bands me the card of the Earl of
Micleton.
What teas I to do7
I just sat down and cried.
But I
only shed a few tears. I hadn’t time.
I must think, or. rather. I must act. My
first thought was to accept the prince,
be being of the highest rank and considering his intimacy with the emperor
and all that. But I Just could not give

ap being a peeress of England. Gen
eral Du Pont bad come all the way
from France to plead bis cause, and
there was a possible presidency of the
French republic in his suit. As to Po
linski, I had promised him an answer
on that very day and bad led him to
belieTe that it would be favorable.
Besides, I got to thinking of a certain
gem he had described to me among
It seemed to
those family Jewels.
sparkle Just as if it was really before
my very eyes.
It was dreadful, these four men all
pushing their claims and I not able to
fix my mind on any one of them to the
exclusion of the others. And then think
of the difficulty of handling so many
That alone was
suitors at once.
•nough to set one wild.
You know the saying the homeopathlcs have, “Like cures like?” Well, to
handle all these men I was obliged to
tall in a man. John Jones has had the
full charge of my property ever since
father died and has managed it very
well and. I believe, very honestly. 1
knew I bad something far more difficult to manage than property, and
John was the only person I could think
of to help me. I Just telephoned him
to come right up from his office. He
telephoned back that he was concluding the sale of one of my buildings
that he was anxious to get rid of and
desired to nail the transaction, fearing j
another building would be sold Instead
of mine. I told him that if the whole
estate was in danger of being lost I I
wanted him to come right up anyway.
In ten minutes after that he arrived.
I told him of the four men who were j

trying

get at me to marry me.
“Have you no preference?” he asked. ;
"I can’t make up my mind,” 1 replied. “whether I would rather be a
German princess or a British peeress
or run my chances of being first lady j
of France. Then there are the Jewels”—
“You mistake me,” said John Jones.
“I wasn't asking about the titles and j
things; I referred to the men.”
“Oh, the men! I hadn’t thought of j
that,” I said.
“What do you wish me to do?” he
asked, looking puzzled.
“I don’t know,” I said, with a little
nervous
laugh. "I wish you to do j
to

something.”
do

you wish me to decide ror you r

"Yes; anything.”
“It ■will do no good for me to decide
unless you abide by my decision.”
“I will.”
“On your honor?”
"Yes, on my honor.”
“You wish me to decide whom you
are to marry.
Is that right?’
“Yes.”
At that moment there was a rap at
the door, and like a fool I cried, “Come
in!” The door was opened, and—goodness gracious—there stood the count!
“Pray excuse my trespassing,” he began; “the fullness of my heart”—
He bad got thus far when—what do
you think?—some one pushed against
him, and, turning, he saw the prince.
And, great Scott, the other two were
coming down the corridor! The prince
had seen the count, the earl had seen
the prince, and the general bad seen
the earl coming toward my suit They
had followed one another.
I looked at John Jones appealingly.
“Gentlemen,” he said, "this lady has
just made a very Important decision—
a decision that affects you all.”
Oh,
dear, how eager they all looked!
“Looking at me, he asked. “Am 1
right?’ and I answered "Yes.” I trusted him.
“She has decided to whom of all her
suitors she will give her hand.” (Each
man’s eyes sparkled with anxiety lest
some other than himself bad been
chosen.) “I have the honor to announce to you. gentlemen, that 1 am
the favored man.”
“You!” shouted the count and the
general. The other two maintained a
dignified silence.
You could have knocked me down
with a feather.
I glanced at John
Jones to know If this was in earnest
or only to get rid of the others.
He
understood my meaning and replied
a
look, “I am in earnest”
by
They say that when persons are
drowning all the acts of their lives
pass in review before them. All the
advantages i was giving up passed before me.
And it is also said that a
drowning person will catch at a straw.
I caught at John Jones.
“Ez this an affair comique,” asked
General Du Pout “or ze truth?”
1 nerved myself for an effort. Oh,
how grateful 1 felt to John, and 1 said:
"It's the truth.”
The four noblemen bowed very low,
turned and went away. How embarrassing it must have been if they met
at the elevator!
When they had gone
John turned to me and said:
“Do you approve my course?”
tes,

no.

“I release you.”
“No you won’t,” I said. "I’ve had
enough of all this. I wish It closed up
at once.”
“Married at once?’

“Instantly.”
John sent out for a clergyman, and
were married and took the train
for this place.
I always liked John,
but somehow I hadn't thought of him
for a husband.
I suppose my mind
had been on coronets. But John says
he had loved me—just think—since I
was a little bit of a girl. And 1—well,
I find It perfectly lovely to have a
fine decided business man on whom
to rely for a husband.
But one thing, only one thing, troubles
me.
There Is one regret that I cannot
get out of my mind. The Countess
Polinski would sound well, Mme. le
General or probably Mme. le President
would sound better, the Countess of
Mlcleton, being English, you know,
would sound better still, but the Princess of Flegenheim would be divine.
And to give up all these to be plain
Mrs. John JonesI
Isn’t it awful?
we

MUCK HMD LETTER
By M. QUAD.
[Copyright, mo. by Associated Literary
Press. J
Major Cleveland, retired, was In tbe
He bad permitted and
wrong of It
tacitly encouraged young Mr. Herbert
to visit the bouse and listen to his war
stories and fall In lovo with bis daughter Janet, and then when he ashed for
her hand he had drawn himself stiffly
op and replied.
“It cannot be. sir! I am of the army.
sir, and. though retired on half pay by
n grateful country, once of the army
always of the army. My dearest hope
is for Janet to marry a colonel In active service. I shall speak to her at
once, sir—at once."
“Janet,” the major said the next day
to his daughter, “there must be no
more of this nonsense between you
and young Herbert.’’
That was alL The major congratulated himself that his order would be
obeyed, and Miss Janet put on a look
and assumed the attitude of a broken
hearted girl not long for this world.
The mother became worried and protested, and the major became a little
bit anxious and talked about spring
tonics, though he had no idea of countermanding his order. All might have
gone well if tbe grocer wbo supplied
the house hadn't called his delivery
boy a slouch and a lazybones aud If
the said boy hadn’t fired up and quit
his Job. Another took bis place Just ns
Miss Janet wanted to send a note to
Tbe change of
her lover real bad.
boys perplexed her for a moment, and
she hadn’t time to go into explanations
further than to hand him the missive
and 10 cents and mention Mr. Herbert.
The boy grinned and nodded, and the
wagon rattled away, and ten minutes
later he was perusing the letter. His
name happened to be Herbert, and he
happened to be a vain boy, and he further happened to believe that Miss
Janet had got struck on him. It was
ala proud moment for him, for he
ready had another girl on the string.
She worked in a shirt factory, and
she wasn’t a tony girl, but he loved
her. He was also Jealous of her, and
now was his chance to get even.
Mr. Herbert did not get the note Intended for him; Miss Janet did not get
a reply as expected; the mother saw
new cause to believe that her daughter
the
was not long for this world, and
major sighed and wished that some
one would come In and listen to his
That grocer's boy had
war stories.
brought butter, eggs and potatoes, but
he had left a load of carting care beNext morning brought
a sudden thunderclap.
Miss Janet received a letter mailed at
the village postoHice the night previIt was ill spelled and was not
ous.
capitalized or punctuated at all. It
was signed "Black Han," and it contained some dire and awful threats,
If she did not change her course she
would be shot, stabbed, clubbed, boiled
It
In oil and die many other ways.
was to be a first and last warning, and
there were many "bewares" In It.
Janet was frightened, her mother was
more so, and the major swore by the
bloody sword he had used at Gettysburg that he would get at the bottom
of the mystery if he had to call out
the entire army of the United States.
The village marshal was consulted,
and he struck a clew. That clew led
to a tin peddler, who fainted away
Other clews were
when arrested.
struck and followed, and before night
of the first day five persons had been
hauled to the lockup. The Black Hand
had reached Clifton at last, but It was
On the
to be rooted out forthwith.
second morning after receiving the let
ter Janet saw the grocer's boy at the
back door again, and as she took a
bunch of nsparagus from his bands she
found a missive with It and also received a wink from him. She passed
the wink by and ran up to her room
with the letter. In a moment she bad
“1
the Black Hand by the throat
showed her your luv letter to me,"
read the letter, “and she took on awful.
She was jelus, and 1 guess she
Don’t mind her.
wrote you last nite.
I will shake her for you.
Herbert, the grocer’s boy, had takeu
over the ownership of the missive for
Herbert, the lover. He had shown It to
the shlrtmaker. and her Jealousy had
She it was who had
been aroused.
written the "Black Han” letter. Major
Cleveland was plunging around and
telling the whole town what he was
going to do when his daughter put him
He rushed o(f to
on the right track.
see the shirtmaker and frightened her
into owning up. and be bad returned
home to tell what punishment was to
be Inflicted when Miss James inquired:
"Papa, do you want everybody to
think I am in love with that grocer’s
hind

A Reluctant Candidate.
Daring a local election In a German
own only one man appeared at the

j

tomination aesk.
•‘Whom do yoa nominate?" Inquired
:he official.
“Myself.” was the answer.
“Do yon accept the nomination?”
“Well, no.”
The officer laughed and said:
Whom
“Then we must try again.
Jo you nominate?”

“Myself.”

!
!
:

“Ton accept the nomination?”
“No.”
A subdued "Donnerwetter!” escaped
the Ups of the perplexed official, but
he went on:
“For the third time, whom do you
nominate?"
“Myself,” came the Invariable reply.
"Do you accept the nomination?”
The man rose up. and a smile of satisfaction spread over his face as he
answered proudly:
“Having been three times solicited
by my feUow citizens to accept tbe
nomination. I can no longer decline to
accede to their wishes.” He then retired.

]

him.

something like

j|

boy?"
"By heavens, no!” he shouted.
“Or that a shlrtmaker is Jealous of
your daughter?”
“Don’t talk that way!”
“The note I wrote was to Mr. Herbert, the lawyer. The grocer’s boy has
the same name, and be thought it was
for him. Can’t you see that you had
best drop the matter at once?”
“But the village marshal has arrested five persons and Is after others.”
“But he can let them go.”
“But I told you to have nothing more
to do with that Herbert.”
"And is It right that all you have
gone through as a brave soldier should
be kept locked in your own bosom?
Can’t you see bow much better it
would be to drop this Black Hand bust- i
ness and Its gossip and Invite Mr. Her-1
bert up to bear you tell how you took
the enemy In flank at South Mountain?”
The major tnought it over, and Mr.
Herbert was Invited to return, and as
one of the family he hag got to b«
aulte a war talker himself.

BOOST! Ellsworth

MIDDLE AGED

Food Fair,

MEI^

Feb. 22-20.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Miss Minnie Kunlcer is emplcyed in B»r
Harbor.
Mrs. 8. E. Phelps returned Friday from
week’s sojourn in Steuben.
Mrs. Edith Hysom is spending
weeks in Boston and vicinity.

a

few

a

Mrs. Bradbury Smith is steadily gaining
health after her serious illness.
The Trhist club was entertained Saturevening by F. E. Pettingill and wife.

day

Harold Wilbur, who has been visiting
sister, Mrs. F. E. Pettingill, returned

his
to

Bangor Friday.

Samuel Lipeky is attending a business
college in Bangor. He will resume his duties at Lipsky’s dry goods store in May.
R. F. Oerrish and family and Mrs. G. D.
Blake have moved to Ellsworth. Eugene
Simpson is occupying the Gerrish house.
The community was saddened by the
of the accidental shooting of John
Drew' in Oregon last week. He was about
nineteen years of age, and went west last
news

The Opal.
In Judging an opal color Is of the
Bed fire or red
greatest Importance.
In combination with yellow, blue and
Blue by Itself
green Is the best
la quite valueless, and the green opal
Is not of great value unless the color
is very vivid and the pattern very
good. The color must be true—that Is
to say. It must not run In streaks or
patches, alternating with a colorless
Pattern Is an Imor inferior quality.
portant factor, the several varieties
being known as "pin fire” when the
grain Is very small, "harlequin” when
the color Is In small squares, the more
regular the better, and the "flash fire.”
or “flash opal." when the color shows
as a single flash or In very large pattern.
Harlequin is tbe most common
and Is also popularly considered tbe
When tbe squares of
most beautiful.
color are regular and show ns distinct minute checks of red. yellow,
blue and green It Is considered magnificent Some stones show better on
edge than on top.—Exchange.

j

j

StrfKTtfstmntta.

COUNTY NEWS.

Kept Them Dancing.
A Washington official, speaking of
blunders in the diplomatic service, told
of a mistake committed by an AmerHe said:
ican in Afghanistan.
the
entertained
American
“This
shahzada for three days, giving him
a very handsome suit of rooms in his
The morning of the sbabzahouse.
da’s arrival the American host visited
him in his apartment and was amazed
to see the royal guest and his entire
staff bopping about the floor in the
oddest way. They conversed politely
and gravely; but. instead of walking,
they hopped, taking great leaps of
eight or nine feet. The host ventured
to ask the reason of this hopping.
The shahzada politely replied:
Wou see. this carpet Is green, with
pink foses here and there. Ureen is
a sacred color with us. so we are
obliged to hop from rose to rose. It is
good exercise, but rather fatiguing. I
confess.’

year to join his father, they both having
lucrative employment there. The mother
and four children were left here. Mrs.
Drew has the heartfelt sympathy of all.

CU.JS. B. HKWBOA*.

few ailments to
whisk
men are
especially liable for which Peruna is an excellent
remedy. We give a typical case o! u,^
tort below:
A Typical Case.
are

The ministerial convention held at the
a larger audiRev. Mr.
ence than greeted the speakers.
Bromley, of Franklin, gave an interesting
discourse in the afternoon, and District
church last week deserved

Haskell,

Superintendent

of

“Since my advanced ago I find tb»tl
have been frequently troubled v :tj
nrinary ailments. The bladder
y
irritated, and my physician sai l that it
was catarrh
caused by a protracted
cold, which would he difficult to overcome on account of my advanced
\$t,
“I took Peruna, hardly daring to b*
lieve that I would bo helped, hut found
to my relief that I aoon began to mend,
Tho Irritation gradually subset, i lad
the urinary difficulties passed away.
“I haveenjoyed excellent health Bop
for the past seven months. I enjoy my
meals, sleep soundly, and am a- willu
1 was twenty years ago.

Ellsworth,

held the attention of the audience in the
evening with

a

decidedly optimistic

view

of the twentieth century, which gives us
courage in these small towns, where advancement is hardly perceptible.
INSTALLATIONS.
occasion was the Joint
public installation of tbe K. of P.’s and
Pythian sisters Thursday evening. A large
party attended and was most splendidly
A most

enjoyable

entertained.
The sisters, in their march of intricate
and pretty figures, did themselves much
credit. Mrs Jennie Harvey, assisted by
Miss Gussie Robertson and Mrs. Sherman
Libby, were the installing officers, sod
their work was done in a graceful and

dignified

"I give all praise to Peruna. "-Mr,
C. It Newhof, 10 Delaware St., Albany,
New York.

manner.

“I can recommend Peruna as one of
the best catarrh medicines on tbt
market. As a tonic it lias n
ntu!»
—Capt. K. 11. Smith. Urcvnsbor da.

The K. of P.’s were installed byC. H.
Leland, of Ellsworth, in an impressive
manner, with Fred Crabtree assisting. A
short

program was carried out, and refreshments were served. Following is a
and wife, Capt. Daniel Dessy and wile,
list of tbe officers:
E. W. Cleave* and wife, and it. D. GuptUl
Pythian Sisters-M. E. C., Edith Abel; and
wife, of Oooldaboro. Ssturdiy's
E. a., Imogene Pettingill; E. J., Isabel |
guest* were C. C. Hutchings and wile,
Milne; M. of T., Jennie Smyth; M. of F., I
Allen and wife, L. P. Cote
Carrie Tripp; P. of T., D. Petrie; (J. of O. C*pt. George
and wife, and B. E. Tracy and wile, of
T„ Mary Leighton; P. C. of T., Lena Joy;
W inter Harbor.
M. of R. C., Uussie Robertson.
Mr*. John M. Williams returned from
K. of P’s—C. C., Linwood Wilbur; P. C.,
James Havey; prelate. Forest Haskell; Steuben Sunday. She has been caring lor
M. of A., A. W. Gordan; M. of F., Elmer her sister, Mrs. Sarah Sawyer, the past lew
weeks. Mrs. Sawyer remains about the
Pettingill; K. of R. and 8., James Scott; !
M. of W., Alvin Hooper; I. G., Fied Crab- same.
tree; O. G., Fred Leighton; M. of E., j
District-Superintendent Haskell conducted quarterly meeting at the Method!*
Roscoe Springer.
church Wednesday evening. Hev. Mr.
Jan. 31.
Vox Popvli.
Purdy, of Sullivan, preached a helpful

j

sermon.

BUCK8PORT.

Jan, 31.

P. P. Gilmore, State treasurer, arrived
A Lively Office.
In his recollections in Blackwood’s
Magazine Sir Robert Anderson tells
an amusing story of the days when be
was employed at the home office.
On
bis arrival one morning at the office
he found a note from Sir James Fergusson's private secretary—his intimates called him “Creeper”—announcing that at 3 o'clock precisely an old
hat, lately the property of the chief
clerk, would be kicked off from the end
of the corridor and requesting the favor of Sir Robert's presence.
When Big
Ben struck 3, Sir Robert heard Creeper’s cheery voice ring out. "AH on
side; play!” They all turned out and
the game began.
On emerging from
an unusually hot scrimmage Sir Robert became conscious of the presence
of a stranger at his side, a timid little
Frenchman, who meekly inquired, “is
zlss ze office for ze naturalization?”
Sir Robert adds. "It was!”

Why He Cried.
The sympathetic neighbor asked: "Is
your little brother ill this morning.
Johnnie?
I heard him crying in the
most heartrending manner.”
"No; not exactly," Johnnie explained,
“but Willie pulled down a Jug of molasses on himself In the pantry, and
mother has been trying to comb bis
hair.”—Exchange.
Livingston*.
Of Dr. Livingstone It was said by
that
the missionary lived for
Stanley
years among the most cruel and igsavages In the world, but he
fired a shot in anger, never
“clubbed or clouted or banned or blasted.” His manner was that of a “cool,
wise old man who felt offended and
looked grave."

a

TIERE
middle aged

Friday evening

from

Augusta.

LAMOIHE.

The entertainment in the Elm street
vestry Wednesday evening, Jan. 26, by the
O. S. O. club of young ladies was a success

socially

and

C.

Miaa Lucy Anderson is working at Harlan Harden’s.
Mrs. E. M. King went to Bangor Monto spend a couple of days.

financially.

day

Rev. A. G. Lyon, pastor of the Congregational church, of Orland, preached in
the Methodist church Sunday morning
and evening in exchange with the
pastor,
Rev. Alfred Barrett.

There will be

a

social dance to-morrow

evening, Feb. 3, at the town hall.
School closes Friday after a successful
term taught by Misa Flora Stratton.
Mrs. Liziic Saunders is employed at
A fire which destroyed the town hall and \
the Torrent engine-house broke out about E. H. King’s. Mr. King and u ife are ill
5 o’clock Tuesday morning, and for a time of colda.
it seemed as though the town was in for s
F. L. Hodgkins and wife have gone to
serious conflagration.
Several near-by Boston to spend
several weeks with
houses caught, but were quickly extin- relatives.
B.
quished. The Are originated in the town
Jan. 31.
hall. The loss is about (6,000.
The entertainment “Union
Depot”
Riven by the students of the E. M. C. 8.
for the benefit of the senior class under
direction of Miss Hazel Leavitt, of the
Breek entertainment
bureau, Boston,
was presented to a crowded house
Friday

evening,

and

most

enthusiastically

ceived. The students
forty school children.
Feb. 1.

were

re-

by-

assisted

j.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Hiram Dolliver. of Swan’s Island,
here the last of the week.

!

MAKLBORO.
Little Margaret Bowden Has the measlsi*
Mr*. Nahum Hodgkins has the shingle*.
Mrs. Abbie Bowden, who has been ill*

long time, is very low.
Mrs. Kthna Alexander, of Houlton, and
Maynard Ford, who is in the m»rth«ra
part of Aroostook county working mi ths
Bangor & Aroostook railroad, were called
here last Tuesday by the serious Illness of
their mother, Mrs. Clara Ford.
Are.
Jan. 31.

was

Miss Bernice Dunn, of Franklin, is
guest of her aunt, Mrs. John S. Coombs.

NORTH HANCOCK.
a

Dr. C. C. Larrabee and wife opened their
house to guests on two occasions last
week. At Tuesday’s dinner the guests
were W. F. Bruce and
wife, J. 8. Coombs

The annual masquerade ball at Hancock
will be held Thursday evening, Feb. -*•
Music by Kelley's orchestra, of fou*
pieces. Bupper will be served. A good
time is assured.
ANON.
Feb. 1.

a&bmiirmtnu.

norant
never

Circumstances Rtverwd.

Unkempt Smith—Mister, would youae
kindly help a poor man as Is all In,
down and out? Jocular Citizen—Why,
certainly. Just climb the fire escape
on that skyscraper across the street
and walk In on the top floor. Then
you will be all out, up and In.—Judge's
Library.

Impossible

to

be

Well!

It is impossible to be well,
simply impossible, if the
bowels are constipated. You must
pay attention to the
laws of nature, or suffer the
consequences. Undigested
material, waste products, poisonous substances, must be
removed from the body at least once each
day, or there
will be trouble. A sluggish liver is
responsible for an
immense amount of
suffering and serious disease. Ask
your doctor about Ayer’s Pills. He knows why they act
directly on the liver. Trust him. TC.AuerCo.Loweim^,

It’s Good Point.

“But,” asked the long haired young
man, “Is there nothing at all about
poetry that you like?"
“Yes,” replied Crabbe. “Whenever I
see a poem It makes me feel good to
realize that there’s no law to compel
me to read it”—Catholic Standard and
Times.

No grip Is so hard to shake off as
that of early convictions.—Maurice

Thompson.

'LIFE’S GREATEST HAPPINESS

I

Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health.

The

“L. F.” Atwoed’s Bitters have earned a great reputation through silly years of cures.
Your father and grandfather used Him trusty old
remedy and it kept them well. Use it yourself and give
it to the children. Gives quick relief
euet ror
for constipation.
consupauu*^
true

j

